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iABSTRACT
Bone is a complex composite material consisting of three main components: a mineral
phase structurally similar to calcium hydroxyapatite (HAp), an organic matrix
containing collagenous and non-collagenous proteins and, water. The complexity of
bone has led to an abundance of literature across a wide range of disciplines, which
have endeavoured to provide a greater understanding of this material. In particular,
heated bone studies are prevalent in biomedicine where heat treatment is often used to
sterilise bone material required for xeno– and allo- grafts, in forensic science where
species differentiation of unknown heated bone specimens would prove invaluable and
in archaeology, where heated bone material often provides information about the
cooking and funeral practices of our ancestors. Unfortunately, many of these studies are
largely observational and some of the processes and mechanisms associated with heated
bone are largely assumed and in some instances ambiguous.
Over 1000 biological and synthetic HAp specimens were utilised during this research to
investigate the fundamental processes and mechanisms associated with unheated and
heated bone. In particular, three controversial areas of bone research were considered: -
in vivo HAp crystal size control, the relationship between the organic and mineral
components of bone during heat treatment and the confounding effects of cooling on
bone mineral during heat treatment. This was achieved by considering the chemical
composition of unheated biological and synthetic HAp specimens, and heated bone
specimens from various species including human.
The results of this thesis demonstrate that an intrinsic rather than extrinsic source may
be responsible for in vivo biological HAp crystal size control, a concept which has not
previously be considered. The results have also shown bone mineral crystallisation
during heat treatment is promoted by the organic matrix and, cooling has an impact on
both crystallisation and thermal decomposition of HAp during heat treatment. This
research has also questioned the use of current X-ray diffraction (XRD) refinement
techniques with nanocrystalline materials such as bone, to determine crystalline size and
strain. Further interpretation of the results questioned whether heated bone data is
comparable between research groups, whether it was possible to create a time and
ii
temperature predictive model for heated bone and whether human bone is statistically
different from other bone types when dynamically heated. Due to the fundamental
nature of this research, it is expected the results will have an impact across a wide range
of disciplines including biomedicine, forensic science and archaeology.
Keywords: calcium hydroxyapatite, crystallisation kinetics, dynamic heat treatment,
heated bone, X-ray diffraction (XRD).
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Bone is a complex composite material consisting of three main components: a mineral
phase structurally similar to calcium hydroxyapatite (HAp), an organic matrix
containing collagenous and non-collagenous proteins and, water. The complexity of
bone has led to an abundance of literature which has endeavoured to determine the
general composition and structure of bone. This has in some instances proven extremely
difficult due to the apatite mineral phase. Due to its misleading similarity to other
materials, ‘apatite’ was named from the Greek word, apatē which translates as deceit.
This is particularly fitting for biologically formed apatites such as that in bone, teeth and
urinary calculi, in which the chemical composition is not fixed due to constant ion
migration.
In recent years, a limited number of researchers have used this to their advantage and
have investigated differences in the chemical composition and structure of several
biological and synthetic HAp specimens. For example, physicochemical information
obtained from bone of several different species, with the aim to differentiate between
human and non-human specimens has recently been reported (Beckett et al., 2011, Piga
et al., 2013), although the success of this is debated (discussed further in section 1.2.3).
This research area not only investigated the chemical state of unheated bone, but also
considered the physicochemical behaviour of bone when heated to different
temperatures. Research in this area has the potential to have a significant impact in
forensic science and archaeology. The fundamental processes and mechanisms
associated with the physicochemical modifications (crystallisation and thermal
decomposition) to bone during heat treatment however have not been fully considered.
The study of heated bone is not limited to the field of forensic science and is also
prevalent in biomedical (Murugan et al., 2003, Volkmer et al., 2009, Lau et al., 2013)
and archaeological (Koon et al., 2003, Pijoan et al., 2007, Piga et al., 2010) studies.
These studies have provided indications of physicochemical changes (crystallisation and
thermal decomposition) to bone during heat treatment (Rogers & Daniels, 2002,
Schiegel et al., 2003). There are many conflicting views associated with the
fundamental mechanisms and processes of these physicochemical modifications. For
2example, it has been proposed that the organic matrix has a ‘shielding effect’ on the
mineral during heat treatment of bone (section 4.3). Researchers have suggested that
mineral crystallisation (growth of HAp crystals during heat treatment) cannot occur
until the organic has been completely removed. Further, the confounding effects of
cooling have not previously been considered, and therefore these studies cannot strictly
provide a complete model of the physicochemical modifications associated with heated
bone.
The fundamental processes and mechanisms associated with unheated bone including
HAp nucleation, mineralisation (section 2.2.3) and in vivo HAp crystal growth (chapter
3) are also conflicting and not fully understood. HAp crystallite size and the organic
content of unheated bone for instance have been reported to differ according to species.
This has led many researchers to question the control mechanism of HAp crystallite
growth during bone formation. Currently, there appears to be three schools of thought
associated with this area of research. Firstly, a mechanical restriction provided from
collagen fibrils has been reported. The second school of thought suggests
macromolecules, such as proteins and citrate, bind to the HAp surface, consequently
limiting crystal growth. Arguably this form of extrinsic control is currently the most
conventional within the literature. The third and less explicit suggestion is an intrinsic
form of control; associated with incorporation of certain ions, lattice disorder and
crystal dissolution. These areas of research are discussed further in chapter 3. In vivo
HAp crystal size control is an area of research which needs to be understood in order to
develop a complete model of the physicochemical modifications to bone during heat
treatment.
Certain research areas associated with unheated and heated bone are also controversial
and are not fully understood. Consequently, the mechanisms associated with both
unheated and heated bone are often assumed and ambiguous (elaborated in subsequent
chapters). It is proposed that this is possibly due to the observational nature employed
by many studies, as well as the complexity associated with bone as a material. For
example, during heat treatment it is assumed the organic matrix restricts bone mineral
crystallisation (Roberts, 2002, Trueman, 2004, Wang, 2010), discussed further in
section 4.3. This is largely due to the observation that the complete combustion of the
3organic matrix occurs prior to the crystallisation of the mineral component. However,
the complete combustion of the organic has been shown to occur by 500 oC (Lozano et
al., 2003), whilst the crystallisation of hydroxyapatite crystals begins at approximately
600 oC (Rogers & Daniels, 2002, Beckett et al., 2011). If the organic matrix provided
this apparent ‘protective barrier’ (Etok et al., 2007), then one would expect mineral
crystallisation to occur at approximately 500 oC. Furthermore, due to the nanocrystalline
nature of bone mineral, refinement of X-ray diffraction data can be extremely complex,
which can often lead to ambiguous results. A more in-depth consideration of the current
issues and controversies within bone research, which arguably leave a major gap in
knowledge within bone research, is provided in subsequent chapters (1-5) of this thesis.
The overall aim of this thesis was to provide a new insight into the fundamental
processes and mechanisms associated with unheated and heated bone. This was
achieved by focusing on three main areas of debate: in vivo HAp crystallite size control
(chapter 3), the relationship between the organic and mineral components of bone
during heat treatment and the confounding effects of cooling on the crystallisation and
thermal decomposition of HAp after heat treatment (chapter 4). Further analysis was
applied to consider solutions to current problems within bone research. This included
developing a model to accurately estimate the temperature and time period at which
bone specimens had been heated to (chapter 4) as well as species differentiation
(discussed further in section 1.2.3). The effects of heating and cooling rates on the
physicochemical changes to bone mineral during heat treatments were also investigated,
which previous studies have overlooked. The novel approaches employed for this work
challenged some of the current ideologies in bone research as well as moving forward
this research area. Due to the fundamental nature of this research, it is proposed that the
work presented in this thesis will be beneficial across a wide range of disciplines
including biomedical research, forensic science and archaeology.
41.1 Thesis Outline
This thesis presents the results of an investigation employed to provide a new insight
into the fundamental processes and mechanisms associated with unheated and heated
biological HAp. Application of the research and rationale for carrying out this work is
considered in chapter 1. A variety of analytical techniques were adopted including X-
ray diffraction (XRD), Fourier transform infra-red spectroscopy (FTIR), differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC), laser ablation inductively coupled plasma – mass
spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS) and colourimetry. The fundamental principles and the
rationale for using these techniques are introduced in chapter 5.
The general structure and composition of bone is outlined in chapter 2, whilst a more in-
depth consideration of primary in vivo HAp crystallite size control mechanisms and
response of bone to heat treatment are provided in chapters 3 and 4 respectively.
Summary of the literature and the aims and objectives associated with the work
presented in this thesis, are detailed in chapter 6. Results of this study are presented in
chapter 8, from size control mechanisms of in vivo HAp crystals, through to the growth
of HAp crystals during heat treatment and finally to thermal decomposition of HAp
crystals at high temperatures. The results are discussed in chapter 9 within the context
of general characteristics of unheated HAp specimens and heated bone specimens. A
novel approach employed to determine crystallisation kinetics of bone mineral is
discussed, whilst the confounding effects of cooling (discussed further in chapter 4) are
considered for the first time. Furthermore, the results are discussed in terms of
applications of the research to current issues. The research is summarised in chapter 10
along with recommendations for future work and consideration of how this research has
contributed to scientific knowledge.
51.2 Application of Research
1.2.1 Biomedical Applications
The thermal behaviour of bone is of great importance within biomaterials and
orthopaedics. As discussed in chapter 4, bone mineral microstructure is particularly
sensitive to temperature, which can alter the mechanical, ion storage and
osteoconductive function of bone (Rogers & Daniels, 2002). High temperature
processing of bone material is frequently used for medical, biomaterial and orthopaedic
applications. Medical applications, such as allo- and xeno- graft replacements,
frequently use high temperature processing of bone material to produce HAp
bioceramics (Murugan et al., 2003, Yan et al., 2008, Lau et al., 2013). High temperature
treatment of bone is also used for scaffold development in biomaterial research
(Ivankovic et al., 2009, Emadia et al., 2010). Methods often utilised in orthopaedic
surgery result in significant temperature increases in bone. During drilling temperatures
may reach 300 oC, causing osteonecrosis (Hillery, 1999) whilst thermal denaturing of
tissues by lasers, can result in temperatures of up to 800 oC (Pratisto et al., 1996, Yilbas
et al., 1996). Furthermore, radiofrequency ablation has recently been used to treat single
bone metastases, which can also thermally influence bone (Volkmer et al., 2009).
Understanding the fundamental processes and mechanisms associated with
physicochemical changes to bone mineral due to the application of heat will provide a
new insight into these particular areas of research and applications, as well as help
future development of these biomedical methods.
1.2.2 Archaeological Applications
Archaeological bone is often found during excavations. Among archaeological remains,
bone specimens and objects made from bone material have been reported which Reiche
and Chadefaux (2009) argue can largely contribute to the understanding of ancient
6societies. In many instances, specimens which show indications of being subjected to
some form of heat treatment have been discovered (Bennett, 1999, Pijoan et al., 2007,
Yravedra & Uzquiano, 2013). This has resulted in an increasing number of studies
which have concentrated on the effect of heat treatment on bone in order to
contextualise the conditions of a burning event (Schiegl et al., 2003). These studies
have allowed cooking (Koon et al., 2003) and funeral practices (Grupe & Hummel,
1991, Piga et al., 2010) of our ancestors to be further understood as well as providing
information on cannibalism (Fernández-Jalvo et al., 1999, Cáceres et al., 2007).
Unfortunately, this area of research is often limited as burnt bone is frequently rejected
as suitable material for isotope analysis due to changes to both the organic and mineral
components of bone during heat treatment (Munro et al., 2007 & 2008, Schurr et al.,
2011). A new insight into the physicochemical modifications to bone during heat
treatment could potentially allow a more formative determination of the burning event.
With this in mind, the ability to identify how long an archaeological bone specimen may
have been subjected to heat treatment for and at what temperature could prove
invaluable.
Currently anthropologists and archaeologists use techniques including visual inspection
(Devlin & Herrmann, 2008), bone colour (Shipman, 1984), fracturing of bone due to
fire temperature (Herrmann & Bennett, 1999), macroscopic modifications to bone
(Solari et al., 2013) and the presence of soft tissues (Ubelaker, 2009) to characterise
burning events in terms of temperature and period of heating. However, these
techniques can often be complicated and ambiguous (Thompson, 2005). By adopting a
fundamental approach to investigate the physicochemical changes to bone during heat
treatment, it may be possible to provide a new insight into how to accurately estimate
both the temperature and period of time (dwell period) a bone specimen has been
heated. This is not currently available and in many instances the temperature at which
bone has been heated is determined without consideration for the dwell period. The
need for a time/ temperature model for heated bone is prevalent in archaeological and
forensic science literature, in which contextualising the burning event may aid in
determining certain practices of our ancestors as well as complementing other forensic
evidence.
71.2.3 Forensic Science Applications
In an attempt to prevent identification of a victim, or disguise the cause of death of a
victim and/or to destroy relevant forensic evidence such as blood, semen and saliva, fire
is often used (Correia & Beattie, 2002, Abrams, 2008). Due to the threat of being
‘caught in the act’, accelerants are frequently used by criminals. The use of accelerants
does not significantly increase the temperature of a fire in comparison to non-
accelerated fires in the same surrounding, as often erroneously reported, but increases
the rate at which the fire reaches maximum temperature (Stauffer et al., 2007). The
ability to calculate the temperature and the period of time a bone specimen has been
heated, could potentially allow a burning event to be contextualised. For example, bone
specimens heated in the presence of an accelerant may show indications of being burnt
at a faster rate than bone specimens burnt without the use of an accelerant. Thus, the
amount of time the bone has been heated to at maximum temperature would be
significantly longer if accelerants are used. Contextualising a burning event will not
only be invaluable in establishing criminal intent (with the use of an accelerant for
example) but may also be used to confirm or refute witness statements and alibis.
Further, forensic cases and mass disaster events such as bush fires, terrorist attacks,
earthquakes and transport accidents (such as aircraft, train and car), often leave forensic
practitioners the difficult task of identifying human skeletal remains. This task has
proven much more difficult with regards to burnt human remains (Berketa, 2013). In
most instances, physical evidence such as visual identification, documents, tattoos and
clothing is destroyed, leaving forensic experts dependent upon DNA, fingerprint and
dental analysis (Cattaneo et al., 1999, Prahlow 2010). Unfortunately, analysis of this
type is not always possible. Fingerprints are unattainable from severely burnt victims
due to the destruction of soft tissue (Schwark et al., 2011) whilst dental analysis is
dependent on the presence of the cranium and sufficient ante-mortem dental records
(Pretty, 2007). Consequently, DNA typing is often used as the primary diagnostic tool
for identification of mass disaster victims (Olaisen et al., 1997, Brenner and Weir, 2003,
Meyer, 2003).
8In extreme temperatures, DNA is often extracted from robust material such as bone or
teeth, due to the absence of hair, nails, soft tissue. However, when subjected to extreme
temperatures, bone DNA is denatured (Von Wurmb-Schwark et al. 2004, Senn &
Weems, 2013). Recent research has suggested the probability of obtaining a nuclear
DNA profile from bone decreases as the temperature of the burning event exceeds
200 oC (Fredericks, 2011, Fredericks et al., 2012). Due to such compromised samples,
unsuccessful DNA typing of bone subjected to heat treatment is common (Rainio et al.,
2001, Nelson & Melton, 2007, Schwark et al., 2011). This was highlighted by the lack
of success in identifying victims of the Australian bushfires in 2009, where
temperatures were thought to exceed 1000 oC (Turney, 2010). Furthermore, severely
burnt bone material is highly susceptible to contamination with external DNA (Schwark
et al., 2011). Unsuccessful or ‘mixed’ DNA profiles consume valuable resources. In
addition, remains may be visually assessed as being unsuitable for DNA analysis due to
the severity of charring, and consequently may not be tested. Heinrich et al. (2009)
found a correlation between the severity of charring/bone colour and obtaining a
successful DNA profile. In charred bones (black), DNA was usually highly degraded
and in some instances no nuclear DNA remained, leaving only mitochondrial DNA.
Burnt bones of blue/ grey colour lead to sporadic successful profiling, whilst it was
almost impossible to obtain a DNA profile from burnt bone specimens which were
white in colour (ibid). Understanding the physicochemical changes to bone mineral
could potentially provide a new insight into this area of research, and may aid future
studies into DNA extraction from heated bone. Potentially, investigation of the
physicochemical changes to bone prior to DNA extraction may provide a cheap, reliable
method to determine whether material should be rejected or accepted for DNA analysis.
The problem of identifying human bone from other species was addressed by Beckett et
al. (2011). This research discovered heated bone can be differentiated according to
species through the observation of several chemical characteristics of bone mineral
using X-ray diffraction (XRD). Crucially, human bone was found to be significantly
different to a wide range of other species. Subsequent research within this area is
conflicting (Piga et al., 2013). Differences in the opinion of Beckett et al. (2011) and
Piga et al. (2013) may be due to the material employed for this research. Beckett et al.
(2011) utilised fresh, unheated contemporary bone specimens for their research whilst
9Piga et al.(2013) utilised both contemporary and archaeological (up to 900,000 years
old) specimens. Previous studies have shown that diagenetic processes can alter both the
organic and mineral microstructure of bone due to microbiological attack (Hedges,
2002). Physicochemical differences between human bone and other species was
possibly not observed by Piga et al. (2013), due to confounding differences between the
initial state of fresh, defleshed bone and dry, archaeological bone. This was not
considered by the authors.
Analytical solutions to identify human bone could prove invaluable for legal cases. This
was highlighted as recently as 2013 during the trial of Mark Bridger, who was found
guilty of the abduction and murder of five year old April Jones, and consequently
sentenced to life imprisonment (Judiciary England and Wales, 2013). Small fragments
of burnt bone were found within the fireplace at Bridger’s home, however due to the
compromised nature of the material, DNA profiling was unsuccessful. Consequently,
anthropologists were required to determine whether these bone specimens were of
human origin or not. Regrettably, their expert opinions were conflicting (BBC News,
2013). This case highlights the need for further research into the physicochemical
modifications to bone during heat treatment in order to determine whether species
differentiation is possible using XRD. Further research within this area is also required
in order to provide a more fundamental understanding of the physicochemical
differences between human bone and other species, as reported by Beckett et al. (2011).
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Chapter 2: GENERAL BONE STRUCTURE1 AND COMPOSITION
Bone, which is a living organ, is not a solid entity but is made from a hierarchy of
structures (Rho et al., 1998) (Figure 2.1). The various structures enable bone to perform
a wide range of functions such as structural support, protection and storage of healing
cells, and mineral ion homeostasis (ibid). This chapter will detail the structure1 and
composition of bone from the macro- to nano-structure.
Figure 2.1 The hierarchal structure of bone from the macro- to nano-structure (Source Rho et
al., 1998)
1 In bone chemistry, structure is used to define architectural and morphological properties of bone whilst
crystallographic structure is often employed by crystallographers to describe the atomic arrangement of a
material. In this chapter, both these terms are employed. In section 2.1, structure is employed to describe
the physical architectural properties of bone whilst in section 2.2 this term is employed to define the
crystallographic structure of HAp i.e. the atomic arrangement of HAp crystals.
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2.1 General Bone Structure
2.1.1 Bone Macrostructure
Mammalian adult bone exists in two distinct forms, trabecular and cortical (Figure 2.2).
The composition of trabecular and cortical bone is similar; however their architectural
structure differs due to the arrangement of the mineral and organic components at the
macro level (Currey, 2002).
Trabecular bone also known as cancellous bone is very porous and lightweight and has
a ‘honeycomb’ appearance (Currey, 2002). This is a result of the rapid mineralisation
process during which roughly spherical centres of calcium phosphate crystals randomly
impregnate the collagen and surrounding substrate (Wojnar, 2010). As these
mineralisation centres spread, they adjoin and frequently leave ‘mineral – free’ spaces
(Currey, 2002). Consequently, trabecular bone is very porous although highly
mineralised. Trabecular bone is most commonly found under protuberances where
tendons attach, in the vertebral bodies, in the ends of long bones, in short bones, and
sandwiched within flat bones (Parker, 2007).
In comparison, cortical bone, also known as compact bone (Figure 2.2), is denser, as it
is formed at a much slower rate, and is more precisely arranged than trabecular bone
(Currey, 2002). In cortical bone, collagen fibrils and calcium phosphate crystals are
arranged into sheets of differing thickness (Currey, 2002). As a result, the final degree
of mineralisation of cortical bone is considerably less than trabecular bone. Cortical




porous consisting of bony
spikes known as trabeculae
Periosteum
Thin fibrous membrane
covering the entire bone
surface (except in joints)
Bone Marrow
Flexible tissue which fills the
bone’s central cavity. During bone
growth and development, bone
marrow in long bones is red and
eventually turns yellow
Cortical Bone (Compact)
Hard, dense bone due to the
arrangement of the collagen fibrils
and their associated HAp crystals
into thin sheets
Blood Vessel
A rich network of blood vessels
supplies nourishment to the bone
Figure 2.2 Diagram depicting the two distinct forms of mammalian adult
bone, cortical and trabecular. Adapted from Parker (2007)
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2.1.2 Microstructure of Bone
Trabecular and cortical bone are very different at the micro level. Cortical bone is
constructed of organised osteons known as Haversian systems (Martin & Burr, 1989)
(Figure 2.3). Osteons are rod-like cells which during bone development are packed
tightly in a circular formation. The central (Haversian) canal of the osteons contains
blood vessels and nerves, and is surrounded by concentric layers of tissue termed
lamellae (Parker, 2007). The blood vessels provide nutrients to the bone and remove
waste products from the cells. In between the layers of lamellae, there are cavities
known as lacunae that contain osteocyte cells (Bonucci, 2000). In contrast, trabecular
bone does not contain true Harversian systems and instead consists of an irregular
lattice of thin columns of bone termed trabeculae (Parker, 2007).








At the molecular level there is little difference between the composition of trabecular
and cortical bone. Bone is a nano composite material consisting of an organic matrix
(20 – 30 wt. % for human bone) (section 2.2.1), which is impregnated by the mineral
component (70 – 80 wt. % for human bone) (section 2.2.2) during bone formation and
growth (Currey, 2002). The organic matrix is formed mainly from Type I collagen (90
wt. %) whilst the mineral component has been found to resemble nano calcium
hydroxyapatite (HAp) (Olszta, 2007). In addition to these components, bone consists of
other constituents such as water, non-collagenous proteins, blood vessels and living
cells (Currey, 2002). HAp and collagen form the basic building blocks of bone and are
arranged to form a hierarchy of structures from the macro- to nano-scale (Rho et al.,
1998) (Figure 2.1). As this thesis is concerned with observing the physicochemical
changes to bone at the molecular level, HAp and collagen will be discussed in further
detail.
2.2 Bone Composition
2.2.1 Organic Matrix: Collagen
Collagen is a fibrous protein found in all multi-cellular animals. The primary feature of
a typical collagen molecule is its triple-stranded helical structure, in which three
collagen polypeptide chains, termed α-chains, are wound around one another creating a 
‘rope like’ structure (Woodhead – Galloway, 1980). Collagen is rich in both proline and
glycine, which are essential amino acids required for the formation of the triple-stranded
helix. The ring structure of proline stabilises the helical confirmation in each α-chain, 
whilst glycine, the smallest amino acid, is spaced at every third residue throughout the
central region of the α-chain (ibid). The position of glycine allows the three helical α-
chains to pack tightly together to form the final collagen superhelix. Type I collagen is
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known as fibrillar collagen and once secreted into extracellular space, the collagen
molecules assemble into higher-order polymers called collagen fibrils (Viguet-Carrin et
al., 2006). These are thin structures (10 – 300nm in diameter) and are many hundreds of
micrometres long in mature tissues. In bone, Type I collagen is mineralised with
calcium HAp crystals.
2.2.2 Mineral Matrix: Calcium Hydroxyapatite
Calcium hydroxyapatite (HAp), the crystallographic structural reference for bone, is a
mineral which occurs naturally within the environment. Its most common occurrence is
within the human body and has been identified as the main mineral phase of bone, teeth
and urinary calculi (Elliot, 1973, Brown and Chow, 1976, Smith et al., 1983, Olszta et
al., 2007). In recent years, there has been extensive research into synthetically
producing this naturally occurring mineral for use as bone repair materials, forming the
basis of bioactive ceramic research (Chang et al., 1999, Ślósarczyk et al., 2000, Combes
& Rey, 2010). In this thesis, calcium hydroxyapatite is shortened to HAp. Biological
and synthetic HAp specimens are differentiated throughout.
Stoichiometric HAp is a crystalline mineral which consists of phosphate (PO43-),
calcium (Ca2+) and hydroxyl (OH-) ions (Kay et al., 1964, Elliot, 1973, Rey et al.,
2009). The general unit formula for calcium HAp is Ca5 (PO4)3(OH), however this is
often written has Ca10 (PO4)6(OH)2 to highlight that there are two formula units in the
crystallographic unit cell (Elliott, 1973). As shown in Figure 2.4, the crystal lattice of
calcium HAp is dominated by phosphate ions which are stacked in a closely packed
arrangement. The tetrahedral sites for the six phosphate ions are each in 4 fold
coordination with the oxygen ions (Gross et al., 2002). Interstices (holes) are observed
between phosphate ions. The arrangement of some of these interstices creates channels
through the structure, known as phosphate interstices. Two crystallographically
different Ca2+ atoms exist in HAp (Elliott et al., 2002). Six of the calcium ions are
arranged in such a way that they form a calcium ‘channel site’ along the c-axis (referred
to as the c-axis channel site or anion channel). These are known as Ca2+ (II) ions and are
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found within interstices that are not within the phosphate channel sites (Beckett, 2009).
The other four calcium ions, known as Ca2+ (I) ions, are found within the phosphate
interstices. Hydroxyl ions (OH-) are located within the c-axis channel site (partially
formed by the Ca2+ (II) ions).
Figure 2.4 Crystal lattice structure of stoichiometric HAp. The crystal lattice is viewed down the ‘c’ axis
and shows two unit cells along each axis: ‘a’, ‘b’ and ‘c’ (Beckett, 2009). Atoms not drawn to scale for
clarity.
As mentioned, calcium HAp is considered only as a reference for bone mineral as the
composition of biological hydroxyapatites are not fixed (Elliott et al., 2002).
Biologically formed HAp found in bone is particularly accommodating to chemical
substitutions due to ion site vacancies provided by channel sites (discussed in the
previous section), which enables ion exchange. Ion exchange is aided by two main
attributes of the HAp crystals. Firstly, due to their nano size, biological HAp crystals
have a large surface area to volume ratio, which aids ion migration (Palmer et al.,
2008). Secondly, HAp crystals are thought to be surrounded by a hydrated surface layer
which contains, in varying concentrations, a wide variety of mineral ions and charged
groups of proteins (Neuman & Weikel, 1955, Rey et al., 2007), as shown in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5 Diagrammatical representation of the solid: solution interface of HAp crystals,
divided into four sub groups; the HAp crystal lattice (interior), the crystal surface, the hydrated
layer which surrounds the crystal and the bulk solution (Rey et al., 2007). It is important to note
that this hydration layer is not a universally accepted view of all mineral surfaces, and is in fact
debated within bone mineral research.
Fundamentally, biological HAp differs from stoichiometric calcium HAp due to its
deficiency in calcium and hydroxyl ions (Rey et al., 1995, Loong et al., 2000, Cho et
al., 2003, Pasteris, 2004). In addition to this, due to constant ion migration, biological
HAp contains a variety of ions including carbonate, sodium, magnesium, potassium,
fluoride and chloride (Elliot et al., 2002, Shea & Miller, 2005, Rey et al., 2009). Ions
are incorporated through ion substitutions, ion site vacancies and interstitial ions
(Neuman & Weikel, 1955). It is important to note that any chemical exchanges must
fulfil an overall neutral charge balance, which occurs through exchange of other ions
(Wopenka & Pasteris, 2005). Studies have suggested incorporation of some extraneous
ions (ions not associated with stoichiometric HAp), in particular carbonate can cause
crystallographic structural disorder and lattice strain within bone mineral (Bigi et al.,
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1995, Li et al., 2007, O’Donnell et al., 2008, Yao et al., 2009, Delgado-López, 2012,
Ghadimi et al., 2013). This concept is discussed further in chapter 3. Strain in HAp
crystals arises from ionic substitutions and vacancies which distorts the regular unit cell
pattern, thus decreasing the long range order of a crystallite. A detailed account of strain
is provided by Wopenka & Pasteris, (2005). Structural disorder and lattice strain is
discussed further in chapter 3.
As early as 1965, LeGeros recognised that biological HAp specimens contain a
substantial amount of carbonate and later stated carbonate ‘is the chief foreign ion in
biological apatites’ (LeGeros et al., 1971). Bone and dentin for example contains
between 5 -6 wt. % carbonate, whilst enamel contains between 2 – 4 wt. %. (LeGeros,
1981, Koch et al., 1997, Pasteris et al., 2004, Shi et al., 2005, Reyes-Gasga et al.,
2012). Early studies established carbonate ions can occupy two non-equivalent sites
within the calcium HAp lattice (Emerson & Fisher, 1962, Elliott, 1962, Baxter et al.,
1966, LeGeros et al., 1969), now commonly referred to as A or B type carbonate
substitution (Rey et al., 1989, Feki et al., 1991). ‘A’ and ‘B’ type carbonate was first
introduced in 1938 by McConnell, a geologist who studied the release of carbonate
during hydrochloric acid (HCl) dissolution of apatites (Wopenka & Pasteris, 2005).
McConnell observed two distinct optical properties when different apatites were treated
with HCl, which he termed A and B type. McConnell did not propose the exact location
of the carbonate ion within the apatite lattice. Due to several subsequent studies, it is
now commonly accepted carbonate ions which occupy the tetrahedral site due to
substitution with phosphate ions, is ‘B-type carbonate substitution’ (Rey et al., 1989,
Rey et al., 1991, Astala & Stott, 2005, Danilchenko et al., 2005). Carbonate ions which
are substituted for hydroxyl ions found in the ‘c’ axis channel site are commonly
referred to as ‘A – type carbonate’ (ibid). Carbonate substitution alters the atomic




A/B type Ca10-x[(PO4)6-2x(CO3)2x] (CO3) (2.1)
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It is generally accepted that carbonate preferentially substitutes for phosphate ions (B-
type substitution) in bone (Landi et al., 2003), whereas the occurrence of A-type
carbonate is disputed (Elliott, 2002 as cited in Wopenka & Pasteris, 2005). This is
possibly due to the knowledge that A-type carbonated HAp is synthesised at
temperatures exceeding 800 oC, whereas B-type carbonated HAp can be precipitated
from solution at much lower temperatures (< 100 oC) (Rey et al., 1989, Penel et al.,
1998, Gibson & Bonfield, 2002, Landi et al., 2003, Frank-Kamenetskaya et al., 2011 ).
Many studies have shown that biological HAp specimens are typically B-type
carbonated apatites which contain a small amount of A-type carbonate (Rey et al., 1989,
Rey et al., 1991, Miller et al., 2001). Based on results from synthetically produced HAp
studies, carbonate substitutions are known to cause physical and chemical changes to
the properties of calcium HAp. Changes to lattice parameters, dissolution, lattice strain,
crystal morphology, overall crystallite size and thermal decomposition mechanisms
have been documented (LeGeros et al., 1967, Baig et al., 1999, Shi et al., 2005, Pasteris
et al., 2007). Due to their structural differences, these changes will differ depending on
the type of carbonate substitution. For example, A - type substitution, where the larger
planer CO3 group is substituted for a smaller linear OH group, causes an expansion in
the ‘a’ axial lattice parameter length and a contraction in the ‘c’ axial length, as shown
in Figure 2.6. B - type substitution, where the smaller planar CO3 group is substituted
for a larger tetrahedral PO4 group, has the opposite effect (LeGeros, 1969, Nelson &
Featherstone, 1981). In addition to A- and B - type carbonate, many spectroscopic
studies have also reported the presence of carbonate ions on the crystallite surface, often
termed labile carbonate (Rey et al., 1989, Paschalis et al., 1996, Boskey et al., 1998,
Camacho et al., 1999, Miller et al., 2001)
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Figure 2.6 Lattice parameters of synthetic A and B type carbonated calcium HAp plotted
against amount of carbonate (wt. %). Graphs constructed from lattice parameters values taken
from LeGeros et al. (1969). For completeness, lattice parameter and wt. % carbonate values are
tabulated in appendix A. Errors were not reported by LeGeros.
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Information on the crystallographic structure of both biological and synthetic HAp has
been extensively studied using X-ray diffraction (XRD) (Bonar et al., 1983, Handschin
& Stern, 1992, Rogers & Daniels, 2002, Boskey, 2003, Hiller et al., 2003, Landi et al.,
2003, Lin et al., 2004). Stoichiometric calcium HAp has characteristic atomic (1.67, 10
atoms of Ca per unit cell/ 6 atoms of P per unit cell) and weight (2.16, 39.9 gmol-1 of
Ca/ 18.5 gmol-1 of P) ratios of calcium to phosphorus (Young, 1975). Although there is
an agreement on the atomic and weight ratio of calcium to phosphorus for
stoichiometric HAp, the unit cell space group and consequently the unit cell dimensions
(lattice parameters) are not clear (Calderin et al., 2003). Two kinds of crystallographic
structure have been reported for synthetic HAp. The structure observed is dependent on
the preparation techniques employed and is influenced by stoichiometry, temperature
and pressure (ibid). Consequently, the general crystallographic structure of synthetic
and biologically formed calcium HAp is reported as hexagonal with a P63/m space
group, with lattice parameters of a= ܾ = 9.432 Å, ܿ= 6.881 Å, and ߛ= 120 o (Posner et
al., 1958) or monoclinic with a P21/ b space group with lattice parameters of ܽ =
9.421 Å, ܾ= 2 ,ܽ ܿ= 6.881 Å, and ߛ= 120 o(Elliot et al., 1973, Haverty et al., 2005).
Space groups are described in terms of symmetry and the monoclinic structure assumes
ordering in the orientation of the hydroxyl ions (Calderin et al., 2003, Ma & Liu, 2009).
As discussed, biologically formed HAp does not have a fixed chemical composition due
to constant ion migration, which is known to induce disorder and lattice strain in the
crystals (Wopenka & Pasteris, 2005). This includes disorder in the hydroxyl ion
channels (Elliott, 1969). Symmetry associated with the hexagonal space group
accommodates for strain and disorder caused by ion site vacancies, ion substitutions and
interstitial ions, whereas the monoclinic form is destabilised by ionic substitutions
(Elliott et al., 2002). Consequently, many researchers employ the hexagonal space
group configuration when dealing with HAp, especially biologically formed HAp
(Rogers & Daniels, 2002, Panda et al., 2003, Reyes-Gasga et al., 2012).
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2.2.3 Bone Mineralisation
The precise formation mechanism for the nucleation and growth of bone HAp crystals,
termed mineralisation, is heavily debated. One theory which seems to dominate the
literature is the formation of HAp from a precursor in the form of an amorphous
calcium phosphate phase (Johnsson & Nancollas, 1992, Weiner, 2006, Beniash et al.,
2009). In 1970, Eanes and Posner suggested a two stage process for the formation of
HAp. In the first stage, it was suggested dissolution of non-crystalline calcium
phosphate leads to the formation of colloidal HAp particles by a diffusion controlled
dendritic mechanism. During this rapid process, the average crystallite size remains
constant until complete depletion of the non-crystalline precursor. In the second stage,
the HAp crystals continue to grow by a process of consolidation, which occurs at the
expense of smaller crystallites resulting in a reduced number of total crystals but a
greater proportion of larger crystals. This process is commonly known as Ostwald
ripening and relies on the principle that the equilibrium dissolution of crystals decreases
with increasing crystallite size (Eanes & Posner, 1970).
Other theories propose that rather than the dissolution of a precursor mineral phase,
highly phosphorylated, acidic, non-collagenous proteins act as nucleators of HAp.
Osteocalcin, osteopontin, osteonectin and bone sialoprotein (BSP), the major
phosphorylated proteins of mammalian bone are often identified as having a primary
role in the initiation of mineralisation (Nagata et al., 1991, Hunter & Goldberg, 1993,
Roach, 1994, Ganss et al., 1999, George & Veis, 2008). These calcium and phosphate
binding proteins are thought to regulate the ordered deposition of the mineral matrix by
controlling the amount and size of the HAp crystallites formed during mineralisation.
Evidence for the role of these proteins in the nucleation of HAp is conflicting. Research
carried out by Hunter & Goldberg (1993) for example reported that BSP may have a
role in the nucleation of HAp whilst no accumulation of calcium and phosphate
occurred in the presence of osteopontin. Conversely, a model simulation study
questioned the role of BSP, stating that a stable nucleating template for the formation of
orientated HAp was not possible in the presence of this protein (Yang et al., 2010). The
authors suggest the BSP nucleating motif is more likely to nucleate an amorphous
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calcium phosphate cluster, which ultimately converts to HAp. Interestingly, rather than
having a nucleating role during the formation and growth of HAp, a number of
researchers have suggested proteins can inhibit the nucleation and growth of the crystals
(Romberg et al., 1986, Boskey et al., 2002). The role of proteins in in vivo HAp crystal
size control is considered further in chapter 3.
Although the exact nucleation mechanisms of bone mineral are not fully understood,
there is a general consensus that bone HAp crystals are intimately and specifically
associated with collagen fibrils (Marino & Becker, 1967, Lowestam, 1989 cited in
Tampieri et al., 2002, Wang et al., 2012). This relationship is possibly best described by
the Landis model (Landis et al., 1996), which is based on ex situ observations of
mineralising turkey tendon using high voltage transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
and tomographic reconstruction imaging. The Landis model is widely accepted by many
academics (Figure 2.7).
Figure 2.7 Schematic of the Landis model. The cylindrical rods illustrate collagen units which
assemble into fibrils, leaving periodic ~40 nm gap regions (circled in red). HAp crystals are
deposited into the gap regions, which then grow and expand forming sheets of poorly crystalline
HAp between the collagen fibres.
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The model suggests calcium HAp crystals preferentially form within the discrete spaces
between the collagen fibrils, often referred to as the gap or hole regions. During
mineralisation, HAp crystals impregnate the gap regions (~ 40 nm in height) and the
mineral matrix continues to grow and expand forming sheets of poorly crystalline HAp
between the collagen fibres. The plate-like mineral crystals are thought to grow with a
specific crystalline orientation with the c - axes of the crystals roughly parallel to the
long axes of the collagen fibrils (Currey 2002). This mineralisation process is thought to
limit the primary growth of the mineral crystals, forcing the crystals to be discrete and
discontinuous (Landis et al., 1996).
2.3 Concluding Remarks
This chapter has deconstructed bone from the macro through to the nano-structure. This
has demonstrated that bone is a complex composite material which consists of two main
components, a mineral matrix and an organic phase, which are intimately associated
with one another. Both of these phases were considered individually with calcium HAp
identified as the structural reference for bone mineral whilst Type I collagen was
identified as the primary component of the organic matrix. The chemical composition of
bone mineral and the non-stoichiometric nature of biologically formed HAp (due to
constant ionic exchanges) were discussed. Although the nucleation and growth
mechanisms of bone mineral are debated, the location and orientation of the mineral
crystals in relation to the organic matrix is understood through the Landis model. The
role of proteins in in vivo HAp crystallite size control was briefly considered. For
several years, the fundamental control mechanism of HAp crystallite size has been
investigated with studies suggesting a variety of mechanical, extrinsic and intrinsic
sources of control. This is discussed further in chapter 3.
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Chapter 3: IN VIVO SIZE CONTROL OF HYDROXYAPATITE
CRYSTALS
Hydroxyapatite crystallite sizes differ in a variety of biological systems including teeth,
bone and urinary calculi (Kim et al., 1995, Koch et al., 1997, Currey, 1999, Pasteris et
al., 2004, Greenwood et al., 2013, Reyes-Gasga et al., 2012). Consequently, there have
been various studies which have investigated the fundamental control mechanisms
associated with biological and synthetic in vivo HAp crystal growth (Romberg et al.,
1986, Mann et al., 1989, Moore et al., 1991). Mechanical restrictions (collagen),
extrinsic sources (proteins, citrate) and intrinsic sources (ionic substitutions, lattice
strain, and crystal dissolution) have previously been individually considered as the
regulatory mechanism of in vivo HAp crystal growth. Studies which have synthesised
HAp in the presence of these molecules and ions have demonstrated that crystal growth
is inhibited when compared to control samples. The remainder of this chapter provides a
review of the current literature investigating control mechanisms of HAp crystal
growth. Mechanical and extrinsic sources of control are considered before intrinsic
sources of control.
3.1 Mechanical Restriction: Collagen
Due to the intimate association between HAp and collagen during bone formation
(discussed in section 2.2.3), it has been suggested the organic matrix may limit the
primary growth of HAp crystals (Boskey, 2003, Nudelman et al., 2010, Wang et al.,
2012). Although studies which have suggested this mechanical restriction are largely
observational; the research seems feasible when considering the mineral to organic
ratio. Many biological HAp specimens, including bone from different species, enamel
and dentin differ according to mineral and organic content (Figure 3.1) (Curry, 1999,
Zioupos, et al., 2005). Further, systems with a greater proportion of organic matrix tend
to have smaller HAp crystals and vice versa (Rogers & Zioupos, 1999, Currey, 1999,
Greenwood et al., 2013)
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Figure 3.1 Tertiary diagram depicting the relationship and variation between the organic,
mineral and water content (as a percentage) of bone obtained from several different species
(Zioupos et al., 2005).
3.2 Extrinsic Control: Proteins and Citrate
Amino acids (Chen et al., 2012) and biological macromolecules such as carboxylate-
rich proteins have also been reported to inhibit calcium phosphate crystal growth
(George et al., 1996, Gericke et al., 2005). This research suggests surface absorption of
proteins blocks potential growth sites. Other studies have suggested smaller citrate
molecules (C6H8O7) rather than proteins play a critical role in the mechanism of in vivo
HAp crystal size control. This is due to the large number of carboxylates available for
calcium binding provided by citrate in comparison to protein molecules.
Several studies have demonstrated smaller HAp crystal size are observed when
synthesised in the presence of citrate in comparison to control samples (López –Macipe,
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1998, Martins et al., 2008). The regulatory role of citrate in unheated bone was perhaps
not fully understood until the study by Hu and colleagues in 2010. This study for the
first time quantified the amount of citrate present in avian, bovine and fish bone using
advanced solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and distance
measurements. The study suggested molecular control over the growth of HAp crystals.
It was proposed ionised carboxyl groups of citrate bind to Ca2+ ions at the HAp crystal
surface, at distances of 0.3 to 0.45 nm (Figure 3.2).
Previous studies have shown citrate remains on the surface of HAp crystals rather than
being incorporated into the crystal lattice. This is due to the relatively large size of
citrate molecules in comparison to lattice ions, such as phosphate or hydroxide (López –
Macipe, 1998, Rhee & Tanaka, 1999, Hempel et al., 2004, Martins et al., 2008, Hu et
al., 2011). Once a citrate molecule occupies the HAp surface area, the growth of the
Figure 3.2 Schematic diagram of citrate bound to the apatite surface through interaction with







crystal in that crystallographic direction is inhibited (Xie and Nancollas, 2010, Hu et al.,
2011). It has also been proposed a negatively charged surface area is generated by
surface-bound citrate molecules, which repels negatively charged phosphate ions and
consequently limits further crystal growth (Martins et al., 2008, Hu et al., 2011 ) Thus,
many studies have concluded that citrate restricts in vivo HAp crystal growth (Martins
et al., 2008, Hu et al., 2011 & 2012). In the study by Hu et al. (2010), citrate was
removed from unheated bone specimens using hot dilute acid treatment and replaced
with 13C labelled citrate in order to enhance the NMR signature. Unfortunately, the
authors make little reference to the confounding effect of acid on the mineral
microstructure (discussed in section 4.3) and the influence this could possibly have on
the binding sites of the citrate molecules.
Van der Houwen et al. (2003) also reported that the presence of citrate during synthesis
of HAp resulted in a lower crystallite size; however this phenomenon was related to
imperfection of the crystal lattice rather than binding of the citrate to HAp crystal
surfaces. The authors suggest interaction of citrate molecules with newly formed
calcium phosphate nuclei can lead to incorporation of carboxyl ions into the OH- and/ or
PO43- / phosphoric acid (HPO42-) vacancies in the HAp crystal structure. Further, the
author suggests substitution of carboxyl ions is likely to result in a greater lattice
disorder and allow inclusion of impurities such as chloride (Cl-) and sodium (Na+)
(ibid). The authors state highly disordered HAp structures may lead to a reduction in
HAp crystal size but do not expand on this hypothesis further.
3.3 Intrinsic Control
3.3.1 Ion Substitutions
Studies which have incorporated extraneous ions into the lattice of synthetic HAp have
also suggested that highly disordered structures may inhibit in vivo crystal growth. For
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example, Li et al. (2007) demonstrated synthesis of HAp in the presence of strontium
induced incorporation of phosphoric acid (HPO42-) and a greater quantity of carbonate
(CO32-) in comparison to a control. This occurred when 15% of strontium was
substituted for calcium. The authors suggest the partial substitution of strontium for
calcium resulted in a larger lattice strain, which consequently allowed incorporation of
more carbonate ions into the lattice structure. It is likely that this introduces further
disorder into the system. The authors suggest this may cause a decrease in crystallite
size but do not expand on this concept. Similar observations were also reported by
O’Donnell et al. (2008), although when over 25% of strontium was substituted into the
HAp lattice, the crystallite size increased. It is proposed that the observed increase in
crystallite size with increasing percentages of strontium (>25%), is associated with how
this additional ions are incorporated into the lattice structure. Substitution for certain
ions or into lattice vacancies may reduce lattice strain thus leading to an increase in
crystallite size. Other studies have shown incorporation of low concentrations of lead
(Pb2+) can also limit HAp crystal size (Mavropoulos et al., 2002, Ghadimi et al., 2013).
Control of in vivo HAp crystal growth due to the incorporation of certain ions including
(Mg2+) and zinc (Zn2+) is disputed, with studies suggesting crystal growth is inhibited
due to lattice disorder (Bigi et al., 1993, Fuierer et al., 1994, Bigi et al., 1995, Kanzaki
et al., 2000). In contrast investigations by Cuisinier et al. (1995) and Mayer et al. (2000)
reported a reduction in crystal defects, which the authors argue results in a decrease in
structural disorder and larger crystallite sizes.
An abundance of studies have also investigated the influence of fluorine (F-) on the
chemical properties of HAp, in particular within tooth enamel. The dissolution of
fluorapatite has been extensively studied within dental literature. The studies are
consistent and suggest the presence of high concentrations of fluorine incorporated into
the HAp lattice through substitution with OH-, results in larger mean crystallite sizes
and lower lattice strain in comparison to a control (Rodríguez-Lorenzo et al., 2003). The
large OH- ions occupy the centre of the calcium (II) triangle, which displaces the
oxygen atoms approximately 0.3Å from the calcium plane (Kay et al., 1964). As F- ions
are much smaller than OH- ions, this substitution results in a reduction in the volume of
the unit cell, the lattice becomes denser, and a decrease in dissolution due to the
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electrostatic bond between fluoride and the adjacent ions (Aoba, 1997). Thus,
substitution of fluoride into the HAp lattice structure decreases lattice strain.
In bone, as discussed in section 2.2.2, ion substitution between carbonate and hydroxide
and/ or phosphate is prevalent, with carbonate constituting between 5 - 6 wt. % of bone.
Over the years, carbonate substitution has received an overwhelming amount of
attention, due to the dissolution rates associated with carbonated HAp. Various studies
from a wide range of disciplines have synthesised HAp in the presence of varying
concentrations of carbonate to observe changes to crystallite size and morphology and
dissolution rates (LeGeros et al., 1967, Baig et al., 1999, Shi et al., 2005, Pasteris et al.,
2007). The research is consistent, suggesting incorporation of carbonate results in
decreased crystal size, changes to crystal morphology and an increase in dissolution
(Yao et al., 2009, Delgado-López, 2012). Some authors suggest this is due to lattice
disorder and strain (Featherstone & Nelson, 1980); however this has not been developed
further for biological HAp.
Lattice disorder and strain as well as crystallite size have previously been linked to
dissolution rates of carbonated apatites (Baig et al., 1996, Pan and Darvell, 2010). As
early as 1945 Greenwald reported an increase in the dissolution of calcium phosphates
in the presence of carbonate, which has been confirmed by subsequent studies (Baig et
al., 1996, Tang et al., 2003, Shellis et al., 1999, Tang et al., 2004, Yao & LeGeros,
2010). These studies suggest HAp dissolution may be influenced by crystal size.
Smaller crystallites, as observed for carbonated HAp, exhibit larger chemical reaction
surface areas which lead to a greater dissolution rate. This is compared to fluorapatite in
which larger crystal sizes are observed and the dissolution rate is reduced (Yao and
LeGeros, 2010). Earlier research however disputed the role of crystallite size in the
dissolution of apatites and instead reported that lattice strain (disorder) was the
dominant factor controlling HAp crystal dissolution (Baig et al., 1999).
Although dissolution and lattice strain of carbonated HAp has been correlated with HAp
crystallite size, a direct in vivo HAp crystallite size control mechanism within biological
systems has not previously been reported. However, the literature implicitly implies that
ionic substitutions may induce lattice strain and increase HAp dissolution, which
consequently limits in vivo HAp crystallite size. Thus, it appears both lattice strain and
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HAp dissolution play a fundamental role in in vivo HAp crystallite size control. Further
consideration of this concept is provided in the next section.
3.3.2 Dissolution and Lattice strain
The dissolution of HAp crystals are governed by a number of factors which can be
considered from two aspects: the environmental conditions and the properties of the
material (Zhang et al., 2003). As the properties of biological apatites are variable and
complex, many studies have concentrated on controlling the environmental factors
during the nucleation and growth of synthetic HAp crystals. The type, concentration,
pH, ionic strength and degree of saturation of buffered and unbuffered solutions have
been investigated. As the environmental factors influence the properties of HAp
crystals, many studies have suggested dissolution characteristics can be deduced from
chemical composition, crystallinity, density and crystallite size of biological and
synthetic HAp.
The properties and therefore the dissolution of HAp crystals are thought to be controlled
by surface processes as well as by ionic substitutions from the hydrated surface layer of
HAp crystals into the crystal lattice structure (Zhang et al., 2003). During the nucleation
of biological HAp, incorporation of foreign ions into the lattice structure results in an
increase or decrease in dissolution, depending on the ionic substitution (Boanini et al.,
2010). For example, an increase in dissolution is caused by carbonate substitution
(LeGeros & Tung, 1983). Carbonate ions have a planar triangular configuration, which
do not fit perfectly into either PO4 (a pyramidal arrangement) or OH- sites. This gives
rise to strain in the local atomic arrangement within the lattice. During the incorporation
of carbonate, other hetero-ionic substitutions or vacancy formations are required in
order to accommodate the created charge imbalance (Wopenka & Pasteris, 2005), which
depending on the ionic substitution, may increase lattice strain. Conversely, substitution
of F- for OH- ions decreases lattice strain and dissolution (LeGeros & Tung, 1983).
With increased dissolution, it is proposed crystal growth rate is inhibited due to
continuous, rapid dissolution of the material. Thus, it seems plausible that the primary
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control mechanisms for in vivo HAp crystallite growth, is associated with ion
substitutions which may induce strain (depending on the substitution) and increase
crystal dissolution, which results in smaller crystallite sizes. Further, smaller crystals
have a larger surface to area ratio, which is thought to accelerate dissolution. A
summary of the proposed links between ionic substitution, lattice strain, dissolution and
in vivo crystallite size are provided in Figure 3.3.
Ionic substitutions
Lattice Strain Dissolution
In vivo HAp crystal size:
(Large surface area to
volume ratio linked to
greater dissolution rates)
Figure 3.3 Diagram highlighting the proposed links between ionic substitutions, lattice strain,
HAp dissolution and in vivo crystallite size. Ionic substitutions are thought to influence lattice
strain and HAp dissolution. Both these parameters are indirectly linked and have been shown to
influence in vivo HAp crystallite size. The larger surface area to volume ratio of small HAp
crystals is thought to accelerate dissolution.
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3.4 Concluding Remarks
In summary, three very distinct schools of thought with regards to in vivo HAp
crystallite size control have evolved. The first suggests a mechanical restriction in the
form of collagen. During formation, HAp crystals are deposited into gap regions in
between collagen fibrils, which is thought to limit the primary growth of HAp crystals.
The second suggests an extrinsic control mechanism that assumes carboxylate groups of
organic macromolecules (proteins, citrate) bind to Ca2+ ions at the HAp crystal surface.
This creates a negatively charged surface which limits HAp crystal growth. The third
and less implicit, suggests an intrinsic control. Ionic substitutions, HAp dissolution and
lattice disorder have all been reported to have an influence on in vivo HAp crystallite
size. However, these forms of intrinsic control have not previously been explicitly
linked to in vivo HAp crystal size control within biological systems. Incorporation of
impurities, in particular carbonate ions (at the levels found in bone mineral), increases
lattice disorder which consequently leads to a decrease in crystallite size. Arguably, this
is highlighted by comparing crystallite size and percentage carbonate of enamel (~30
nm, 2 - 4%) and dentin (~20 nm, 5- 6%) (LeGeros, 1981, Koch et al., 1997, Pasteris et
al., 2004, Shi et al., 2005, Reyes-Gasga et al., 2013). Further, due to a decrease in
crystallite size, studies have proposed the large chemical surface area of small crystals
accelerates dissolution. Research has also suggested dissolution rate of HAp is
correlated to lattice strain. Interestingly, Van Der Houwen et al. (2003) indirectly
correlates the two very different intrinsic and extrinsic hypotheses. The authors agree
that the presence of citrate (extrinsic source of control) during synthesis of HAp causes
a decrease in crystal size. However, they suggest that rather than bind to the HAp
surface, the citrate molecules interact with newly formed calcium phosphate, which
leads to incorporation of carbonate ions and an increase in lattice disorder (intrinsic
source of control).
Interestingly, after consideration of the literature it is proposed dissolution of HAp
crystals is indirectly governed by lattice strain. Incorporation of extraneous ions into the
crystal lattice causes an increase or decrease in lattice strain, depending on the
substitution. Lattice strain, which is not only dependent on incorporation of extraneous
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ions but also lattice vacancies, increases dissolution. It is therefore proposed that an
increase in dissolution leads to smaller crystals, as growth is retarded due to rapid
dissolution of the material. With this mind, it seems plausible that lattice strain could be
an intrinsic source of biological in vivo HAp crystallite size control, a concept which
has not previously been explicitly developed. Quantification of biological HAp lattice
strain is however extremely difficult due to broad, overlapping peaks associated with
the nanocrystalline nature of this material, as discussed in section 5.1.3.
It is clear that the causal mechanisms that control crystallite size within HAp biological
systems are not well defined. Arguably, this is due to the fact that the majority of
studies report in vivo HAp crystallite size control of synthetic specimens. Unfortunately,
there have been few studies which have investigated in vivo crystallite size control of
biological HAp specimens. This thesis will go on to address these controversial issues.
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Chapter 4: HEAT TREATMENT AND BONE
The response of bone and synthetic HAp to heat treatment is well documented across a
wide range of disciplines including forensics, archaeology and biomedicine (Murugan et
al., 2003, Schiegl et al., 2003, Pijoan et al., 2007, Beckett et al., 2011, Lau et al., 2013,
Piga et al., 2013, Yravedra & Uzquiano, 2013). As a consequence, a wide range of
studies have reported colour changes and mass loss as well as physicochemical changes
to bone during heat treatment. In most instances, these studies utilise fresh, defleshed
animal bone, although archaeological bone has also been considered. Unfortunately,
research to date is largely observational. As a consequence, the fundamental processes
and mechanisms associated with physicochemical modifications to bone mineral during
heat treatment have not been fully appreciated. In particular, the fundamental
relationship between the organic and mineral components of bone during heat treatment
is often assumed and ambiguous. Further, the majority of studies have employed a static
heating approach, where the bone is heated to temperature, dwelled and allowed to cool
prior to analysis.
This approach cannot strictly provide a complete model of the physicochemical
modifications to bone, as the confounding effects of cooling are not fully known.
Previous studies may not have not considered the effects of cooling due to the
difficulties and/ or limitations of dynamically analysing the changes to bone during
cooling. For example, many analytical techniques commonly used to analyse bone
cannot be adapted to facilitate a heat stage capable of reaching high temperatures
(> 600 oC). For those analytical techniques which can be adapted, such as powder X-ray
diffraction kits, very few research institutes have employed this dynamic protocol.
Consequently, the availability for dynamic analysis during the heat treatment of bone is
limited. Dynamic heat treatment of synthetic HAp has however been previously
reported. These studies concentrate mainly on the thermal decomposition products
during cooling and report that the various thermal decomposition products of HAp are
not thermally stable during cooling (discussed further in section 4.2.2).
This chapter will provide a detailed account of the behaviour of bone and synthetic HAp
during heat treatment, with attention paid to the crystallisation and thermal
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decomposition of HAp. The implications of the intimate relationship between the
mineral and organic components of bone during heating are considered separately.
4.1 General Observations
4.1.1 Colour and Mass Loss
During heating, bone undergoes a number of colour changes (Figure 4.1). A loss in
mass is also observed, as well as shrinkage, warping and cracking of the bone (Shipman
et al., 1984). This has previously been associated with the physicochemical processes
which occur during heat treatment (Shipman et al., 1984, Thompson, 2004, Munro et
al., 2007, Devlin & Herrman, 2008, Ubelaker, 2009, Waterhouse, 2013). At
temperatures < 200oC, the colour of bone has been reported to remain the same (cream/
yellow) as unheated bone, whilst a small mass loss is observed within this temperature
range. This has been associated with loss of surface absorbed water. A constant mass
loss and darkening of bone to a brown/black colouration when heated between
approximately 200 – 500oC, occurs due to the loss of lattice incorporated water (by
400 oC), combustion of the organic matrix and carbonisation of the mineral (denoted by
the release of CO2 and H2O). A subsequent colour change to light blue/ grey at
temperatures 500 – 700 oC; signifies the removal of structural carbonates and the
complete combustion of the organic matrix. At temperatures > 700oC, a colour change
to white is indicative of mineral calcination.
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Figure 4.1 Colour index for burnt bone which is superscripted with the physicochemical
processes which have previously been associated with certain colour changes/ temperatures
Colour typing of burnt bone has to date been carried out using Munsell colour charts.
This has allowed anthropologists to estimate the temperature to which a bone specimen
has been heated to, reportedly within an error of ± 50oC (Shipman et al., 1984, Grévin,
1998). The period of time the bone has been heated is often not considered. Research
has also shown many physical and taphonomic factors can affect the colour change of
heated bone, including insulation by soft tissue, proximity of the bone to the flame, sun
exposure and alteration during burial including diagenesis and discolouration due to soil
environment (Shahack-Gross et al., 1997, Symes et al., 2008 Ubelaker, 2009). Although
there are several confounding influences, Munro et al. (2007) argue colour typing
remains one of the main methods for recognition of burnt bone. This has led to the use
of spectroscopic techniques such as colourimeters and spectrophotometers (Devlin &
Hermann, 2008, Walker et al., 2005, Fredericks 2011). These techniques numerically
represent colour which not only improves accuracy but allows for quantitative analysis.
Spectrophotometers can provide more accurate quantification, however colourimeters
are preferred as there is very little associated sample preparation and the equipment can
be used in the field.
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Within this thesis, colour of heated bone was quantified using a colourimeter and the
values employed to develop a predictive time/ temperature model (sections 8.8.2 &
9.8.2). Mass loss values were recorded and are reported in section 8.5.1.
4.2 Physicochemical Modifications
4.2.1 Crystallisation
Through the use of crystallographic and microscopic techniques, changes to the mineral
microstructure of bone and teeth during heat treatment are well documented (Holden et
al., 1995. Hiller et al., 2003, Reyes-Gasga et al., 2008, Piga et al., 2009, Rogers et al.,
2010, Squires et al., 2011, Pramanik et al., 2012, Castillo et al., 2013). At temperatures
exceeding 600 oC, studies have reported a rapid change in the mineral microstructure of
bone. Studies have suggested this is due to an increase in HAp crystallite size and
microstructural order (Haberko et al., 2006, Beckett et al., 2011). With continued
heating, the mineral microstructure of bone transforms from a highly anisotropic
strained material to a material with significantly larger equi-dimensional crystals with
little microstrain (Rogers & Daniels, 2002). For this thesis, the growth of HAp crystals
will be referred to as ‘crystallisation’. The point at which crystallisation is first
observed is referred to as the ‘onset of crystallisation’. This should not be confused with
recrystallisation often used by metallurgists, where a new set of crystal grains (with less
defects) replace deformed crystals grains during heat treatment. The new crystals
nucleate and grow until the original grains have been entirely consumed. This
eliminates almost all of the dislocations and defects (Rios et al., 2005). Crystallisation
of HAp crystals during heat treatment does not involve formation of new crystals.
Instead, larger crystals form at the expense of smaller crystallites (Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.2 Diagram illustrating the crystallisation process.
During crystallisation of bone mineral, HAp lattice parameters tend towards
stoichiometric values (a = b = 9.4225 and c= 6.8850 Å) (Haberko et al., 2006), as the
HAp crystals become larger, more ordered and less strained. This is primarily caused by
ion loss (Rogers & Daniels, 2002). As the incorporation of carbonate influences lattice
parameter values (section 2.2.2), the loss of carbonate ions during heat treatment
(section 4.1.1) must have a substantial effect on lattice parameters (Wang et al., 2010).
Consequently, during heat treatment, an expansion or contraction of the lattice
parameters is observed dependent on the loss of A – or B- type carbonate and the axial
length being considered (Assuming the opposite effect occurs when carbonate is lost
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A- Type Carbonate B- Type Carbonate
‘a’ axis ‘c’ axis ‘a’ axis ‘c’ axis
Table 4.1 The effect (expansion, ↑ or contraction, ↓) on the ‘a’ and ‘c’ axial lengths, if A – or B 
– type carbonate is lost during heat treatment of biological HAp
A limited number of studies have suggested a three stage carbonate loss process during
thermal decomposition of HAp in enamel (Holcomb & Young, 1980, Dowker & Elliott,
1983, Shi et al., 2005). According to Shi et al.(2005), the amount of B –type carbonate
and total carbonate content decreases during heat treatment, whereas the amount of A-
type carbonate firstly decreases when heated up to 300 oC, then increases from 300 –
700 oC before decreasing again (Shi et al., 2005). It is proposed the increase in A-type
carbonate is due to ‘trapping’ of B-type carbonate ions expelled during heat treatment.
(i.e. carbonate ions lost from B type sites (PO43- vacancies) are incorporated into the A-
type site (OH- vacancies)). Assuming this model is correct and considering only A –
type carbonate, a contraction and expansion in the ‘a’ and ‘c’ axial lengths would be
observed between 25 -300 oC. An increase in A-type carbonate between 300 -700 oC
would cause an expansion in the ‘a’ axial length and a contraction in the ‘c’ axis. At
temperatures > 700 oC, a contraction and expansion in the ‘a’ and ‘c’ axial lengths
would be observed due to the loss of the recently incorporated ‘A’ type carbonate ions
(Table 4.2).
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‘a’ axis ‘c’ axis
25 – 300 oC
300 – 700 oC
700 – 900 oC
Table 4.2 The effect (expansion ↑ or contraction ↓) on the ‘a’ and ‘c’ axial lengths, assuming 
during heat treatment carbonate ions lost from the B type sites (PO43- vacancies) are
incorporated into the A type site (OH- vacancies) (Adapted from Shi et al., 2005).
4.2.2 Thermal Decomposition
The thermal decomposition (a process were the mineral component of bone begins to
break down and form other calcium phosphate phases) of biologically formed and
synthetically produced HAp has been reported to occur at temperatures exceeding 600
oC (Laio et al., 1999, Ravaglioli 1996, Ooi et al., 2007, Beckett et al., 2011). This
process is signified by the presence of additional crystalline mineral phases. Calcium
oxide (CaO) (biological HAp only), tetra-calcium phosphate (TTCP), alpha-tri-calcium
phosphate (α-TCP) and beta-tri-calcium phosphate (β-TCP) are frequently reported as 
thermal decomposition products of biological and synthetic HAp (Brown and Chow,
1976, Locardi et al., 1993, Mayer et al., 1997, Barralet, 2002, Dorozhkin et al., 2002,
Haberko et al., 2006). Magnesium oxide (MgO) has also been detected in heated bone
specimens (Mkukuma et al., 2004, Beckett et al., 2011), although it is less frequently
reported than the aforementioned mineral phases.
Thermal decomposition of HAp into CaO (for biologically formed HAp), TTCP and
TCP is thought to occur through a stepwise process (Figure 4.3). The initial stage
involves the removal of the OH- groups from the HAp lattice (Bett et al., 1967, Brown
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and Chow, 1976, Liao et al., 1999). This is thought to result in the formation of calcium
oxyapatite (OAP), which has been reported to act as a precursor to the development of
the decomposition phases (Brown and Chow, 1976, Gross et al., 1998). In addition to
the removal of OH- groups, carbon dioxide is also released from the HAp lattice as a
result of the decomposition of carbonate ions (Barinov et al., 2006, Haberko et al.,
2006). To date, the mechanism for formation of MgO has not been validated as this
mineral phase is not often detected. Beckett (2009) proposed the formation of MgO may
be due to the presence of a greater amount of magnesium than can be accommodated
within HAp, β - TCP and TTCP crystal lattices. During heating, the capability of the 
crystal lattices to accommodate the Mg ions is reduced due to competitive substitution
of both sodium and potassium ions (ibid). However, Beckett (2009) only investigated
the thermal decomposition of bone heated to two temperatures, 600 oC and 1400 oC.
The thermal decomposition products of biologically formed and synthetically produced
HAp have been reported at different temperatures. The presence of CaO has been
observed for bone when heated at ~ 700 oC, whilst TTCP and β - TCP are observed at 
1200 oC for biologically and synthetically produced HAp. β - TCP has been reported to 
undergo a further transformation to α - TCP between 1300 - 1450 oC in biologically and
synthetically produced HAp (Ando et al., 1958, Wang et al., 2009). At temperatures
exceeding 1400 oC, only small quantities of HAp are observed due to almost complete
transformation into the various decomposition products (ibid). The presence of MgO
was reported in bone specimens heated to 1400 oC (Beckett et al., 2011). By
approximately 1600 oC, melting of the calcium phosphate mineral phases occurs.
Synthetic HAp studies have shown TTCP, α - TCP and β - TCP are not thermally stable, 
and during cooling these mineral phases are thought to reconstruct into OAP, which is
gradually rehydrated and reconstituted into HAp, again by a stepwise process (Figure
4.3) (Liao et al., 1999, Lin et al., 2004, Wang et al., 2009). Unfortunately, the cooling
effects on thermal decomposition of HAp have to a certain extent been overlooked,
especially for biologically formed HAp. Thus, the thermal stability of CaO and MgO is
largely unknown, although these mineral phases are detected in specimens which have
been slowly cooled (Mkukuma et al., 2004, Beckett et al., 2011).
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Loss of OH- and CO32-
TTCP + α –TCP + MgO + CaO                         [TTCP+α –TCP+MgO+CaO] + OAP [TTCP+OAP+MgO+CaO] + β -TCP 
[TTCP+β-TCP+MgO+CaO] + HAp
HAp [HAp] + OAP + CaO [HAp+CaO] + TTCP + β –TCP     
[TTCP+HAp+CaO] + α –TCP                       [TTCP+α –TCP+CaO] + MgO Melting of bone
HEATING
COOLING
~ 1300 oC ~ 1200 oC
~ 1000 oC
Figure 4.3 A combined step-by step diagram depicting the expected thermal decomposition pathway for biological HAp during heating and the
reconstitution of HAp during cooling, based on biological and synthetic Hap studies. Square brackets [ ], indicate the mineral phases were formed in the
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Studies have also suggested the thermal decomposition of HAp is dependent on the
original lattice chemistry. A study carried out by Mkukuma et al. (2004), which
investigated the role of the organic matrix on thermal decomposition of HAp, found
Ca: P molar ratios (which gives an indication of relative calcium content) have a
substantial effect on the thermal decomposition products observed. This dynamic study
reported the presence of β-TCP when red deer antler (which had a Ca/ P molar ratio of 
1.53) was heated at high temperatures, whilst for whale tympanic bulla (which had a
Ca/ P molar ratio of 1.69), calcium oxide was observed. These results are supported by
similar research which observed thermal decomposition of synthesised carbonated HAp
(Barralet, 2002).
Thermal decomposition of HAp is also dependent on ionic chemistry. For instance, the
stability of HAp is influenced by hydroxyl and acid phosphate content. Incorporation of
these ions into the crystal lattice is thought to increase the thermal stability of HAp.
Mayer et al. (1997) suggested in the absence of carbonate, synthetic HAp transforms to
β - TCP at lower temperatures (~700 oC), whilst the presence of magnesium is thought
to favour the formation of β - TCP, TTCP, MgO and CaO. Magnesium is also thought 
to stabilise these thermal decomposition products during heat treatment. It has also been
proposed that magnesium promotes the transformation of α - TCP to β - TCP during 
slow cooling (Beckett, 2009). Elemental analysis of several bone specimens collected
from different species suggested β - TCP formation is favoured in the presence of 
potassium ions; strontium stabilises MgO decomposition, and fluorine ions promote
formation of TTCP (ibid). Many studies have also shown that substitution of fluorine
for hydroxyl ions stabilises Hap, as discussed in chapter 3.
4.3 Bone Mineral / Organic Relationship during Heat Treatment
Due to the intimate relationship between the mineral and organic components of bone as
described by the Landis model (section 2.2.3); several studies have proposed the
organic matrix restricts bone mineral crystallisation during heat treatment (Roberts,
2002, Trueman, 2004, Wang, 2010). During heating, the organic matrix is thought to
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have a ‘thermal shielding’ effect on bone mineral. Degradation and decomposition of
the restrictive collagen fibrils releases the nanocrystalline mineral surfaces and
encourages sintering at higher temperatures (Walsh, 1994, Person et al., 1996). For
instance, a thermal analysis study carried out by Etok et al. (2007) found that the
crystallisation of biological HAp occurred almost immediately after the combustion of
the organic. Thus, Etok et al. (2007) reported that HAp crystal growth does not occur
until the protective organic ‘barrier’ has been removed. However, a thermal analysis
study by Lozano et al. (2003) reported the complete combustion of the organic occurs
by approximately 500 oC, whilst XRD studies have revealed the onset of crystallisation
of bone mineral occurs at approximately 600 oC (Rogers and Daniels, 2002, Beckett et
al., 2011, Greenwood et al., 2013).
Unfortunately, these studies are largely observational and very little in-depth work has
been carried out in order to confirm these hypotheses. There has however been an
attempt in recent years to observe the thermal effects on bone mineral once the organic
matrix has been removed. These studies have produced ‘anorganic’ bone material using
a wide range of chemical methods, including submersion in sodium hypochlorite
solution (Wright & Schwarcz, 1996, Haberko et al., 2006), hot dilute acid solution (Hu
et al. 2010), subcritical water and alkaline hydrolysis methods (Barakat et al., 2009).
However, these studies fail to consider the possible concomitant modification to the
mineral microstructure. Rey et al. (2009) for example criticised work carried out by
Mahamid et al. (2008), who in order to investigate the mineral structure only, removed
the organic matrix from fins of zebrafish using sodium hypochlorite. Rey et al. (2009)
suggests the use of sodium hypochlorite can cause precipitation of an amorphous
calcium phosphate solid phase and consequently highlighted their reservations with
regards to Mahamid et al (2008) study. Several studies have also reported that aqueous
solutions such as inorganic solvents and even pure water can considerably alter the
mineral microstructure of bone (Kim et al., 1995, Karampas et al., 2012, Liu et al.,
2013). Dissolution of HAp crystals and loss of carbonate and acid phosphate ions from
the HAp lattice, due to the removal of the organic matrix using various chemical
extraction methods, have been reported (ibid).
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4.4 Concluding Remarks
In general, during heat treatment of bone, five main processes occur. Firstly, the
evolution of surface bound (~200 oC) and lattice incorporated water occurs by 400 oC.
At temperatures up to 500 oC, the denaturing and combustion of the organic matrix is
observed. Between 600 and 700 oC, a rapid change in the mineral microstructure (due to
the onset of crystallisation) has been reported. After the onset of crystallisation,
continued growth of the HAp crystals is observed (crystallisation). At temperatures
exceeding 700 oC, additional phases are observed due to thermal decomposition of
HAp. Melting of bone mineral occurs at temperatures above 1600 oC.
The general observations associated with heated bone include a change in colour,
shrinkage, warping and cracking, and a decrease in mass. The physicochemical
modifications to bone during heat treatment are documented by crystal growth, ionic
exchange and the presence of additional mineral phases due to thermal decomposition
of HAp. Studies have suggested these physicochemical modifications are in some way
influenced by the intimate relationship between the mineral and organic matrices in
bone. By investigating the fundamental processes and mechanisms of these
physicochemical changes this thesis has provided a new insight into the role of the
mineral and organic relationship during heat treatment.
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Chapter 5: INTRODUCTION TO ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES
In order to understand the fundamental processes and mechanisms associated with
unheated and heated bone, a wide variety of analytical techniques were employed.
These were X-ray diffraction (XRD), Fourier transform infra-red spectroscopy (FTIR),
ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy (UV-VIS), colourimetry, laser ablation-inductively
coupled – mass spectroscopy (LA-ICP-MS) and differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC). This chapter provides a brief overview of each technique and outlines the
current use of these techniques within bone research. The use of these techniques within
this thesis is considered along with the limitations associated with data collection and
analysis.
5.1 X-ray Diffraction (XRD)
‘Every crystalline substance gives a pattern; the same substance always gives the same
pattern; and in a mixture of substances each produces its pattern independently of the
others’ Hull (1919)
For several years, X-ray diffraction (XRD) has played a substantial role in
understanding the fundamental crystallographic structure of biological and synthetic
apatites (Trautz, 1955, Bonar, 1983, Handschin & Stern, 1995, Peters et al., 2000,
Rogers & Daniels, 2002, Tadano & Gin, 2011). XRD is a non-destructive analytical
technique which can be used to reveal structural, physical and chemical information of
an unknown crystalline material. This is based on the premise that for any given crystal,
planes of atoms exist in a number of different orientations, each with its own interplanar
spacing, termed d-spacing. The orientation and interplanar spacings of these planes are
defined by three integers h, k, ℓ; termed Miller indices and the way in which these 
crystallographic planes intersect the unit cell are used to define directions and distances
in the crystal (Culity, 1978). It is the investigation of these d-spacings which can aid in
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the identification of an unknown material. XRD is the primary tool used for this study.
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Figure 5.1 Flow diagram depicting information which can be obtained from XRD data
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5.1.1 Basics of Crystals and their Structures
In order to understand the use of diffraction, the fundamental principles of crystals and
their structures must be considered. Crystals are solids which possess a long range order
and are defined by the orderly periodic arrangement of atoms (Tilley, 2006). The
arrangement of atoms at one point in a crystal is identical (accepting localised defects
which can arise during crystal growth), to that of a corresponding point in any other
remote part of the crystal (Rousseau, 1999). The smallest repeating arrangement of
atoms within a crystal is termed the unit cell. Materials which possess these
characteristics are considered to be crystalline and produce distinct diffractive signals
(Wahab, 2009). Conversely, amorphous materials, such as glass, are substances with no
regular interior arrangement of atoms. Most inorganic minerals are considered
crystalline materials, including calcium HAp. Therefore, XRD can be used to analyse
bone and is particularly useful for observing physicochemical changes to bone mineral.
5.1.2 Theoretical Considerations of Diffraction
When an X-ray beam hits an atom, the electrons around the atom begin to oscillate with
the same frequency as the incoming beam (Jackson & Jackson, 2008). In most
instances, the combining waves are out of phase and no resultant energy leaves the
sample. This is known as destructive interference. In very few directions the periodic
array of atoms scatters the radiation coherently, producing waves which are in-phase
and leave the sample at specific angles, θ. This is termed constructive interference 
(Jenkins and Snyder, 1996). Constructive interference is most comprehensively
understood using Braggs Law (Figure 5.2, equation 5.1).
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θ 2θ 
Figure 5.2 Diagrammatical representation of Braggs Law, which describes the reflection of
X-rays from planes rather than electrons (Adapted from Jenkins and Synder, 1996)
 sin2 hkld
(5.1)
Bragg’s equation, where the variable, d is the perpendicular distance between atomic
layers in a crystal (termed d-spacing), λ is the wavelength of the incident X-ray beam 
and θ is the angle between the X-ray beam and the atomic plane. 
This simplistic model must be satisfied for diffraction to occur (Culity, 1978).
According to Bragg’s equation, the angles at which the X-rays are diffracted are
determined by the wavelength of the incident X-rays and inter-planar spacing between




for crystalline materials with different compositions and lattice structures. The angle at
which X-rays are diffracted, are represented as peak positions in diffractograms whilst
peak intensity is determined by atomic arrangement in the diffracting plane.
In addition to Bragg’s equation, to determine the composition and lattice structure of a
material using XRD, the structure factor which describes the total scattering intensity
from a unit cell, must also be considered (Jenkins & Synder, 1996). The structure factor
groups atoms within the unit cell into planar elements, and the diffraction intensities
from each of those planar elements are summed to calculate the total diffraction










, where F(hkl) is the structure factor for the hkl reflection of the unit cell, f refers to the
atomic scattering factor for each of the atomic planes, m is the number of j atoms, h, k
and l are the scattering vectors and x, y, and z refer to the fractional coordinates of the
atoms within the unit cell.
Consequently, the structure factor is dependent on the atomic arrangement in a material,
and provides information on the types of atoms present and their location within the unit


























, where Khkl is the constant for each diffraction reflection hkl from the crystal structure,
Mhkl is the multiplicity for reflection hkl, V is the volume of the unit cell Fhkl is the
structure factor and 2θm is the diffraction angle of the monochromator.
5.1.3 XRD and analysis of bone
Conventionally, powder X-ray diffraction (pXRD) is used for the analysis of bone.
Powdering a crystalline material increases the number of randomly orientated
crystallites, which increases the number of lattice plane orientations which interact with
the incident X-ray beam at any one time. In single crystal X-ray diffraction, the sample
would need to be rotated to ensure each lattice plane is investigated, unless white
radiation (Laue method) is used (Warren, 1941). Powder XRD analysis is carried out
using an X-ray powder diffractometer, which consists of an X-ray source, a specimen
stage and an X-ray detector (Figure 5.3).
Figure 5.3 Photograph of the PANalytical X’pert powder diffractometer employed for this





The collection of X-ray diffraction data is relatively simple; however analysis of the raw
data can be problematic for nanocrystalline materials such as bone mineral. For several
years, accurate calculation of HAp crystallite size and strain has been particularly
difficult. Arguably this is due to direction dependence peak broadening (i.e. crystallite
size and strain contributions to peak broadening in XRD data differs depending on the
crystallographic reflection which is being considered).
In pXRD, full pattern fitting and diffraction line broadening analysis techniques are
often used to calculate crystallite size for a variety of materials including biological
HAp (Handschin & Stern, 1995, Rogers & Daniels, 2002). Peak broadening observed
for biological HAp is not only caused by the nanocrystalline dimensions but also by
lattice imperfections (i.e. strain) (Danilchenko et al., 2002). Further, some studies have
shown that lattice strain is the dominant factor contributing to peak broadening for
biological HAp. Due to the difficulty of separating crystallite size and strain for
biological HAp, diffraction broadening methods such as the Scherrer equation is often








The Scherrer equation is used to calculate coherence length, which encompasses both
crystallite size and strain, where k corresponds to the shape factor (0.9), λ is the 
wavelength used (1.54 Å), β is the full width half maximum (FWHM) or integral breath 
of the diffraction peak for the sample, βIRF is the full width half maximum or integral
breath of the diffraction peak for a standard with no sample broadening and θ is the 
angle of diffraction. If the Scherrer equation is calculated using FWHM, the volume
weighted average size is provided whereas if the integral breadth is used, the area
weighted average size is calculated.
Some authors employ ‘coherence length’ calculated from the Scherrer equation to report
crystallite size and strain, whilst others ignore lattice strain contribution and the
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Scherrer equation is used to incorrectly report absolute crystallite values (Bloebaum et
al., 1997, Gashti et al., 2014). Attempts to refine diffraction data further to account for
size and strain broadening contributions have varied in success for nanocrystalline HAp
such as bone mineral.
Full pattern fitting methods such as Rietveld refinement, are routinely employed for size
and strain determination of a wide range of materials including bone mineral (Lutterotti
& Scardi, 1990, Handschin & Stern, 1995, Meneghini et al., 2003, Zhao et al., 2014).
The Rietveld method was originally developed to refine crystal structures from neutron
powder diffraction data but was soon applied to X-ray powder diffraction data (Jenkins
& Snyder, 1996). Rietveld refinement differs to other methods as rather than using
integrated intensities from a powder diffraction pattern in a single-crystal-like manner,
the entire information content of a powder diffraction pattern is refined by means of a
nonlinear least-squares minimisation (Von Dreele, 2008). This method relies on refining
user-selected parameters to minimise the difference between the observed data
(experimental data) and calculated data (a model based on the hypothesised crystal












, where the squared sum of all differences between the step scan intensities in the
diffraction pattern of observed (Yo) and calculated (Yc) is subjected to minimisation
(Von Dreele, 2008). ‘w’ represents the weight and is derived from the variance in the
observed data (Yo). i is a running index (0, …., n-1) which represents the angular
position in the diffraction data according to equation 5.6:
 222  istarti
(5.6)
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, with the starting angle defined as 2θstart and the angular step width as ∆2θ. Calculation 
of Yc (the diffraction profile intensity), is shown in equation 5.7:
)(2 hhklC THFKY 
(5.7)
, where K is the product of various correction factors and scaling factors to the
reflection intensities, |Fhkl|2, which may be dependent on the diffraction geometry and/
or individual reflections. H(∆Th) relates to the value of the profile function for the
location of the profile point relative to the position of the Bragg reflection, hkl.
As previously mentioned, Rietveld refinement involves modelling the entire powder
diffraction pattern. Every point in the refinement pattern contributes to the
determination of each variable value. This makes Rietveld refinement a powerful
method which can provide simultaneous information on crystal structure and geometry
from peak intensities, |Fhkl|2, crystallographic lattice and symmetry as well as instrument
contributions, from peak positions, hkl and microstructural parameters and instrument
profile from peak shape, H(∆Th) (McCusker et al., 1999). Each one of these parameters
has contributions from both the sample and the instrument and should be considered
separately in a sequential manner during the refinement.
A number of software packages can be used for Rietveld refinement and almost all of
these programs use a Caglioti profile function (or similar fixed functions), which refine
the diffraction data according to the full width half maximum (FWHM) of the peaks
(McCusker et al., 1999), as shown in equation 5.8.
WVUFWHM   tantan 22
(5.8)
, where U, V and W are coefficients associated with fitting FWHM data plotted against
θ.  
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This analytical expression assumes equal size and strain contribution to peak
broadening in all crystallographic directions and is frequently used to calculate the
instrumental resolution function (IRF) (Gozzo et al., 2006). Size and strain broadening
contributions observed for nanocrystalline HAp crystals are, however, direction
dependent (Rogers and Daniels, 2002). Consequently, the average size and strain values
provided from Rietveld refinement of nano HAp are largely inaccurate, as fixed
functions do not account for direction dependence peak broadening (McCusker et al.,
1999). Attempts have been made to model direction dependence broadening using full
pattern refinements; however these tend to be phenomenological models (Stephens,
1999). These refinements fit the data very well; however they cannot provide direct
quantification of crystallite size and strain (Leineweber and Mittemeijer, 2003).
Due to the fundamental limitations associated with the implementation of fixed profile
functions during Rietveld refinement, many researchers have employed less direct line
broadening methods to analyse nanocrystalline materials. The line broadening approach,
which includes Warren – Averbach, Williamson – Hall and single line analysis,
considers peaks individually. Crucially, size and strain contribution is specific for each
Bragg peak and therefore each crystallographic direction. The Warren-Averbach
method employs a deconvolution Fourier transform approach, also known as the Stokes
method (Turunen et al., 1983, Marinkovic et al., 2001). Although a robust method
which is often applied in the field of metals, alloys, ceramics and polymer materials
(Turunen et al., 1983, Lutterotti & Scardi, 1990), use of the Warren- Averbach method
for nanocrystalline material is limited (Baig et al., 1996). This method not only requires
high quality data and assumes a Gaussian strain distribution, but is also limited by
overlapping, poorly resolved and weak intensity peaks (ibid), features that cannot be
avoided when analysing nanocrystalline material such as biological HAp.
Consequently, the Williamson-Hall method is preferred for biological and synthetic
nanocrystalline HAp (Rogers et al., 2010, Eshtiagh-Hosseini et al., 2007,
Venkateswarlu et al., 2010). The Williamson-Hall method relies on the principle that
size broadening and strain broadening differ with respect to the Bragg angle, θ. Size 
broadening varies according to 1/cosθ, as shown by the Scherrer equation (equation 5.4) 
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, where ε corresponds to strain, βhkl is full width half maximum (FWHM) or integral
breadth of the diffraction peak for the sample (corrected for instrument broadening) and
θ is the angle of diffraction.  
Assuming both crystallite size and strain are contributing to line broadening and are
independent of each other, the observed peak broadening is the linear sum of these








, where βhkl is full width half maximum (FWHM) or integral breath of the diffraction
peak for the sample, k corresponds to the shape factor (0.9), λ is the wavelength used 
(1.54 Å), D is crystallite size and ε corresponds to strain.  
A Williamson-Hall plot is then constructed as a linear plot of βcosθ versus sinθ which is 
used to calculate the size and strain contribution from the y-intercept and gradient
respectively. Williamson – Hall analysis is particularly useful as it can be used to
quantitatively assess the crystallite size and strain direction dependent nature of
biological HAp. However, this technique is not without limitations. Due to broad and
overlapping diffraction peaks observed for nano-sized HAp crystallites, the fitting errors
associated with the full width half maximum (or integral breadth); limit the use of this
technique for quantitative calculation of crystallite size and strain.
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A less conventional diffraction line broadening method for bone material is single line
analysis, where size and strain are calculated from convolution of the integral breadths
of Lorentzian and Gaussian peak functions respectively (Langford, 1992). The main
advantage of this refinement is that direction dependent crystallite size and strain can be
calculated from a single peak (De Keijser et al., 1982) (in contrast, at least two
reflections in the same crystallographic direction are required for both Williamson Hall
and Warren - Averbach analysis).
Following the analysis of Langford (1992), crystallite size is calculated (once the





, where βL* is the Lorentzian integral breadth (in reciprocal units) and D is crystallite







, where βG* is the Gaussian integral breadth (in reciprocal units) and ε is crystallite 
strain.
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Lorentzian and Gaussian integral peak breadths are calculated from the integral breadth
of the peak according to equations 5.13 and 5.14:
)](1).[( 2exp yerfyG  
(5.13)
GL y  ).(
2
(5.14)
, where β is the total integral breadth of the observed peak and erf is the error function. 













, where A = 0.9039645, B = 0.7699548, C = 1.364216, D = 1.136195 and E =






, where β is the total integral breadth of the observed peak and FWHM is the full width 
half maximum of the peak.
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βG and βL, which are expressed in angular units (2θ) are transformed and expressed in 
reciprocal units (βG
* and βL













* is the integral breadth in reciprocal units, βx is the integral breadth in angular
units, (x corresponds to either the Lorentzian or Gaussian component), θ corresponds to 
the angle of the peak and λ is the radiation wavelength.  
Single line analysis is limited in that it cannot be applied if peaks are distinctly
asymmetric. Further, Φ must lie within the Lorentzian and Gaussian limits, 0.6366 ≤ Φ
≤ 0.9394. (Langford, 1992)
Interestingly, in 2003, Leineweber and Mittemeijer demonstrated that direction
dependence strain broadening contributions may be attributed to compositional
variations in the material. This approach, which has not previously been applied to HAp
data, investigated peak broadening contributions due to compositional variations in iron
nitride (FeN). The method is modelled on materials where peak broadening is
considered to be a product of strain only; size contributions are assumed to be
negligible.
Direction dependent strain broadening of FeN was demonstrated by plotting structural
broadening value (calculated using equation 5.18, discussed in the next paragraph)
against tanθ0,hkl as a function of the angle between the crystallographic directions and
<00ℓ>. Leineweber and Mittemeijer explained and reported that the largest broadening 
occurs in the (hk0) planes (Figure 5.4).
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Figure 5.4 Illustration of direction dependence strain-like broadening of ε-FeN0.433
Using equation 5.18, which applied symmetry restrictions of hexagonal crystal,
Leineweber and Mittemeijer obtain fitting values of Bξdα11/dξ = 0.000966 Å-2 and Bξ
dα33/dξ: = 0.000173 Å
-2 for FeN. These values correspond to the extent of strain
dependence broadening in the (hk0) and (00ℓ) planes respectively. The ratio of these 
fitting parameters (which provides an indication of the extent of direction dependence























































, where (Bfstrain) is structural broadening caused by strain contributions only, h, k, l and α
are coefficients associated with the symmetry restrictions of the hexagonal crystal
system, ξ is the composition in each coherently diffracting crystallite, Bξ, is the FWHM
of the probability density function of the composition and dα1/dξ and dα3/dξ relate to the 
extent of strain direction dependence broadening in the hk0 and 00ℓ planes, 
respectively.
The authors then demonstrate that dα1/dξ and dα3/dξ can be calculated from known 
composition dependence of the lattice parameters for the material obeying Vegards law,
where α1 is the reciprocal of the ‘a’ axis lattice parameters squared (a*.a*) and α3 is the
reciprocal of the ‘c’ axis lattice parameters squared (c*.c*). For FeNy, the known
composition dependence values where, ‘a’ axis = 0.3843y + 2.5828 and ‘c’ axis =
0.3834y + 4.2470, between 0.33 < y < 0.44. This gave values of dα1/dξ = -0.0493Å and 
dα3/dξ = -0.0089 Å for y0 = 0.433 (the known composition variation for FeN). The ratio
dα3/dξ to dα1/dξ was calculated as 0.181, which is comparable to the value obtained 
from the ratio of the fitting parameters, Bξ dα3/dξ: Bξdα1/dξ (0.180). Thus, this suggests 
that the compositional variations considered using Vegards law, are solely responsible
for peak broadening. For bone mineral, it may be possible to use this model to observe
and quantify direction dependence broadening caused by compositional variations due
to carbonate substitutions. This would involve calculating the extent of direction
dependence broadening from the coefficients corresponding to data fitted to the lattice
parameters of increasing concentrations of carbonate (Figure 2.6, section 2.2.2).
Ultimately Leineweber and Mittemeijer analysis leads to quantification of the
compositional direction dependence of a material. In this case, FeNy was quantified as
FeN0.433±0.008.
To conclude, X-ray diffraction is essential within bone research due to its sensitivity to
the structural and compositional changes to bone mineral during heat treatment. In this
thesis, information on coherence length, changes to lattice parameters and additional
mineral phases were obtained using X-ray diffraction. This provided an insight into in
vivo crystallite size control and crystallisation and thermal decomposition processes
during heat treatment. Analysis of XRD data obtained from bone to calculate
parameters such as crystallite size and strain can be extremely complex due to direction
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dependence peak broadening. As described, the main limitation of Rietveld refinement
of XRD data obtained from bone; is the use of fixed profile functions such as the
Caglioti function. Refining data using such functions does not take into account
direction dependence peak broadening. Williamson Hall analysis and single line
analysis do not employ a full profile refinement method, which allows crystallite size
and strain peak broadening contributions to be considered as a function of
crystallographic direction. Leineweber and Mittemeijer (2003) reported that direction
dependence broadening was a function of compositional variations in the material. If
this model can be applied to bone, it may be possible to observe and quantify
compositional variations in bone due to carbonate substitutions. These refinement
techniques and models were applied to bone mineral data and investigated for this thesis
(sections 8.3 and 9.3).
5.2 Spectroscopic Analysis
Spectroscopic analytical techniques are used to investigate the interaction of
electromagnetic radiation with matter (Smith, 2003). When a sample is irradiated,
typically using radiation in the ultra-violet, infra – red and visible regions of the
spectrum, a certain proportion of the electromagnetic radiation (radial intensity) is
absorbed (Figure 5.5).
Figure 5.5 Diagram depicting the radial and transmitted intensities in equation 5.19.
Radial Intensity (Io) Transmitted Intensity (Ii)
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Radiation which is not absorbed is known as transmitted intensity (Ii) and is measured





, where transmittance (T) is the ratio of transmitted intensity (Ii) to the radial intensity
(Io). Transmittance can be translated to absorbance using equation 5.20:
TA log
(5.20)
For this research, three spectroscopic techniques were used: Fourier transform infra-red
spectroscopy (FTIR), ultraviolet – visible spectroscopy (UV-Vis) and colourimetric
analysis. The mechanism of absorption of energy differs for the infrared region in
comparison to the ultraviolent and visible regions; however the fundamental idea is the
same: different materials absorb different amounts of energy. These techniques will be
considered in more depth in subsequent sections.
5.2.1 Infra – red Spectroscopy (IR)
Infra-red (IR) spectroscopy relies on the notion that covalent bonds with permanent
electrical dipoles have particular frequencies of vibration within the infra-red region
(Dyer, 1965, Atkins & Jones, 2005, Atkins & Paula, 2005). These frequencies are
known as resonant frequencies. When a beam of infrared light is passed through a
sample, some of the energy is absorbed by vibrating chemical bonds. The frequency of
the absorbed energy is equal to the resonant energy of the vibrating bond. The
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absorption of energy differs for each bond. Consequently, IR techniques are used to
measure the absorbed energy which is characteristic of a particular bond. This allows
the molecular structure of a compound to be determined. Each peak in the IR spectrum
corresponds to the absorbance of a given vibrating bond.
It is worth noting that for a vibration to be detected in the IR region, a change in the
dipole moment of the bond must occur. Bonds with the largest change in dipole moment
during vibration correspond to the most intense absorption peaks. For several years,
Fourier Transform infra-red spectroscopy (FTIR) has been the preferred method of
infrared spectroscopy. In FTIR, data is collected and converted from an interference
pattern to a spectrum using a Fourier Transform spectrometer, which has been shown to
enhance sensitivity (Smith, 2011). FTIR consists of an infrared radiation beam course,
an interferometer, a Fourier Transform spectrometer, an IR detector and a sample stage
(Figure 5.6). The data collected is represented on a spectrum where the x-axis represents
infrared radiation frequencies (wavenumber, cm-1) and the y-axis represents the










Figure 5.6 Infra-red spectrophotometer
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FTIR has over the years been used extensively to analyse synthetic and biological HAp
including bone, as this highly sensitive technique offers the user the potential to
simultaneously compare both organic and mineral components of specimens (Rey et al.,
1989, Rey et al., 1990, Paschalis et al., 1997, Bohic et al., 1998, Carden & Morris,
2000, Boskey, 2005, Chaumat et al., 2012, Heredia et al., 2013).This is limited with
other analytical techniques. The complex pattern of vibrations relating to both the
organic and inorganic components of bone is shown in Figure 5.7.
Figure 5.7 FTIR spectra of unheated bovine bone
As shown in Figure 5.7, the organic component of bone is represented by amide bands I
and II in the absorbance region 1800 – 1500 cm-1. These vibrational modes represent the
C=O and C-N bonds that derive from collagen polypeptides. The phosphate vibrational
modes, which correspond to the mineral component of bone, are observed within the
regions 1200 – 900 cm-1 (v1v3PO43-) and 565 – 605 cm-1 (v4PO43-). Peaks in regions







































Previous studies have exploited FTIR to document various parameters associated with
the composition and crystallinity of unheated and heated bone. Degree of bone
mineralisation (also termed mineral to organic ratio), relative amount of carbonate and
mineral crystallinity (in the short range order of the phosphate ions), have previously
been calculated from FTIR spectra of bone (Rey et al., 1991, Pienkowski et al., 1997,
Miller et al., 2001, Surovell & Stiner, 2001, Bazin et al., 2009, Thompson et al., 2012,
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See Figure 5.8, where A+C/B (the splitting
factor) corresponds to:-
605 cm-1 + 565 cm-1 / 595 cm-1
(Each numerical value represents the absorbance






Table 5.1 Summary of the parameters often obtained from FTIR spectra of bone. Calculations of
these parameters are included along with literature references.
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Degree of mineralisation and relative amount of carbonate are calculated from the ratio
of integrated peak areas of phosphate, amide I and carbonate peaks (Table 5.1). Mineral
crystallinity is calculated from peak intensity values and measures the degree of
separation of two asymmetric bending phosphate (ν4PO43-) bands at 565 cm-1 and
605 cm-1 (Figure 5.8). This calculation is often termed the splitting factor (SF) and large
values indicate a high crystallinity (Thompson et al., 2012).
Figure 5.8 Diagram representing calculation of the splitting factor (SF) from the phosphate
vibrational mode at 565 – 605 cm-1 (v4PO43-).
As can be appreciated from Figure 5.7, FTIR spectra collected from bone can be
extremely complex due to the overlapping peaks associated with both the organic and
mineral matrices. Many researchers have tried to overcome this problem using a
technique known as Fourier self-deconvolution (Rey et al., 1990, Paschalis et al., 2001,
Muyonga et al., 2004, Kaflak et al., 2011, Spevak et al., 2013, Brangule et al., 2014).
Using this technique, peak broadening may be reduced without distorting the spectrum,
which increases the resolution of the overlapping spectral features (Giffiths and
Pariente, 1986, Tooke, 1988, Mantsch et al., 1988). This approach was first applied to
infrared spectroscopy by Kauppinen et al. (1981), who found peak widths at half height
can be reduced without significantly distorting the spectrum.
SF = A+C/ B
v4PO43-
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In order to understand the basic principles of this Fourier self-deconvolution, the











, where Av corresponds to the infrared absorbance band at a given wavelength, A0 is the
maximum absorbance of the peak, ν0 is the wavenumber of the peak and γ is the half-
width at half-height (HWHH) of the peak.
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(5.22)
, where x is the spatial frequency and has the units of ‘reciprocal wavenumbers’ or
centimetres
The exponential decay term, exp(-2πvx), is determined by γ, thus the wider the peak, 
the more rapidly the Fourier transform decays. By decreasing the rate of decay of the
exponential term, the peak width is reduced. In theory, this can be achieved by
multiplying F(x) by an exponentially increasing function. Fourier self-deconvolution is
performed by multiplying F (x) by exp(2πγ' x), which yields a new function, as shown 
in equation 5.23:
])(2exp[)2cos(5.0)2exp()()( '0
'' xvxAxxFxF  
(5.23)
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By performing the reverse Fourier transform on F'(x), a new peak, A'ν, which is 
narrower than Aν and has the shape of the Fourier transform, exp(2πγ'x), is obtained. 
The HWHH of each peak is reduced to (γ - γ'). 
For this research, FTIR was used to quantify differences in the organic and carbonate
content between unheated and heated biological and synthetic HAp specimens. FTIR
was also used to investigate the presence of A - type carbonate, which is currently
disputed by some researchers. This is discussed further in section 7.2.2.2.
5.2.2 Ultraviolet –Visible Spectroscopy (UV-Vis)
Ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy (UV-Vis) relies on the premise that electrons from ions,
molecules and atoms are located in orbitals capable of holding up to two electrons
(Dyer, 1965, Clark et al., 1993, Langford et al., 2005, Jackson & Jackson, 2008, Chen
et al., 2013). Absorbance of electromagnetic radiation in the ultra violet to visible
region causes a promotion of an electron from the ground state (the current orbital) to a
higher energy status (an orbital which is either unoccupied or partially occupied). These
promotions, termed electronic transitions, require a certain amount of energy which is
proportional to the wavelength absorbed. Again, the energy transmitted is detected and
the absorbance (and therefore the amount of energy required to cause electronic
transition) can be calculated as a function of wavelength. UV-Vis spectroscopy consists
of a radiation source, an optical spectrometer, a detector and a sample stage. The data
collected is represented on a spectrum where the x-axis represents wavenumber (cm-1)
and the y-axis represents the intensity of the transmitted or absorbed radiation.
In comparison to infra-red spectroscopy, spectra obtained from UV-Vis spectroscopy
provide limited information about the structure of the molecule. However, it is a
powerful technique when used to calculate solution concentrations. With increasing
concentration, an increase in absorbance is observed and can be quantified according to




, where A is absorbance, ε relates to the molar absorption coefficient, ℓ is the length of 
the light path (cm) and c is the molar concentration
In this thesis, UV-VIS spectroscopy was used for the first time to calculate the
concentration of citrate extracted from various biological HAp specimens (section
7.2.2.6). The amount of citrate in bone has previously been quantified using nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) (Hu et al., 2010), however the sample preparation method
employed could potentially be flawed as discussed in chapter 3. Further, the amount of
citrate in other biological HAp specimens has not previously been considered.
5.2.3 Colourimetric Analysis
As discussed in section 4.1.1, bone undergoes a wide range of colour changes during
heat treatment, which has been associated with the loss of surface bound and lattice
incorporated water, combustion of the organic matrix, loss of carbonate from the
mineral matrix and mineral calcination (thermal decomposition). The colour of bone is
commonly used by anthropologists to estimate the temperature at which a bone
specimen had been heated using the standardised Munsell chart. Unfortunately this
method is largely subjective and can be influenced by the eyesight of the individual,
fading of the standard Munsell chart and inconsistencies in the light source. To avoid
any potential errors, colourimetric analysis will be employed in this research to
accurately determine the colour of bone specimens heated at various temperatures for a
variety of time periods. Colourimetric analysis refers to the process of quantifying and
numerically describing human colour perception (Malacara, 2002, Ohta & Robertson,
2006, Konica Minolta, 2014). For this research, a colourimeter was used following the
protocol outlined in section 7.2.2.4.
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Colourimetric measurements are based on human colour perception (Stockman, 2003,
Konica Minolta, 2014). The sample is illuminated with white light and dependent on the
colour of the sample, some of the light is absorbed whilst a proportion of the light is
reflected (termed spectral reflectance). In humans, the reflected light is perceived by the
cones in the eye and processed by the brain. In contrast, colourimeters use optical
systems and sensors.
To quantify colour data, colourimetry instruments depend upon colour scales. For this
thesis, the CIE (International Commission on Illumination) L*a*b colour scale, which is
widely used in a variety of industries, was employed. This three dimensional scale uses
a linear colour space which correlates to the human perception of colour according to
the opponent colours theory (Schanda, 2007, Konica Minolta, 2014). According to this
theory, responses from the red, green and blue cones found within the human eye are
re-coded into black-white, red-green and yellow-blue once the signals reach the brain.
The CIE L*a*b colour scale simulates the colour of a sample according to the linear
colour space as shown in Figure 5.9.






The ‘lightness’ of a sample is quantified by the L* axis, which has a scale of 0 (black)
to 100 (white), the a* axis quantifies the sample between green (negative values) and
red (positive values) and the b*axis describes the blue (negative values) or yellow
(positive samples) colouration of the sample (Konica Minolta, 2014). For both a* and
b* axis, a value of 0 corresponds to a neutral result
5.3 Laser Ablation-Inductively Coupled Plasma – Mass Spectroscopy (LA-ICP-MS)
Atomic spectroscopic techniques (such as inductively coupled plasma-mass
spectroscopy, ICP-MS) are used to determine the presence of certain elements in a
sample and utilise the phenomenon that gaseous atoms absorb electromagnetic radiation
in the ultraviolet-visible range across a wide wavelength region of 0.002 to 0.005 nm
(Becker & Dietze, 1998, Gross, 2004, Resano et al., 2010). This allows the
concentration of a large number of elements to be determined, even in complex
mixtures. Atomic spectrometry in the form of laser ablation – inductively coupled
plasma – mass spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS) has in recent years become the preferred
elemental analysis technique for complex matrices such as bone (Prohaska et al., 2002,
Kang et al., 2004, Castro et al., 2010, Kowal-Linka et al., 2014).
During LA-ICP-MS analysis, a solid sample is laser ablated to generate fine particles.
These particles are then transported to the ICP instrument where the chemical
compounds contained in the fine particles are decomposed into their atomic constituents
using inductively coupled argon plasma. The gaseous atoms are then ionised with a low
fraction of multiple charged ions. The now positively charged ions are extracted into the
mass spectrometer via an interface. The ions are separated according to their mass to
charge ratio using a mass analyser and detected by a photomultiplier.
The use of laser ablation coupled to ICP-MS offers robust, rapid analysis without
compromising on resolution. Further, and possibly the major advantage of LA-ICP-MS
is minimum sample preparation. Analysis is performed on solid specimens unlike
conventional ICP-MS which requires solution digestion prior to sampling. For this
research, LA-ICP-MS was used to quantify trace amounts of lead (Pb), strontium (Sr),
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zinc (Zn), iron (Fe), potassium (K) and magnesium (Mg) in unheated bone specimens
collected from various species. Evaluating the elemental composition of unheated bone
may aid in providing a new insight into the processes associated with the
physicochemical modifications to bone during heat treatment, in particular the thermal
decomposition process.
5.4 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) analysis has become a powerful technique for
determining the thermodynamic properties of many biological systems including bone
(Sturtevant, 1987, Cooper & Johnson, 1994, Miles et al., 1995, Nielsen-Marsh et al.,
2000, Lozano et al., 2003, Garbett et al., 2014). It is used to monitor exothermic and
endothermic reactions associated with chemical changes and phase transitions within
materials during heat treatment (Watson et al., 1964, Laye, 2002, Höhne, 2003, Dunn,
2003, Gill et al., 2010). This simple yet very effective technique involves
simultaneously heating (and cooling) a specimen and reference sample (usually an
empty DSC pan) under identical conditions (Figure 5.10).
Figure 5.10 Diagram representing a DSC sample chamber adapted from Dunn (2003). In this
example, a single heater is described, however in a power-compensated DSC; individual heaters










During heating, DSC measures the difference in the heat flow rate to the specimen and
the reference sample, which is recorded as a function of temperature or time. Any
physicochemical changes to the specimen which causes an increase in the temperature,
is recorded as an exothermic peak on the DSC curve. Conversely, a chemical change to
the specimen which requires more energy (increase in absorption of heat), results in an
endothermic peak.
DSC data is plotted as a function of heat flow (in watts per gram, Wg-1) against
temperature. Peaks within a DSC plot represent the rate of the energy absorption by the
specimen, relative to that of the reference sample. Information such as the temperature
at which a chemical process occurs and the peak temperature associated with maximum
reaction rate can be obtained from DSC curves. Further, the total enthalpy change
(in Jg-1) for any chemical process resulting from an exothermic or endothermic reaction








, where ∆H corresponds to total enthalpy change, R is the heating rate employed for the 
experiment, dQ/dt is the net rate of heat absorbed or released by the sample and dT is
the temperature (Ohodnicki , 2008).
For this research, DSC was used to investigate any exothermic or endothermic reactions
occurring during heat treatment for a variety of bone specimens. Based on previous
work, it may be possible to observe and quantify the loss of surface and lattice bound
water, collagen combustion and/ or the physicochemical changes to the mineral




A wide range of analytical techniques were utilised for this research. Some of these
techniques are routinely used to analyse bone (XRD and FTIR), whilst others are not as
conventional within bone literature (LA-ICP-MS, UV-Vis, colourimetry). It is proposed
that using these techniques will provide a new insight into the fundamental processes
and mechanisms associated with unheated and heated bone.
The primary technique utilised was XRD, which is a non-destructive technique used to
provide information on crystalline structures. The use of XRD to investigate changes to
the mineral microstructure of unheated and heated is well documented in the literature.
Although a powerful technique, XRD analysis of bone is not without limitations. Due to
direction dependence broadening and nanocrystalline nature of biologically formed
HAp crystals, diffraction data can be difficult to appropriately parameterise. FTIR, a
complementary technique to XRD, is used to investigate the molecular structure of a
sample. The advantage of FTIR is that both the mineral and organic components of
bone can be investigated simultaneously. For instance, the carbonate content, associated
with the mineral matrix and relative amount of collagen can both be quantified using
FTIR, as outlined in section 7.2.2.2. The main limitation of FTIR is the complexity of
the raw data. Due to overlapping absorbance bands associated with both the mineral and
organic components of bone, the analysis of FTIR spectra can prove difficult.
Consequently, Fourier self-deconvolution is often used to resolve the issue of
overlapping peaks.
As discussed in section 4.1.1, bone undergoes a number of colour changes during
heating, which have been associated with the combustion of the organic matrix and
chemical changes to the mineral. Using colourimetry, these colour changes where
quantified and the values used to develop a time and temperature predictive model for
heated bone (section 8.8.2). LA-ICP-MS is a highly sensitive elemental technique, used
in this research to investigate the elemental differences between different bone types
(different speices). For the first time, UV-Vis was used to quantify the amount of citrate
in a variety of biological HAp specimens, in order to investigate the hypothesis that this
molecule provides an extrinsic source of control on in vivo HAp crystallite size (chapter
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3). DSC was used to quantify any exothermic or endothermic reactions occurring during
heat treatment of bone.
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Chapter 6: SUMMARY OF LITERATURE, AIMS & OBJECTIVES
6.1 Summary of Literature
Bone is a highly complex composite material which receives a large amount of attention
across a wide range of disciplines. Although the general structure and composition of
bone is largely understood, discrepancies at the nano-level are highlighted in the
literature. For instance, nucleation and in vivo growth of biological HAp crystals is
heavily disputed (section 2.2.3). Once nucleated, in vivo growth of HAp crystals are
limited to various degrees, resulting in a range of biological apatites exhibiting crystals
of different sizes. Over the years, various mechanical, extrinsic and intrinsic sources of
control have been proposed for this in vivo HAp crystallite size control (chapter 3).
Current literature appears to favour extrinsic control mechanisms, with citrate currently
deemed to play a crucial role in in vivo HAp crystal size control. Intrinsic sources of
control due to ion substitutions, lattice strain and dissolution have also been implicitly
suggested. Controversies within unheated bone studies are possibly due to the
complexity of bone as a material. As discussed in section 5.1.3, unheated bone can be
difficult to parameterise (in particular for crystallite size and strain) due to its
nanocrystalline, direction dependent nature. Further, the composite nature of bone can
complicate data analysis (section 5.2.1).
Heated bone studies are prevalent, however the fundamental processes and mechanisms
associated with physicochemical modifications to bone mineral during heat treatment
are not fully understood. Arguably, studies within this area are largely observational and
in some instances ambiguous. For instance, many studies do not take into account
confounding effects of cooling on the HAp structure. There are currently various
debates within heated bone research including whether it is possible to differentiate
burnt bone according to species using XRD (section 1.2.3) as well as the role of the
organic matrix during heat treatment (section 4.3).
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6.2 Aims and Objectives
The overall aim of this thesis was to investigate the fundamental processes and
mechanisms associated with physicochemical modifications (crystallisation and thermal
decomposition) to bone mineral during heat treatment. In particular, the role of the
organic matrix during heat treatment was considered. This was achieved through
investigation of the physicochemical changes to bone specimens which varied in
organic content and consequently in crystallite size. A wide range of temperatures and
time periods were investigated. The confounding effects of cooling were also
investigated; this is a fundamental area of research which has not previously been
considered.
In order to provide a new insight into the fundamental processes and mechanisms
associated with physicochemical changes to bone mineral during heat treatment, it was
necessary to appreciate the mineral microstructure of HAp prior to heat treatment. This
included investigation of current refinement methods used to parameterise XRD data in
terms of crystallite size and strain. These methods have not previously been critically
assessed for biological HAp. As aforementioned, biological HAp specimens which
differed according to in vivo crystallite size and strain, were utilised for this research. It
was therefore essential to understand in vivo HAp crystallite size control, an area of
research which is currently conflicting. The individual thesis objectives are as follows:-
1. Investigate current refinement methods used to obtain crystallite size and
strain values from XRD data of unheated biological HAp specimens (section
5.1.3).
2. Investigate the source of in vivo crystallite size control in unheated
biological HAp specimens. Literature suggests various mechanical, extrinsic
and intrinsic sources, with current studies suggesting citrate plays a primary
role (chapter 3).
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3. Provide a new insight into the fundamental processes and mechanisms
associated with crystallisation and thermal decomposition of bone mineral
during heat treatment. The role of the organic matrix during these
physicochemical changes will be examined (chapter 4). The influence of
cooling on the physicochemical changes to bone mineral will be investigated
using dynamic heat treatment. I.e. Data is collected during heat treatment,
negating the influence of cooling.
4. Apply the research to current issues within bone research to:-
 Determine whether work from different research groups can be
compared depending on heating and cooling regimens employed.
 Develop a method to calculate both the temperature and time of an
unknown burnt bone specimen. Current techniques are limited as they
only predict temperature (chapter 4).
 Validate whether burnt bone can be differentiated according to species
using XRD. This is currently debated between research groups
(chapter 1).
A summary of the key areas of research investigated in this thesis in order to meet the
aims and objectives is provided in Figure 6.1. The results (chapter 8) and discussion
(chapter 9) will follow the order proposed in Figure 6.1. An extension of Figure 6.1,
which summarises the key findings of this research, is provided at the end of chapter 9
in Figures 9.1 and 9.2.
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Figure 6.1 Flow diagram illustrating the key research areas investigated in this thesis in order to meet the






























Chapter 7: MATERIALS AND METHODS
This chapter outlines the materials utilised for this study and the methods employed.
The main aim of this research was to provide a new insight into several fundamental
processes associated with unheated and heated bone. This was achieved by considering
a range of HAp specimens, including bone from various species, urinary calculi and
synthetic HAp. Three repeats for each specimen were obtained and each analysed using
the analytical techniques outlined in section 7.2.2. The source and biographical
information of these specimens are provided below in section 7.1. Section 7.2 outlines
the methods employed for this research and initially details general sample preparation
techniques, which includes details on different heating and cooling regimens. The
individual protocols associated with each analytical technique are then described. The
analytical techniques employed were used to characterise HAp specimens as well
identify and quantify physicochemical modifications to bone mineral during heat




Porcine, bovine, their anorganic analogues and human bone, rostrum (defined as the
beak, upper jaw or ‘snout’) from a Mesoplodon densirostris whale and red deer antler
specimens were utilised throughout this research. Mesoplodon densirostris whale
rostrum specimens are termed ‘rostrum’ for the remainder of this thesis whilst red deer
antler specimens are referred to as ‘antler’. Details regarding the source and
biographical information for these specimens are provided in Table 7.1. All specimens
were obtained and stored at approximately -20 oC immediately after death, from animals
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and donors with no known diseases. All specimens were defleshed prior to use within
this research, detailed in section 7.2.1.1.
Table 7.1 Details of which bone was utilised, the age and sex of the individual / animal the
bone was collected from and the organisation which supplied the material.
Animal bone specimens were utilised for this research due to the limited availability of
human bone tissue. For porcine, bovine and human bone, the specimens were obtained
from the femoral shaft as this bone type provides a large number of samples, is more
likely to be found within a forensic context as it is more robust than smaller bone types
after heat treatment and/ or smaller bone types are more likely to be removed from a
































scene by scavengers. To reduce the number of variables associated with different bone
types, maximise the breadth of research and to allow for inter-species comparisons, one
bone type (the femoral shaft) was utilised. All soft tissue was removed from the bone
specimens to ensure the behaviour of bone during heat treatment was investigated,
without being affected by an external factor such as soft tissue. Archaeological bone
specimens were not utilised as the initial chemistry of the bone (both the organic and
mineral components) may have been altered due to diagenetic processes (Rogers et al.,
2010).
‘Anorganic’ bone material (essentially collagen free bone) was produced and utilised
throughout this research. The method for this is outlined in section 7.2.1.1, whilst the
results are presented in section 8.1. ‘Anorganic’ bone material was utilised in this
research to investigate the intimate relationship between the mineral and organic
matrices in bone. By comparing the thermal behaviours of anorganic material to those
of untreated bone specimens (essentially organic material), the role of the organic
matrix during crystallisation and thermal decomposition could be evaluated. With
regards to this rationale, by investigating the thermal behaviours of both rostrum and
red deer antler specimens, which differ significantly in their mineral to organic content,
this intimate relationship could be investigated further. Current literature suggests the
organic matrix has a ‘shielding’ effect on bone mineral during heat treatment as
discussed in section 4.3.
7.1.2 Urinary Calculi Specimens
Urinary calculi from six individual canines and one feline were utilised in this research,
details of which are outlined in Table 7.2. The specimens were prepared for analysis as
outlined in section 7.2.1. The main mineral phase of these specimens resembled calcium
HAp as outlined in section 8.2.2. Urinary calculi specimens were utilised in this
research to investigate in vivo HAp crystallite size control. As discussed in chapter 3,
various extrinsic and intrinsic forms of control have been suggested for in vivo HAp
crystallite size control in bone. However, in vivo crystallite size control of HAp crystals
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formed in different chemical environments has not previously been reported.
Considering urinary calculi as well as bone specimens allowed investigation into
whether current reported forms of control can be applied to other biologically formed
hydroxyapatites. Potentially, this could refute or validate the current schools of thought
with regards to in vivo HAp crystallite size control. Animal rather than human urinary
calculi were utilised due to availability and were deemed suitable for investigating the
fundamental mechanism associated with in vivo HAp crystallite size control.
Urinary Calculi Specimen Species Breed Sex Age
A Canine Shih Tzu Female 7 yrs.
B Canine Bichon Frise Female 11 yrs.
C Feline Unknown Male Unknown
D Canine West Highland Terrier Male Unknown
E Canine Greyhound Male 2 yrs.
F Canine Cairn Terrier Female 10 yrs.
G Canine Yorkshire Terrier Female 4 yrs.
Table 7.2 Details of the species, breed, sex and age of the animal from which the urinary calculi
specimens were collected.
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7.1.3 Synthesis of Calcium Hydroxyapatite
Nanocrystalline hydroxyapatite (sHAp1) was prepared by a wet chemical precipitation
method through slow addition of aqueous calcium nitrate tetrahydrate [Ca(NO3)2.4H2O]
into a di-ammonium hydrogen orthophosphate [(NH4)2HPO4] solution. This reaction is
expressed in equation 7.1:
OHNONHOHPOCaOHNHHPONHOHNOCa 234264104424223 620)()(8)(64.)(10 
(7.1)
0.5M solutions of Ca(NO3)2.4H2O and (NH4)2HPO4 were prepared by adding 5.91g and
3.30g respectively to 50ml of distilled water. Ca(NO3)2.4H2O solution was slowly
added to 30 ml of (NH4)2HPO4 solution at a rate of 1.5 mL min-1 under continuous
agitation. This ensured a Ca: P ratio of ~ 1.67. During synthesis, the pH of the mixture
was kept constant at 10.4 by drop wise addition of 2% ammonium solution (NH4OH).
The solution was allowed to mature as a precipitate, for 50 hours at room temperature
under constant agitation. The resultant precipitate was washed with distilled water four
times to remove ammonia. After each wash, the precipitate was centrifuged at a speed
of 10,000 rpm for 5 minutes. Once washed, the precipitate was dried at 37 oC for 12 h.
The precipitate was powdered following the procedure discussed in section 7.2.1 and
characterised as calcium HAp using XRD and FTIR as outlined in section 8.2.3. Three
individual batches were produced to ensure reproducibility.
In addition to synthetic HAp specimen, sHAp1, two further synthetic HAp specimens
(sHAp2 and sHAp3) were utilised throughout this research. All three synthetic HAp
specimens differed in crystallinity (section 8.2.3). sHAp2 and sHAp3 were supplied
from Dr Kyriaki Skartsila at the Natural History Museum, London, and were thought to
be synthesised in the same way as described above. However, as the crystallinity varied
for sHAp2 and sHAp3 it is anticipated an additional step was included in the synthesis.
Unfortunately, this information was not available for inclusion in this thesis.
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7.1.4 Concluding Remarks
A range of biological and synthetic HAp specimens have been employed in order to
provide a complete model of the processes associated with unheated and heated bone.
These specimens were used in this research to investigate the use of current XRD
refinement techniques (used to determine crystallite size and strain) for nanocrystalline
HAp data and to provide information on in vivo HAp crystallite size control, HAp
crystallite growth during heat treatment (crystallisation) and thermal decomposition of
HAp. Thus, several individual experiments were carried out to investigate these four









Bone: Bovine and Porcine 247
Material Characterisation All specimens 51
Assessment of XRD refinement
techniques: Crystallite size and
strain
All specimens 33
In vivo HAp crystallite size control
Bone: Rostrum, bovine, porcine,
red deer antler
12
Urinary Calculi: All specimens
except UC_E
33




rostrum, red deer antler
582
Dynamically Heated Bone
Bone: Rostrum, human, porcine,
bovine, red deer antler
15
Heating and Cooling Rates




Statically heated bone data (except
anorganic material)
Species differentiation Dynamically heated bone data
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Table 7.3 Summary of which specimens (bone, urinary calculi and synthetic HAp) were used
within each experiment
The specimens utilised in this research were chosen to provide a fundamental
understanding of the physicochemical changes to bone mineral during heat treatment.
Animal proxies were selected due to the limited availability of human bone tissue as
well as the ethical implications of using human tissue to investigate a fundamental area
of research. Both rostrum and red deer antler were selected to provide ‘extremes’
specimens in relation to mineral and organic content. This allowed the mineral to
organic relationship during heat treatment to be considered through the widest natural
range. Although the specimens were carefully selected in order to fulfil the aims and
objectives of this research, there were some confounding effects to keep in mind for
ultimate application of the results. For example, all specimens were defleshed prior to
heat treatment to remove any confounding effects the soft tissue may have had.
Arguably, such ‘ideal’ specimens cannot be applied to ‘real life’ forensic cases, where
most bone specimens would have been heated in the presence of soft tissue. To use
fleshed bone specimens in this research would have provided a very complex variable
which may have obscured the fundamental physicochemical changes to bone mineral
during heat treatment. Furthermore, as human specimens were not utilised throughout
this research for reasons discussed earlier, this research cannot strictly be applied to
forensic cases immediately. Further work would be required as discussed in section
10.3.
The research presented here used ‘fresh’ bone. Thus some caution should be adopted
when translating the results to archaeological burnt bone that may be affected by
diagenetic processes. Again, the confounding effects of diagenesis would have provided
another variable to an already complex system. In order to understand the changes to
bone mineral at certain temperatures, the specimens were heated within a controlled
setting at the desired temperature. Although this enabled a fundamental study it is
highly unlikely a burning event associated with a forensic case would take place in a
controlled environment, with many external factors influencing the rate and temperature
of a fire.
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This research has provided a fundamental understanding of the physicochemical
changes to bone during heat treatment which will be beneficial in future bone mineral
studies. It is essential to understand the fundamentals prior to introducing other
variables such as fleshed or archaeological bone specimens. As this is a fundamental
study there is wide scope to extend the research, discussed further in section 10.3.
7.2 Methods
The methods employed for this research individually allowed investigation of the
mechanisms associated with in vivo HAp crystallite size control of unheated HAp
specimens, and the crystallisation and thermal decomposition processes associated with
heated bone. Removal of citrate from biologically formed HAp specimens for example,
provided a new insight into in vivo HAp crystal size control, whilst dynamic heat
treatment allowed the confounding effects of cooling on the physicochemical changes to
bone mineral to be considered, as well as providing an in situ view of the chemical
processes.
The specimens identified in the previous section were characterised using XRD and
FTIR, whilst physicochemical processes associated with heated bone were identified
and quantified using XRD, FTIR, DSC and colourimetric analysis. LA-ICP-MS was
used to quantify the elemental compositional of unheated bone specimens, for
comparison to the thermal decomposition products observed in heated bone specimens.
Results obtained from UV-VIS, XRD and FTIR analysis were used to investigate in
vivo crystallite size control. Parameters obtained from XRD, FTIR and colourimetric
analyses were employed to develop a time and temperature predictive model. The
remainder of this section outlines the general sample preparation before providing the
methods associated with each analytical technique employed. A summary of how each
analytical technique was used in this research as well as any limitations identified, is
provided at the end of this chapter in Table 7.7.
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7.2.1 General Sample Preparation
7.2.1.1 Bone Preparation
All bone specimens were defleshed using a scalpel. Care was taken to remove all
residual soft tissue. Once cleaned, bone specimens were cut into roughly equal sized
segments (Figure 7.1) using a Draper (B5355A) 14” band saw and allowed to thaw at
room temperature. The samples were cut when frozen to prevent friction between the
bone and band saw, limiting any heating effects. All specimens were then weighed to
ensure continuity in mass. This also allowed assessment of mass loss due to heating.
Figure 7.1 Diagram depicting how the bone specimens were cut (~ 1 x 1 x 1 cm).
7.2.1.2 Powdering Specimens
Prior to analytical analysis, all bone specimens were powdered using a Retsch mixer
mill (mm 2000). Zirconium oxide milling baskets and balls were used in this process as
they are deemed the most durable and efficient media for milling robust materials such
as bone. The specimens were milled for one minute and allowed to stand for
approximately one minute before milling was continued. This limited the potential of
the specimen ‘over heating’ during milling, which could potentially cause changes to
the mineral microstructure. Once powdered, the specimens were sieved through a
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stainless steel mesh of 106 µm to produce a homogenous fine powder sample. Due to
the integrity of unheated bone, these specimens were cut into smaller segments prior to
powdering. This aided the milling process and reduced the number of milling cycles
required. This was deemed suitable to eliminate the potential effects of ‘over – milling’
on the mineral microstructure.
The same protocol was followed for urinary calculi and synthetic HAp specimens
except a pestle and mortar was used to powder the specimens rather than a milling
device. These specimens were not as robust as bone, which allowed for manual
powdering. When appropriate (when the integrity of the material allowed), manual
milling was employed, as this protocol was deemed more advantageous due to quicker
sample preparation times. Although two different protocols were employed to powder
the bone and urinary calculi specimens, both protocols resulted in a homogenous fine
powder with particles of approximately 106 µm. Further, extreme care was taken to
ensure the specimens were not ‘over-milled’.
7.2.1.3 Statically Heated Bone
Within this thesis, static heating refers to the process in which a specimen is heated (at
temperature) and allowed to cool prior to analysis. Static heated bone specimens were
placed into the middle of a Carbolite 1600 furnace within individual alumina crucibles.
A thermocouple was used to monitor temperature throughout heat treatment. Static
heating was utilised to investigate both crystallisation kinetics of bone mineral and the
effect of heating and cooling on crystallisation and thermal decomposition of bone
mineral. Specimens used to investigate the crystallisation kinetics of bone mineral were
placed into the furnace at temperature, heated for a predetermined period of time (dwell
period), before being removed at temperature and cooled in air. Bone specimens heated
in this way are referred to as ‘quenched’ specimens. Table 7.4 outlines the dwell periods
and temperatures investigated for statically heated bone. Rostrum and red deer antler
specimens were also heated at 700 oC for 5 and 10 minutes and 4 hours using the same
regimen as described above, in order to investigate the role of the organic during static
heating.
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Table 7.4 Temperature and dwell periods bovine, porcine and their anorganic bone specimens
were subjected to in order to investigate the physicochemical changes to statically heated bone.
The cells which contain the letter ‘B’ indicate that only bovine bone was heated at this time /
temperature.
The effect of heating and cooling on crystallisation and thermal decomposition of bone
mineral, were investigated by programming the furnace to heat and cool at rates of 2, 10
and 25 oC. Heating rates were investigated by placing bovine bone specimens into the
furnace (at room temperature), ramping to the dwell temperature and dwelling for a
certain time period before removing and quenching in air. These are referred to as
‘heated’ specimens in sections 8.8.1 and 9.8.1. Conversely, cooling rates were
investigated by placing bovine bone specimens into the furnace at temperature, dwelling
and then cooling within the furnace at a certain ramp rate. These are referred to as
‘cooled’ specimens in sections 8.8.1 and 9.8.1.
To investigate the effect of cooling on the thermal decomposition of bone mineral,
bovine, porcine, rostrum, red deer antler and human specimens were heated at 1200 oC
Temperature (oC)
















and 1400 oC, with a dwell period of two hours. The effect of slow cooling was observed
by allowing specimens to cool in the furnace to room temperature immediately after the
dwell period, whilst ‘fast’ cooling was investigated by removing bone specimens
immediately after the dwell period (quenched in air).
7.2.1.4 Dynamically Heated Bone
Within this thesis, dynamic heating refers to the process of obtaining data during heat
treatment. In this instance, X-ray diffraction was utilised, which provided in situ
investigation of the physicochemical changes to bone mineral. Approximately 0.5 g of
unheated powdered bone from human, bovine, porcine, red deer antler, rostrum and
anorganic (bovine) specimens were individually packed into alumina heat stage holders
and loaded into an Anton Paar HTK-1200 high temperature X-ray diffraction chamber
(section 7.2.1.2 describes the method employed for powdering bone specimens whilst
section 7.2.2.1 details the instrumental set up for XRD analysis). A temperature range
from 25 – 900 oC was investigated with diffraction data collected at 25, 100, 200, 350,
400, 450, 500, 550 and 580 oC and then at every 10 oC, up to and including the final
temperature of 900 oC. Smaller increments were measured from 580 oC due to the
nature of the crystallisation process. Based on previous work this was expected to occur
from approximately 600 oC, over a short temperature range (Beckett et al., 2011,
Greenwood et al., 2012,). A ramp rate of 10 oC min-1 was employed. Data collection
time at each selected temperature was 10 minutes. This was considered a good
compromise between the quality of data and the period of time the specimen was heated
at each temperature point. The same regimen was employed during the cooling period.
Dynamic heat treatment of the specimens was conducted at Leeds University, UK.
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7.2.2 Analytical Techniques
A wide range of analytical techniques were employed for this research. This section
describes instrumental set up, sample preparation and data analysis for each analytical
technique. A summary of the information obtained from each technique for use within
this research is provided at the end of this chapter in Table 7.7. The errors associated
with quantification of the data obtained from these techniques where calculated from the
standard deviation of three repeats. For each sample (unheated and heated), three
repeats were obtained. Each repeat was analysed and in most instances, the standard
deviation of the values calculated for each of the three repeats was used to report error.
7.2.2.1 X-ray Diffraction (XRD) Analysis
All powdered samples (with the exception of those which were dynamically heated as
detailed in section 7.2.1.4) were individually back loaded into a XRD specimen holder.
A microscope slide was used to flatten and compact the powder into the holder, creating
a smooth, even surface, essential for XRD analysis. X-ray diffraction analysis for
statically and dynamically heated bone specimens was carried out using a PANalytical
X’Pert PRO Multi-Purpose Diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation. A PIXcel strip 
detector was used to collect data as stepped scans across an angular range of 15 – 80
2θ(o) (5.90 – 1.20 Å d-spacing). The count time at each step was equivalent to five
seconds. Two further stepped scans were also carried out (except for those samples
which were dynamically heated) under the same conditions but across an angular range
of 23 – 27 2θ (o) (3.86 – 3.30 Å d-spacing) and 50 - 55 2θ(o) (1.82 – 1.67 Å d-spacing).
These were collected to provide greater data quality for the (002) and (004) reflections
respectively. Bruker Topas software (Version 4.1, 2008) was used to carry out profile
fitting of each diffraction profile and the structural parameters of the crystal lattice
which included lattice parameters, coherence lengths and phase analysis, were
calculated.
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Coherence lengths were calculated to examine any changes to structural order (size and
strain) of HAp crystals. Three different crystallographic directions, <00ℓ>, <0k0> and 
<hk0> were chosen to investigate the non-isotropic growth of HAp crystals.
Asymmetrical split pseudo-voigt (SPV) peaks were fitted to the 002, 004, 030 and 210
diffraction maxima (deemed a good compromise between intensity, overlapping and
differing lattice direction) for all diffraction data. SPV peaks are an approximation to a
Voigt function which is a combination of Gaussian and Lorentzian peaks (Langford,
1992). Once the peaks were fitted and refined, the peak fitting data was used to
calculate the full width half maximum (FWHM). The FWHM values, were used to
calculate the relative coherence lengths (CL) in the <00ℓ>, <210> and <030> 
crystallographic directions using the Scherrer equation (equation 5.3, section 5.1.3).
Before calculating coherence length, XRD data was corrected for instrument
broadening. A silicon standard (NB1640), which was measured weekly, was used to
calculate the instrument resolution factor (IRF) using the peak fitting method described
above. The Caglioti equation (equation 5.8) was used to calculate the IRF (section
5.1.3). To investigate bone mineral crystallisation kinetics, coherence length data was
fitted to Arrhenius and Kolmogorov-Johnson-Mehl-Avrami (KJMA) equations (section
8.6).
Phase analysis was carried out to identify and quantify HAp thermal decomposition
products, present due to high temperature heating. Initially, the mineral phases present
within each specimen were identified by comparing the diffractograms with the
International Centre for Diffraction Data (ICDD) Powder Diffraction File (version PDF-
2, 2004), using Crystallographica Search-Match software (version 2.1.1.1 1996 – 2004).
Reference diffraction data of identified mineral phases (provided from ICDD) were
fitted and refined to each specimen diffractogram. This provided quantification of each
mineral phase in the form of weight percentage (wt. %). Lattice parameters were
examined in order to observe chemical modification due to ionic exchanges. To obtain
lattice parameter values, whole pattern fitting refinement of diffraction profiles was
employed. Sample displacement was also refined and lattice parameter data corrected
accordingly.
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Rietveld refinement, Williamson-hall plots and single line analysis (section 5.1.3) were
investigated for use with nanocrystalline materials such as bone. Crystallite size and
strain were individually calculated using the equations outlined in section 5.1.3. For
Williamson-hall plots, 002 and 004 reflections were analysed as a compromise between
intensity and overlapping peaks. Due to the unreliability associated with fitting the 004
reflection (highlighted in section 8.3.2 and discussed in section 9.3), the peak
corresponding to the 002 reflection was employed for single line analysis. The data
collected for single line analysis was not corrected for instrument broadening, as the
IRF values were negligible compared to the FWHM values.
Direction dependence size and strain broadening contributions due to compositional
variations was investigated by employing and extending the model described by
Leineweber and Mittemeijer (2003) (Section 5.1.3). This approach, which has not
previously been applied to HAp data, investigates peak broadening contributions due to
compositional variations in the material. However, the method is modelled on materials
where peak broadening is considered to be a product of strain only. For this research,
Leineweber and Mittemeijer’s model was extended by modifying equation 5.18 (section
5.1.3) to allow for size broadening contributions. This is reported in section 8.3.4.
7.2.2.2 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) Analysis
Approximately 0.002g of powdered sample and 0.3g of dried powdered (<106 µm
sieved) potassium bromide (KBr) was mixed thoroughly and pressed into a pellet using
a pressure of 10 tonnes for ~ 20 seconds. Three pellets were made per specimen to
investigate reproducibility. KBr was used as a supporting medium in this analysis as it
has a large spectral range and excellent transmission (250 nm – 26 μm). FTIR spectra 
were collected using a Perkin Elmer Spectrum 100 and analysis carried out using
PerkinElmer Spectrum software. A scan resolution of 4 cm-1 and 16 scans was
employed for data collection, within a range of 550 – 2000 cm-1 (Figure 7.2).
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FTIR analysis was employed to provide semi-quantitative data on organic and carbonate
content. The organic matrix was assessed through measuring the area of the amide I
(1750 - 1600 cm-1) and (1200 – 900 cm-1) phosphate bands (Figure 7.2). The ratios of
these values were used has an indication of the amount of organic matrix present within
the specimen. This is conventional measurement within bone research as discussed in
section 5.2.1.
Prior to assessing carbonate content within biological and synthetic HAp specimens,
carbonated HAp standards (purchased from Clarkson Chromatography Products Inc.)
were analysed. These contained varying amounts of A-, B- or a mixture of A- and B-
type carbonate. As there is conflicting research regarding the presence of A type
carbonate (discussed in section 2.2.2), this allowed clarification of the presence of both
A and B type carbonate and their associated absorbance bands, prior to analysis of
biological and synthetic HAp specimens. Doublet bands observed at 1545 and



















Figure 7.2 FTIR spectra of unheated porcine bone. Amide I, amide II, phosphate and carbonate
bands are highlighted. The areas of these bands were used to assess the organic and carbonate
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1450 cm-1 (asymmetric stretching vibration, v3) and a singlet band at 880 cm-1 (out-of-
plane bending vibration, ν2) were assigned to A type carbonate. Absorbance bands
observed at 1455, 1410 and 875 cm−1 were assigned to B type carbonate (Figure 7.3).
For bone, the amide II stretching absorbance is observed within the same absorbance as
the main peaks for A and B type carbonate (1600 – 1400 cm-1). Consequently, the
bands at 880 and 875 cm-1 were used to investigate carbonate content. Due to the
overlapping nature of the bands within this region (Figure 7.3), FTIR spectra for each
specimen were Fourier self-deconvoluted after baseline correcting (section 5.2.1). This
separated A and B type carbonate bands as well as the labile carbonate peak (860 cm-1),
as shown in Figure 7.4 .
Figure 7.3 Spectra of A-type, B-type and AB – type carbonated synthetic HAp specimens. The
spectrums highlight the overlapping nature of carbonate absorbance bands. In bone, the
stretching absorbance for amide II would be observed between 1600 – 1500 cm-1.
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This allowed accurate measurement of A and B type carbonate whilst ensuring the
exclusion of the labile carbonate. Carbonate was investigated with regards to in vivo
HAp crystallite size control. Thus, lattice incorporated carbonate was solely
investigated. Carbonate content was assessed through measurement of A and B type






































Figure 7.4 FTIR spectra of red deer antler in the range 880 – 855 cm-1. A is the raw spectra
whereas B has been deconvoluted. Both spectra have been baseline corrected.
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carbonate peak areas (in the range 880 – 855 cm-1). These values were then used along
with phosphate (v3PO43-) peak area values to calculate carbonate to phosphate ratios.
This semi quantitative measurement is a conventional calculation within bone research
and is described in section 5.2.1.
7.2.2.3 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) Analysis
Approximately 2 mg of powdered unheated bovine, porcine, rostrum, red deer antler
and anorganic bovine bone were individually sealed in aluminium pans. A small hole
was pierced into the pan cover to allow the release of any combustion gases during
heating. Using a Mettler Toledo M3 DSC, bone specimens were heated from 25 oC to
600 oC at a rate of 10 oC min-1. An air flow pump was fitted to the instrument to ensure
oxidisation of specimens throughout analysis. Analysis of DSC spectra was carried out
using Mettler Toledo Star-e Software. The data was baseline corrected before using the
software to calculate integrated peak areas. From the integrated area values, the
software was used to calculate the amount of specific energy required to produce each
peak, as described in section 5.4.
7.2.2.4 Colourimetric Analysis
For colourimetric analysis, powdered heated bone specimens were placed into
individual 50 ml glass sample bottles, ensuring the powder completely covered the
bottom of the bottle. The individual glass bottles were placed over the aperture of the
Konica Minolta Spectrophotometer cm-700D/600d colourimeter and a total of 10
measurements were taken per sample in specular component excluded mode (SCE).
SCE, which excludes all specular light from the measurement, was chosen due to the
reflective nature of the glass bottle surface. This ensured a true representation of colour
was obtained, rather than a perceived colour due to specular reflectance. Numerical
values of ‘L’, ‘a’ and ‘b’ (section 5.2.3) were recorded as well as the gloss value.
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7.2.2.5 Laser Ablation-Inductively Coupled Plasma – Mass Spectrometry
(LA-ICP-MS) Analysis
Prior to LA-ICP-MS analysis, approximately 1g of powdered bone sample was pressed
into a pellet using a pressure of 10 tonnes for approximately 10 seconds. The pellets
where mounted on a 10 cm by 10 cm perspex plastic square using double-sided sticky
tape. The direct solid laser ablation sampling system (Q switched Nd: YAG 213 nm
laser ablation system, New Wave Research) coupled with a quadrupole ICP-MS
(Thermo Electron Corporation XSERIES 2, operating in standard mode, Xt cone) was
employed to perform 50 second scan-mode analyses (crater of 80 μm) on the surface of
the bone pellets.
A pre-ablation time of approximately 15 seconds was selected in order to reduce any
contaminations or alterations which may have been present on the outer surface of the
pellets. To monitor instrumental drift, reduce background interference and to improve
instrument sensitivity, after every six measurements, two synthetic certificated reference
glasses (NIST 610-612) were analysed. Certificated bone meal (NIST 1486) and bone
ash (NIST 1400) powders were used as reference material for this analysis. Elemental
quantification was carried out through PlasmaLab software prior to LA-ICP-MS signals
being automatically background and instrument drift corrected. A total of 53 different
elements were selected for analysis
7.2.2.6 Extraction and UV-VIS Quantification of Citrate from Biological
Hydroxyapatites
A commercially available citric acid assay kit was purchased from Megazyme Ltd, to
determine the amount of citrate present within bone and urinary calculi specimens. The
reagent solutions and suspensions which were supplied in the assay kit and the
preparation required for these solutions are outlined in Table 7.5.
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Table 7.5 Reagent solutions and suspensions supplied in the citric assay kit along with any
additional preparation which was required prior to UV-VIS analysis. A dash (-) indicates no
additional preparation was required.
It was necessary to remove citric acid from bone and urinary calculi specimens prior to
assay testing using the following protocol. 10 ml of 1M perchloric acid was added to
0.5g of representative powdered specimen and homogenised. Whilst the solution was
continuously mixed using a magnetic stirrer, the pH was adjusted to 8 by slow addition
of approximately 1 ml of 8M potassium hydroxide. The solution was then transferred
into a 50 ml centrifuge tube and filled with distilled water. The centrifuge tubes were
stored on ice for approximately 20 minutes to precipitate potassium perchlorate and to
allow for fat separation. The resultant solution was then centrifuged at 13,000 g for 10
Reagent Solutions / Suspensions Preparation Required
Buffer Solution (pH 7.5) plus













Citrate lyase lyophilisate (CLy)
solution
Dissolve in 0.55 mL of distilled
water




minutes using a Mistal 1000 Centrifuge. The clarified supernatant was removed for use
with the assay kit.
A Varian Cary 50 UV-VIS Spectrophotometer was used to measure and record the
absorbance difference at 340 nm for all specimens following the protocol described
below in Table 7.6.
Table 7.6 The procedure followed for UV-VIS analysis of citric acid extracted from bone type
using the citrate assay kit. (*refers to the supernatant obtained during the extraction of citrate).
The citric acid standard supplied in the assay kit was also analysed following the
protocol outlined in Table 7.6, to assess the accuracy of the UV-VIS equipment. A
background was taken against air (without the cuvette in the light path) and the baseline
was corrected for all spectra. A plastic cuvette with a 1cm light path was utilised for this
analysis. The concentration and amount of citric acid present within the supernatant of
each specimen were calculated using equations 7.2 and 7.3 respectively:
Pipette into 2 separate cuvettes Blank Sample
Distilled Water 2.00 ml 1.80 ml
Sample* - 0.4 ml
Solution 1: Buffer Solution 0.50 ml 0.50 ml
Solution 2: NADH / PVP 0.20 ml 0.20 ml
Suspension 3: L-MDH / D-LDH 0.02 ml 0.02 ml
A1: Mix, read the absorbance of the solutions after
approximately 4 minutes and the reaction is started by
addition of:-
Solution 4: Citrate Lyase (CLy) 0.02 ml 0.02 ml
A2: Mix, read the absorbance of the solutions at the end of the






, where c = concentration of citric acid (g L-1), V = final Volume (ml), M = molecular
weight of citric acid (g mol-1), ε = 6300 L mol-1 cm-1 (the extinction coefficient of
NADH at 340 nm), d = 1cm, the light path of the cuvette, v = sample volume (ml) and







, where a = amount of citric acid (g/100 g), c = concentration of citric acid (g L-1) and w
= weight of the specimen prior to the removal of citric acid (g L-1).
In order to understand the aforementioned protocol, the chemical reactions of the
solutions and suspensions which occur when added to a specimen, should be
considered. The principle is as follows (Megazyme, 2013):-
Oxaloacetate and acetate are produced from citrate by addition of citrate lyase, equation
7.4:
Citrate Oxaloacetate + Acetate
(7.4)
The oxaloacetate product is then converted to L-malate and NAD+ in the presence of
NADA and L-malate dehydrogenase (L-MDH), equation 7.5:
Citrate Lyase
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Oxaloacetate + NADH + H+ L-malate + NAD+
(7.5)
If oxaloacetate decarboxylase is present within a specimen, a proportion of the
oxaloacetate product is converted to pyruvate. D-lactate dehydrogenase (D-LDH) is
employed to efficiently convert any pyruvate into D-lactate and NAD+, to ensure citric
acid is measured quantitatively, equation 7.6:
Pyruvate+ NADH + H+ D-lactate + NAD+
(7.6)
The amount of NAD+ formed in the above pathway is stoichiometric with the amount
of citric acid. The consumption of NADH is measured by a decrease in the absorbance
at 340 nm.
7.2.3 Concluding Remarks
To investigate the potential role of citrate in in vivo crystallite size control, UV-VIS was
employed. Changes to mineral microstructure of heated bone specimen, in terms of
crystallite size, strain and ionic exchanges was determined using XRD, whilst changes
to the molecular structure associated with the mineral (carbonate) and the organic
content (collagen) was monitored using FTIR. DSC was employed to calculate the
potential energy provided from physicochemical changes to bone during heat treatment,
whilst colourimetric analysis was used to quantify colour changes in bone during heat




bone. A summary which outlines what each technique measures, the information
acquired from these techniques for this research and the limitations associated with each




Measures Used in this research Limitations
XRD Changes to the crystal latticestructure
To investigate the mineral microstructure
 HAp crystal size
Lattice parameters
Quantification of mineral phases
Due to the nanocrystalline nature of
biological HAp, broad, overlapping
diffraction peaks are observed. This
can make analysis difficult
(section 5.1.3)
FTIR The molecular structure ofmaterials
To investigate both the organic and mineral
 Quantify the organic matrix (Amide: phosphate ratio)
 Identify and quantify A and B type carbonate
(Carbonate: phosphate ratio)
Analysis of FTIR spectra can be
extremely complex due to the
overlapping peaks associated with
both the organic and mineral
matrices in bone
UV – Vis Quantitative determination ofan analyte
 Quantification of citrate in unheated biologically formed HAp
specimens
Prior extraction of citrate from
biological HAp is time and labour
intensive
Colourimetry Quantification of colour  Quantify the colour changes during heat treatment
Utilises a single band of wavelength,
therefore not as sensitive to changes
as a spectrophotometer
LA-ICP-MS Elemental analysis ofmaterials  Quantify the elements present in unheated bone specimens Surface analysis only
DSC Energy changes duringthermal treatment of materials  Quantify any energy changes during heat treatment of bonespecimens
Very small amounts required for
analysis, therefore may not be
representative of entire sample




This chapter presents the results of this thesis. (All raw data can be found on the disc
attached to the back cover of this thesis). Investigation into control mechanisms
associated with in vivo HAp crystal growth is followed by processes associated with
crystal growth during heat treatment and then the ‘destruction’ of HAp crystals due to
thermal decomposition at high temperatures. The data is then applied to current issues
within bone mineral research.
Initially, the results relating to the investigation into the production of ‘anorganic’ bone
material are presented. This is followed by material characterisation of all the specimens
according to coherence length (XRD) and where applicable, the organic content (FTIR).
Material characterisation of this nature was essential for this research as it provided
fundamental information required for subsequent experimental work. The use and
reliability of current X-ray diffraction refinement techniques with nanocrystalline HAp
is then considered. The refinement techniques are used to calculate crystallite size and
strain. The results associated with the control mechanisms of in vivo HAp crystallite
size are then presented. Citrate, carbonate and organic content, as well as lattice strain
are individually considered with regards to coherence length or crystallite size.
The results associated with heated bone specimens are then detailed. Statically heated
bone is considered first. The general response to static heat treatment in terms of mass
loss and colour are presented along with general observational changes to XRD, FTIR
and DSC data. The results associated with bone crystallisation kinetics, obtained from
novel applications of the coherence length data to the Arrhenius and Kolmogorov-
Johnson-Mehl-Avrami (KJMA) equations, are presented. Further work investigating the
role of the organic matrix during static heating is detailed. Dynamically heated bone is
then considered. Initially the results detail the general observational changes to the XRD
data. Quantification of dynamic data is presented in terms of coherence length, observed
in order to investigate the crystallisation process. Lattice parameters were calculated in
order to provide information on any chemical changes due to ionic exchanges. Results
associated with the quantification of additional mineral phases due to thermal
decomposition of HAp are then detailed.
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The last section of this chapter covers further interpretation of the results. The results
are applied to current issues within heated bone research. The effect of different heating
and cooling rates on crystallisation and thermal decomposition of statically heated bone
are presented. Data associated with statically heated bone is then applied to develop a
time/ temperature predictive model. Dynamically heated XRD data is statistically
analysed to investigate the premise of species differentiation.
8.1 Investigation into the production of an ‘Anorganic’ Bone Analogue using Heat
Treatment
Comparison of the thermal behaviours of bone specimens (containing an organic
matrix) to those of anorganic bone material was required to provide a new insight into
the role of collagen during heat treatment. Production of anorganic bone material was
considered carefully. Chemical methods, although reported to be very effective were
deemed unsuitable for this study due to the possibility of concomitant modification to
the bone mineral (section 4.3). In particular, aqueous substances including water have
been shown to cause changes to coherence length and/or carbonate content.
Consequently, heat treatment was employed for the removal of the organic.
Diffractograms for unheated bovine bone and bovine bone specimens heated to 100,
200, 300 and 400 oC are consistent with broad, overlapping diffraction peaks (Figure
8.1). A change in the diffraction peaks is observed for bone specimens heated to 500 and
600 oC. A decrease in peak broadening is observed for these specimens, which is
highlighted by the main HAp peak at ~ 30 - 35 2θ (o).
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FTIR analysis was carried out to assess the loss of the organic matrix during heat
treatment. The amide I (1600 – 1750 cm-1) and amide II (1600 – 1550 cm-1) bands,
which represent the vibrational modes of bonds that derive from collagen polypeptides,
are prominent in the spectra of unheated bone and bone heated at 100 and 200 oC
(Figure 8.2). With increasing temperature, the amide bands become less intense. In the
spectra of the bone specimens heated to 400, 500 and 600 oC the amide bands are no
longer present. The phosphate absorbance bands (1200 – 900 cm-1) remain constant for
all specimens except those heated to 500 and 600 oC, when the absorbance bands
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Figure 8.1 X-ray diffractograms of unheated bovine bone and bovine bone heated for 2 hours at
100, 200, 300, 400, 500 and 600 oC. A decrease in peak broadening with increased temperature
is highlighted between 30 –35 2θ (o) (boxed), which signifies a change in the mineral
microstructure.
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Figure 8.2 FTIR spectra of unheated bovine bone and bovine bone heated for 2 hours at, 200,
300, 400, 500 and 600 oC. The absorbance bands associated with amide I and phosphate are
highlighted. For clarity, amide II, which is in close proximity to the amide I absorbance band, is
not highlighted in this figure. (Figure 7.2, section 7.2.2.2)
Quantification of coherence length (XRD) and amide I to phosphate ratio (FTIR) is
provided in Table 8.1. The coherence length was similar for unheated bone and bone
specimens heated to 100, 200, 300 and 400 oC. A slight increase in coherence length
was observed for bone heated to 500 and 600 oC, particularly in the hk0 reflections. A


















Table 8.1 Coherence lengths (calculated in three different crystallographic directions) and the
amide I to phosphate ratio for unheated bovine bone and bovine specimens heated for 100, 200,
300, 400, 500 and 600 oC for 2 hours. Errors calculated from the standard deviation of three
repeats.
8.2 Determination of Hydroxyapatite Coherence Length and Organic Content: XRD
and FTIR analysis
All specimens were characterised according to coherence length (in different
crystallographic directions) using XRD as described in section 7.2.2.1. The organic to
mineral content was also calculated for unheated bone and urinary calculi specimens
using FTIR (as described in section 7.2.2.2). In general, the coherence lengths for all
specimens were larger in the <00ℓ> direction in comparison to the <0k0> and <hk0> 
directions. The remainder of this section will consider each group of specimens (bone
types, urinary calculi and synthetic HAp) individually.
Coherence length (nm) Amide I: Phosphate
<00ℓ> <0k0> <hk0>
Temperature (oC)
Unheated 26 ± 3 9 ± 2 12 ± 3 0.25 ± 0.02
100 24 ± 2 10 ± 2 12 ± 1 0.21 ± 0.03
200 25 ± 1 9 ± 1 12 ± 1 0.18 ± 0.02
300 24 ± 2 9 ± 1 12 ± 1 0.11 ± 0.02
400 23 ± 1 10 ± 2 11 ± 1 0.04 ± 0.01
500 23 ± 2 13 ± 1 11 ± 1 0.02 ± 0.02
600 26 ± 1 16 ± 1 14 ± 1 0.01 ± 0.01
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8.2.1 Bone types
All unheated bone specimens utilised in this research resembled calcium HAp. No
additional mineral phases were detected. The diffraction peaks for rostrum were
narrower than the other bone types, highlighted by the main HAp peaks between 30 –
35 2θ (o) (Figure 8.3). The diffractograms for bovine, porcine, human and red deer
antler specimens were similar, with broad, overlapping peaks.
FTIR data differed between bone types (Figure 8.4). The phosphate band (1200 –
900 cm-1) was sharper and more resolved for rostrum, whilst the intensity of the amide I
band (1750 – 1600 cm -1) was less intense in comparison to the other bone types. The
spectra for bovine, porcine and human were similar. The intensity of the amide I peak
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Figure 8.3 X-ray diffractograms of the five bone types. The difference between the rostrum
specimen and the other bone types is highlighted by the main HAp peaks between 30 –35 2θ (o).
2θ (o)
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Quantification of the XRD and FTIR data revealed rostrum exhibited the largest
coherence length in all crystallographic directions and the lowest amide I to phosphate
ratio (Table 8.2). In comparison, red deer antler exhibited the largest amide I to
phosphate ratio. The coherence lengths and amide I to phosphate ratios for bovine,
porcine and human specimens were similar at approximately 25 nm and 0.3
respectively. The anorganic analogues of porcine and bovine exhibited coherence
lengths, which were within errors, the same as their organic counterparts, however the
amide I to phosphate ratio was much lower for the anorganic specimens.
Figure 8.4 FTIR spectra of (from top to bottom) unheated rostrum, bovine and red deer antler
specimens.
Wavenumber (cm-1)












Table 8.2 Coherence lengths (calculated in three different crystallographic directions) and
amide I to phosphate ratios for all bone types including bovine and porcine anorganic material.
Errors calculated from the standard deviation of three repeats.
Unheated Bone Types
Coherence Length (nm)
Amide I : Phosphate
 <00ℓ> <0k0> <hk0>
Rostrum 57 ± 2 33 ± 1 32 ± 1 0.11 ± 0.02
Bovine 26 ± 1 9 ± 2 12 ± 3 0.25 ± 0.02
Porcine 25 ± 1 10 ± 3 10 ± 2 0.33 ± 0.01
Human 26 ± 1 9 ± 2 8 ± 3 0.30 ± 0.01
Red Deer Antler 30 ± 3 10 ± 3 10 ± 3 0.50 ± 0.05
Anorganic Bovine 26 ± 1 9 ± 2 12 ± 2 0.08 ± 0.01
Anorganic Porcine 24 ± 1 9 ± 2 12 ± 2 0.07 ± 0.01
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8.2.2 Urinary Calculi Specimens
All urinary calculi specimens resembled calcium HAp. Additional mineral phases
were observed in specimens B and F (Figure 8.5). A small quantity of monetite was
observed in specimen B whilst β - TCP was observed in specimen F. The diffraction 
peaks associated with these additional mineral phases did not overlap the HAp peaks














Figure 8.5 X-ray diffractograms (in order of crystallinity) of urinary calculi specimens A-G.
Additional peaks in the diffractograms for urinary calculi B and F, which correspond to B:
monetite and F: β –TCP are denoted with *.
*
* * * *
20 30 40 50
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Quantification of the XRD data revealed a wide range of coherence lengths for the
urinary calculi specimens as shown in Table 8.3. Amide I to phosphate values
calculated for urinary calculi specimens A, D and E differed. The amide I to
phosphate ratios are not reported for specimens B, C, F and G due to insufficient
amount of material required for FTIR analysis.
Table 8.3 Coherence lengths (calculated for <00ℓ>, <0k0> and <hk0> reflections) for urinary 
calculi specimens. Amide I: phosphate ratio values are not reported for specimens B, C, F and
G due to insufficient material required for FTIR analysis. Errors calculated from the standard
deviation of three repeats.
8.2.3 Synthetic HAp Specimens
Synthetic HAp specimens (sHAp1, sHAp2 and sHAp3) resembled calcium HAp. No
additional mineral phases were detected. Sharp, narrow peaks were observed in the
diffractogram of specimen sHAp3 whilst broad, overlapping peaks were observed for
sHAp1 (Figure 8.6). Peaks associated with sHAp2 were slightly narrower than the
peaks observed for sHAp1. The diffractogram of sHAp1 is comparable to unheated
bovine bone where broad, overlapping peaks are also observed.
Urinary Calculi
Coherence Length (nm)
Amide I : Phosphate
<00ℓ> <0k0> <hk0>
A 19 ± 1 11 ± 3 8 ± 4 0.13 ± 0.03
B 27± 1 15 ± 4 11 ± 2
C 31 ± 1 18 ± 3 17 ± 4
D 32 ± 3 9 ± 2 11 ± 4 0.11 ± 0.02
E 46 ± 4 19 ± 5 23 ± 6 0.25 ± 0.02
F 50 ± 1 30 ± 1 34 ± 2
G 77 ± 1 27 ± 1 28 ± 1
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Quantification of the data revealed the coherence lengths for these specimens differed





<00ℓ> <0k0> <hk0> 
sHAp1 18 ± 1 8 ± 2 11 ± 5
sHAp2 27 ± 1 16 ± 5 11 ± 3
sHAp3 77 ± 3 46 ± 2 48 ± 3
Figure 8.6 X-ray diffractograms (in order of crystallinity) of the three synthetic HAp
specimens. The diffractogram of unheated bovine bone has been included for comparison.
Table 8.4 Coherence lengths (calculated in three different crystallographic directions) for the
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8.3 Calculation of Crystallite Size and Strain
The difficulty of obtaining accurate independent values for crystallite size and strain
for nano HAp due to overlapping diffraction peaks and crystallographic direction
dependence broadening was discussed in section 5.1.3. This section will firstly
consider the implementation and use of Rietveld refinement for nanocrystalline
materials such as bone mineral. The Williamson-Hall method for crystallite size and
strain will then be considered followed by Langford’s method of single line size /
strain determination. The limitations of these three refinement techniques will be
highlighted. Leineweber & Mittemeijer’s crystallographic direction dependence
broadening due to compositional variations is then explored and enhanced to include
crystallite size broadening. This novel approach has not previously been reported for
bone.
8.3.1 Rietveld Refinement
As discussed in section 5.1.3, the use of Rietveld refinement is limited within bone
mineral research as the Caglioti profile function (or other similar fixed functions) is
inadequate for crystallographic direction dependence broadening. Rietveld refinement
of bovine bone is shown in Figure 8.7. The blue profile is the raw data whilst the
Rietveld refinement profile is in red. As can be seen in Figure 8.7, the refinement
profile is not a good fit to the raw data profile, which is particularly evident at the 002
peak (~28.5 2θ (o)).
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Figure 8.7 Rietveld refinement (Full pattern profile fit) of XRD data obtained from unheated
bovine bone
As shown in Figures 8.8 and 8.9, the extent of broadening has a strong dependence
upon the crystallographic direction observed. In general, hk0 reflections exhibit the
greatest extent of broadening whilst the narrowest diffraction peaks were observed for
00ℓ reflections, for both red deer antler (Figure 8.8) and rostrum (Figure 8.9) bone 
mineral. This relationship was also observed in synthetically produced HAp
specimens (Figure 8.10). The difference in the extent of broadening between these
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Figure 8.8 FWHM data for the diffraction peaks observed for red deer antler plotted against
2θ (o). This highlights crystallographic direction peak broadening dependence. For clarity,
errors have not been included.
Figure 8.9 FWHM data for the diffraction peaks observed for red deer antler plotted against
2θ (o). This highlights crystallographic direction peak broadening dependence. For clarity,



















































Figure 8.10 FWHM data calculated from the diffraction peaks observed for synthetic HAp
(sHAp3) plotted against 2θ (o). This highlights crystallographic direction peak broadening
dependence. For clarity, errors have not been included.
As shown in Figure 8.11, changes to the FWHM (i.e. peak broadening) are related to
the angle between the <00ℓ> and other crystallographic directions. As highlighted in 
Figure 8.11, there is spread in the broadening associated with the peaks in the <hk0>





















Figure 8.11 FWHM data from the diffraction peaks observed for synthetic HAp (sHAp3)
plotted against the angle (cos Φ) between <00ℓ> and the other directions 2θ (o). For clarity,
errors have not been included.
8.3.2 Williamson - Hall Size/ Strain Determination
Williamson-Hall plots (section 5.1.3) were constructed using FWHM data collected
from peaks corresponding to the 00ℓ reflection. Data from hk0 reflections were found 
to be unreliable due to the spread in broadening in these crystallographic directions
(Figure 8.11). This is discussed further in section 9.3. Crystallite size and strain values
for the bone types, urinary calculi specimens A, D and E and synthetic HAp
specimens calculated from Williamson Hall plots and equations 5.4 and 5.9 (section




Table 8.5 Crystallite size and strain values for bone, urinary calculi and synthetic HAp
specimens calculated using Williamson Hall analysis. Errors calculated from the standard
deviation of three repeats.
Taking into account the bone types first, rostrum exhibited the largest crystallite size
in comparison to the other bone types. Red deer antler, bovine, porcine and human
bone was found to exhibit similar crystallite sizes. With regards to the urinary calculi
specimens, the crystallite size values followed the series, E > D > A and for the





Rostrum 64 ± 4 0.007 ± 0.004
Bovine 32 ± 1 0.005 ± 0.001
Porcine 30 ± 1 0.004 ± 0.001
Human 35 ± 3 0.003 ± 0.001
Red Deer Antler 35 ± 6 0.005 ± 0.009
UC_A 25 ± 1 0.008 ± 0.001
UC_D 37 ± 1 0.003 ± 0.001
UC_E 57 ± 4 0.009 ± 0.007
sHAp1 20 ± 2 0.004 ± 0.002
sHAp2 29 ± 1 0.002 ± 0.001
sHAp3 84 ± 4 0.002 ± 0.001
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with the strain values, it was difficult to determine whether a trend existed between
the specimens. This issue was investigated and the same data was analysed several
times. It was found that changing the 2θ range and the number of peaks fitted in close 
proximity during analysis had a significant effect on the FWHM data obtained from
the 004 peak. The 002 FWHM data remained, within errors, consistent. Consequently,
the gradient of the Williamson hall plots are significantly affected. This directly
affects the strain component but not necessarily the size component (Figures 8.12 &
8.13). This is discussed further in section 9.3.2.
Figure 8.12 Williamson Hall plot (00ℓ reflection) for unheated porcine bone. The two plots 




Figure 8.13 Williamson Hall plot (00ℓ reflection) for unheated red deer antler bone material. 
The two plots (obtained from repeat analysis of the same data) highlight the fitting errors
associated with the 004 reflection.
8.3.3 Single Line Analysis
Single line size/ strain analysis (section 5.1.3) was carried using the 002 peak. As
briefly mentioned in the previous section and discussed in section 9.3, this peak was
deemed suitable due to reliability in the FWHM data (i.e. small errors associated with
peak fitting as the 002 peak is not overlapped by other peaks and is not as broad as the
other reflections). The calculated size values using single line analysis were different
to those calculated using Williamson Hall analysis (Table 8.6). The errors associated
with size values in Table 8.6, were greater than the errors calculated from
Williamson-hall plot analysis, whilst the errors associated with strain values were
significantly smaller. With regards to strain, the value for rostrum was approximately
half the value calculated for the other bone types. A similar value of strain was
observed for red deer antler, bovine, porcine and human specimens. A significantly
RD Antler
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greater value of strain was observed for urinary calculi specimen A in comparison to
the other urinary calculi specimens, whilst the lowest value was observed for
specimen G. A range of strain values were observed for the remainder of the urinary
calculi specimens, although a trend was observed where A > B ≈ C ≈D > E > F > G. 
A significantly lower value of strain was observed for sHAp3 and a trend was
observed where sHAp1 > sHAp2 > sHAP3.
Specimen Size (nm) Strain
Rostrum 43 ± 2 0.012 ± 0.00001
Bovine 47 ± 5 0.028 ± 0.001
Porcine 48 ± 9 0.027 ± 0.002
Human 48 ± 4 0.024 ± 0.001
RD Antler 59 ± 7 0.028 ± 0.006
UC_A 97 ± 9 0.044 ± 0.004
UC_B 52 ± 5 0.023 ± 0.002
UC_C 66 ± 7 0.023 ± 0.003
UC_D 54 ± 5 0.024 ± 0.002
UC_E 44 ± 3 0.017 ± 0.002
UC_F 41 ± 4 0.012 ± 0.001
UC_G 42 ± 3 0.006 ± 0.0001
sHAp1 79 ± 7 0.043 ± 0.003
sHAp2 64 ± 4 0.038 ± 0.002
sHAp3 43 ± 3 0.008 ± 0.0001
Table 8.6 Crystallite strain values for bone, urinary calculi and synthetic HAp specimens
calculated using single line analysis described by Langford (1992). Errors calculated from the
standard deviation of three repeats.
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8.3.4 Compositional Broadening
As highlighted in the previous sections, techniques used to obtain independent values
for crystallite size and strain are to some extent limited in bone mineral research
(discussed further in section 9.3), due to broad peaks, relatively low symmetry
associated with the hexagonal space group and large lattice parameters. Consequently,
a novel approach was adopted to investigate crystallographic direction dependence
broadening due to compositional variations. This method was defined by Leineweber
& Mittemeiher (2003); however the authors modelled broadening on strain alone and
did not consider size broadening contributions (section 5.1.3). This section will firstly
consider the impact of strain broadening contribution to simulated data (values
obtained from Leineweber & Mittemeiher). The model is then extended to include
size broadening contribution, a concept that has not previously been explored. The
model is applied to synthetic HAp data (sHAp3) for comparison.
8.3.4.1 Strain/ size broadening contribution to the simulated data
Leineweber & Mittemeiher’s (2003) model and data, which was based on iron nitride
(FeN), was simulated (using equation 5.18 and parameters outlined in section 5.1.3),
to investigate the influence of strain broadening. Increasing the strain broadening
contribution value resulted in a greater magnitude of broadening across all
crystallographic directions. Consequently, the Bf ∆2θ,hkl / tan θ 0,hkl value (a function of
the angle between the diffraction vector and the 00ℓ direction) increases between the 
(00ℓ) and (hk0) planes. Thus, data set values increase as a function of the y and x 
axis, illustrated in Figure 8.14. An increase in strain, increases Bξdα3/dξ and Bξdα1/dξ 
values. In Figure 8.14, simulated dataset A correspond to Bξdα/dξ values of ~  0.0009, 
for B of ~ 0.0018 and for C of ~ 0.0025.
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Figure 8.14 The effect of increasing the amount of strain (where Bξ dα/ dξ values are A 
~0.0009, B ~ 0.0018 and C ~ 0.0025) in equation 5.17 (section 5.1.3), on the data obtained
from Leineweber and Mittemeijer (2003).
Leineweber and Mittemeijer’s (2003) model (equation 5.18) was extended to include
size broadening contributions as shown in equation 8.1:
 sin( cbaBB strainfssf 
(8.1)
, where, BfS+S relates to size and strain direction dependence structural broadening,
Bfstrain is strain direction dependence structural broadening (equation 5.18) and a, b
and c fitting coefficients assigned to size broadening contributions.
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As shown in Figure 8.15, rather than a continuous ‘arc’ of data (when only strain is
considered, ♦), inclusion of size (◊) causes separation/ dispersion of the data and
appears to result in several separate ‘arcs’ of data points. With inclusion of size
contribution, Bξ dα/ dξ values become smaller. 
8.3.4.2 Application of the model to HAp
Figure 8.15 The effect of including size broadening contribution (equation 8.8, section 5.1.3),























8.3.4.3 Comparison of Simulated Data to Synthetic Hydroxyapatite Data
Comparison of the simulated data (strain contribution only) to data obtained from
synthetic HAp specimen (sHAp3) highlights a significant difference (Figure 8.16).
There is a poor fit between the two sets of data due to the dispersion of the sHAp3
data. This suggests additional direction dependence broadening which cannot be
modelled by strain contribution alone (discussed further in section 9.3). A spread in
the sHAp3 data along the y and x axes (Φ = 0 and Φ = 90) is also observed.  
Figure 8.16 Comparison of the data obtained from Leineweber and Mittemeijer (2003).




















Bf ∆2θhkl / tanθ0,hkl
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As shown in Figure 8.17, when size broadening contribution is included in the
simulated data model, it starts to resemble sHAp3 data. Introducing size broadening
decreased Bξdα3/dξ: Bξdα1/dξ values from ~ 0.0018 to ~ 0.0008. The ratio of 
Bξdα3/dξ: Bξdα1/dξ = 1.  
Figure 8.17 Comparison of the data obtained from Leineweber and Mittemeijer (2003),
(which has been extended to include size broadening contributions) to data obtained from
synthetic HAp specimen (sHAp3).
Calculation of dα1/dξ and dα3/dξ from known composition dependence of the lattice 
parameters of B-type carbonate substitution (‘a’(y)/ Å = -0.006y + 9.4348 and
‘c’(y)/Å = 0.0025y + 6.8694) using Vegards law (section 5.1.3), provided values of 3
x 10-5 and -2 x 10-5. Thus, the ratio of dα3/dξ: dα1/dξ is equal to -0.06667. This is 
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8.4 In vivo hydroxyapatite crystal size control
8.4.1 Investigating the amount of citrate: UV-VIS Analysis
Using the equations outlined in section 7.2.2.6; the concentration and consequently
the amount of citric acid present within bone and urinary calculi specimens was
calculated. For bone types, a trend was observed where red deer antler > porcine >
bovine > rostrum with regards to the amount of citrate (Table 8.7).
Specimen Citric Acid(g/100g)
Rostrum 0.030 ± 0.004
Bovine 0.038 ± 0.004
Porcine 0.088 ± 0.012
Red Deer Antler 0.663 ± 0.003
UC_A 0.055 ± 0.003
UC_B 0.028 ± 0.002
UC_C 0.244 ± 0.020
UC_D 0.070 ± 0.010
UC_F 0.097 ± 0.017
UC_G 0.035 ± 0.006
Table 8.7 The calculated amount of citric acid (g / 100g) extracted from the bone and
urinary calculi specimens. Errors calculated from the standard deviation of three repeats
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The amount of citrate present within red deer antler specimen was significantly
greater than the other bone types. With respect to urinary calculi specimens, the
amount of citrate present ranged from 0.028 – 0.097 g / 100 g for the majority of
specimens, with the exception of specimen C where the amount of citrate calculated
was 0.244 g / 100 g (Table 8.7). Specimen C exhibited the largest amount of citrate
whilst the lowest amount of citrate was observed for specimen B. The amount of citric
acid was not determined for specimen E due to insufficient amount of material.
Plotting coherence length against amount of citric acid revealed no correlation
between bone types. The amount of citric acid calculated for rostrum and bovine
specimens were similar even though the coherence lengths differ significantly for
these specimens. Conversely, although red deer antler, porcine and bovine specimens
have similar coherence lengths (25 - 29 nm), the amount of citric acid was
significantly greater for red deer antler specimens (Figure 8.18).
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No correlation between coherence length and amount of citrate was observed for
urinary calculi specimens, as shown in Figure 8.19. Although the amount of citrate
calculated for specimens B and G (0.027 and 0.035 g / 100 g respectively) are similar,
the coherence length for these two specimens are significantly different (27 and 77
nm respectively). Conversely, although specimens D and C exhibit similar coherence
lengths (32 and 31 nm respectively), the amount of citrate calculated for these two
specimens was significantly different (0.07 and 0.244 g / 100g respectively).
As discussed in chapter 3, collagen is thought to provide a mechanical form of in vivo
HAp crystallite size control. Consequently, this was investigated by plotting
coherence length against amide I: phosphate ratio for bone and urinary calculi
specimens A, D and E, as shown in Figure 8.20.
Figure 8.19 Coherence length (nm) plotted against the amount of citrate for each urinary
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A weak correlation is observed for bone types, with increasing amide I: phosphate
ratio values, a decrease in coherence length is observed. However, red deer antler
exhibited a considerably larger amide I: phosphate ratio but similar coherence length
to bovine and porcine specimens. In contrast, with increasing amide I: phosphate
ratio, an increase in coherence length was observed for urinary calculi specimens. The
amide I: phosphate ratios for urinary calculi specimens B, C, F and G are not reported
due to insufficient amount of material.
8.4.2 Carbonate Content: FTIR Analysis
In general, the carbonate to phosphate ratio was much lower for synthetic HAp
specimens, whilst bone specimens exhibited the largest carbonate to phosphate ratio
(Table 8.8). Carbonate to phosphate ratios are not reported for urinary calculi
Figure 8.20 Coherence length (nm) plotted against amide I to phosphate ratio for each bone
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specimens B, C, F and G due to insufficient amount of material required for FTIR
analysis.
Plotting coherence length against carbonate to phosphate ratios revealed a correlation
for all specimen groups (Figure 8.21). With increasing coherence length, a decrease in
carbonate to phosphate ratio was observed for all specimens. A difference was
observed in the gradient of the correlation for the three specimen groups.
Specimen Carbonate : Phosphate (Area)
Rostrum 0.02 ± 0.0007
Human 0.025 ± 0.0003
Bovine 0.026 ± 0.0010
Porcine 0.031 ± 0.0008
Red Deer Antler 0.035 ± 0.0010
UC_A 0.020 ± 0.0008
UC_D 0.010 ± 0.0001
UC_E 0.007 ± 0.0008
sHAp 1 0.004 ± 0.0003
sHAp 2 0.002 ± 0.0003
sHAp 3 0.015 ± 0.0001
Table 8.8 Carbonate to phosphate ratio for all specimen groups. Errors calculated from the
standard deviation of three repeats.
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8.4.3 Lattice Strain and Crystallite Size
Plotting crystallite size (obtained from Williamson Hall analysis, section 8.3.2)
against strain values (obtained from single line analysis, section 8.3.3) for all
specimens revealed a correlation (Figure 8.22). With increasing strain values, the
corresponding crystallite sizes increased for all specimen groups.
Figure 8.21 Coherence length plotted against carbonate: phosphate revealed a correlation for
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□ Bone Types ♦ Urinary Calculi ○ Synthetic Hap
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Figure 8.22 Crystallite size (nm) plotted against strain for bone (■), urinary calculi (∆) and 
synthetic HAp (♦) specimens. Crystallite size values were obtained from Williamson Hall plot
analysis (section 8.3.2) whilst strain values were calculated using single line analysis (section
8.3.3).
8.5 General Response to Heat Treatment
8.5.1 Mass Loss of Statically Heated Bone Specimens
A loss in mass was observed for all statically heated bone specimens. The average
mass loss differed depending on bone type, with red deer antler specimens displaying
the largest loss (an average of 53 %) whilst the smallest loss was observed for rostrum
specimens (11 %). A slightly greater average mass loss was observed for porcine
specimens (38 %) in comparison to bovine specimens (33 %). All specimens heated
for longer periods of time, irrespective of temperature, showed a slightly greater mass
■ Bone Types ∆ Urinary Calculi ♦ Synthetic Hap
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loss than specimens heated for shorter periods. Mass loss values recorded for bovine
bone specimens heated at 600 oC and 800 oC are provided in Table 8.9. Mass loss data
bovine bone heated at 650, 700 and 750 oC is provided in appendix B, along with
mass loss data for heated porcine, red deer antler and rostrum specimens.
Mass Loss (wt. %)
600 oC 800 oC
Dwell Period
1m 21 ± 2
5m 33 ± 1
10m 35 ± 1
20m 35 ± 1
30m 35 ± 1
1hr 33 ± 2 34 ± 1
2hr 33 ± 1 34 ± 1
4hr 34 ± 1 34 ± 1
6hr 32 ± 1
24hr 35 ± 2
48hr 35 ± 2
72hr 34 ± 1
Table 8.9 Mass loss (weight percentage, wt. %) for bovine bone heated at 600 oC and 800 oC
at different periods of time (dwell period). Errors calculated from the standard deviation of
three repeats.
With regards to anorganic specimens, mass loss was recorded after the initial heat
treatment used to remove the organic matrix and also after the second heat treatment.
A significantly greater mass loss (which was comparable to mass loss observed for
‘organic’ analogues, within 3%) was observed after the first heating in comparison to
the second heating. An average mass loss of 2% was recorded for the second heat
treatment for both bovine and porcine anorganic specimens. Mass loss data for
anorganic specimens (bovine and porcine) is provided in appendix B.
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8.5.2 Colour Change: Visual and Colourimetric Analysis
For statically heated bone, at temperatures of 600 and 650 oC for short periods of time
(30 mins – 1 hr), the bone changed from cream to light grey in colour whilst bone
specimens heated for extended periods (> 2 hrs) at the same temperature were white
in colour. This trend was also observed at higher temperatures (700, 750 and 800 oC),
however the series of colour changes occurred at shorter heating periods. For
example, a blue/grey colour was observed for bone specimens heated at 750 oC for 10
minutes in contrast to bone heated at 650 oC, where this colour was only observed for
samples heated for at least 1 hr. A colour change from ivory to black was also
observed for bone specimens heated for very short periods of time (< 5 mins) at
temperatures higher than 650 oC. Figure 8.21 illustrates the colour changes in bone
specimens heated at 650oC and 750oC for various time periods. The ‘anorganic’ bone
specimens, after the first heat treatment to remove the organic matrix, were dark
brown in colouration. After the second heat treatment, the change in colour appeared
to follow the same trend as discussed above.
Figure 8.23 Photograph highlighting the colour change in bovine bone specimens heated at
650 oC (bottom) and 750 oC (top) for various time periods.
5 mins 10 mins 20 mins 30 mins




Colourimetric analysis numerically records the colour change of bone during heat
treatment using L*a*b colour space values, as discussed in section 5.2.3. Initial
observation of the colourimetry data revealed upon heating, ‘L’ values increased. In
general, both ‘a’ and ‘b’ values decreased for all temperature and time ranges. L*a*b*
values for bone heated at 600 oC and 800 oC are given in Table 8.10 for comparison.
Colour values for bovine bone heated at 650, 700 and 750 oC can be found in
appendix C.
Table 8.10 L*a*b colour scale values for bovine bone heated at 600 oC and 800 oC for
different periods of time (dwell period). As discussed in section 5.2.3, figure 5.9, L* relates to
the black - white (0 – 100), a* the red – green (positive to negative) and b* the yellow – blue
(positive to negative) linear colour spaces. Errors calculated from the standard deviation of
three repeats.
600 oC 800 oC
L* a* b* L* a* b*
Dwell Period
1m 52 ± 9 3.2 ± 2.0 9.9 ± 9.0
5m 50 ± 15 -0.3 ± 0.5 0.5 ± 0.9
10m 80 ± 1 -0.3 ± 0.4 0.1 ± 0.1
20m 93 ± 1 -0.2 ± 0.4 1.1 ± 0.3
30m 94 ± 1 -0.2 ± 0.3 1.1 ± 0.2
1hr 71 ± 2 0.9 ± 0.03 3.4 ± 0.1 94 ± 1 -0.2 ± 0.2 1.3 ± 0.1
2hr 75 ± 1 0.9 ± 0.02 3.4 ± 0.1 95 ± 1 -0.4 ± 0.2 1.3 ± 0.3
4hr 86 ± 2 0.5 ± 0.02 2.6 ± 0.2 92 ± 2 -0.2 ± 0.3 1.0 ± 0.4
6hr 86 ± 3 0.3 ± 0.04 2.2 ± 0.1
24hr 92 ± 3 -0.1 ± 0.10 0.9 ± 0.2
48hr 94 ± 3 -0.3 ± 0.01 0.6 ± 0.4
72hr 94 ± 4 -0.3 ± 0.02 0.7 ± 0.1
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8.5.3 X-ray Diffraction Analysis
8.5.3.1 Statically Heated Bone
The primary phase and in general the only phase of all bone specimens (unheated and
those heated up to 1200 oC) resembled calcium HAp. HAp peaks for unheated bone
were broad, resulting in overlapping peaks, whilst in general HAp peaks of heated
bone specimens were narrower. Additional peaks, which could not be attributed to
HAp, were also observed in a small number of heated bone specimens. These
additional mineral phases were identified as magnesium oxide (~ 37 2θ (o)) and/ or
calcium oxide (~ 43 2θ (o)) and were observed in all bone specimens heated above
800oC. CaO was not observed in red deer antler specimens. (The 2θ values provided 
correspond to the most intense peaks observed for these mineral phases). At
temperatures above 1200 oC, further additional phases including tetra tricalcium
phosphate (TTCP), alpha tricalcium phosphate (α –TCP) and beta tricalcium 
phosphate (β – TCP) were observed. The main diffraction peaks associated with these 
mineral phases are provided in appendix D. Quantification of these additional mineral
phases, with regards to heating and cooling rates, is detailed in section 8.8.1.2.
Narrower HAp peaks were observed for bone specimens heated at the same
temperature but for longer time periods in comparison to specimens heated for shorter
periods of time (Figure 8.24). This trend was observed for all temperature ranges.
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Figure 8.24 X-ray diffractograms of (from top to bottom) unheated bovine bone and bovine
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When heated for the same period of time, a decrease in HAp peak broadening was
observed with increasing temperature (Figure 8.25)
Figure 8.25 X-ray diffractograms of fresh, unheated bovine bone and bovine bone specimens
heated for 1 hour at 600, 650, 700, 750 and 800 oC, which highlights the greater extent of
crystallisation at higher temperatures in comparison to lower temperatures.
At temperatures > 800 oC, a rapid decrease in peak broadening was observed in the
diffractograms of all bone specimens when heated for only 5 minutes whilst broad,
overlapping peaks were still present for specimens heated at temperatures < 550 oC
for 48 hours (Figure 8.26). After careful consideration, bone specimens heated to
temperatures ranging from 600 – 800 oC were used to examine the crystallisation
kinetics of statically heated bone (discussed further in section 8.6). Specimens heated
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Figure 8.26 X-ray diffractograms illustrating the rapid crystallisation (within minutes) of
bone specimens heated to temperatures > 800oC, whilst the broad peaks observed at
temperatures < 550 oC, suggest there is not sufficient energy to initiate the crystallisation
process, even after heating the bone for longer than 48 hrs.
Quantitative analysis of the diffraction data in terms of coherence length is detailed
separately in section 8.6, whilst lattice parameter values, which provide an indication
of lattice chemical changes (due to loss and incorporation of ions), are considered
below.
During heat treatment, lattice parameter behaviour differed depending on the axial
length observed. Plotting ‘c’ axis lattice parameter against time (Figure 8.51B, section
8.8.2), revealed a decrease in ‘c’ axis data for each temperature. This data was used to
develop a time-temperature predictive model and is considered in more depth in
section 8.8.2. When ‘a’ axis lattice parameter data was plotted against time, a trend
was observed for each temperature (Figure 8.27). The ‘a’ axis values initially
decrease, then increase before decreasing and seeming to plateau.
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Figure 8.27 Behaviour of ‘a’ axis lattice parameter data when bovine bone was heated for
increasing time periods at 600, 700 and 800 oC. Unheated bone lattice parameter values are
included (circled in red for clarity).
8.5.4 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy Analysis
Several changes were observed in FTIR spectra of heated bone specimens
(irrespective of bone type) in comparison to unheated bone material (Figure 8.28). A
decrease in the intensity of amide I and II (1750 – 1500 cm-1) peaks as well as the
carbonate peaks (1500 - 1350 cm-1 and 900 – 820 cm-1), was observed for heated bone
specimens. The main peak corresponding to the phosphate bond (1200 – 900 cm-1)
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8.5.5 Differential Scanning Calorimetric Analysis
Upon heating four prominent peaks were observed in the DSC spectra of all bone
specimens (Figure 8.29). A broad endothermic peak, with low intensity was observed
between 25 – 100 oC, with a peak maximum at approximately 75 oC (Peak 1). A
sharp, low intensity endothermic peak was also observed between approximately 120
– 160 oC (Peak 2). Two overlapping exothermic peaks were also observed between
approximately 275 – 500 oC. The maximum of the first and most intense peak was
observed at approximately 350 oC (Peak 3). The second peak maximum, which
appeared to ‘shoulder’ the peak at approximately 350 oC was observed at
approximately 450 oC (Peak 4) and was most prominent in the red deer antler
Figure 8.28 FTIR spectra of unheated bovine bone and bovine bone heated at 700 oC for 5
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spectrum. Although present, the aforementioned peaks were significantly less
prominent in rostrum and anorganic spectra, in comparison to the spectra of the other
bone types. No peaks were observed between approximately 500 oC and 600 oC for all
bone types.
Figure 8.29 DSC spectra for red deer antler, porcine, bovine and rostrum













8.6 Bone Crystallisation Kinetics: Static Heating
Bone crystallisation kinetics was investigated using bone specimens which had been
statically heated at 600, 650, 700, 750 and 800 oC for various time periods (section
7.2.1.3, Table 7.4). Coherence lengths (which give some indication of the degree of
crystallisation) in three crystallographic directions <00ℓ>, <hk0> and <0k0> were 
calculated using the Scherrer equation (as discussed in section 5.3.1). Using
coherence length data, the activation energy, the rate of crystal growth and the
spontaneous nucleation were calculated, the results of which are presented in this
section.
8.6.1 Activation Energy
Plotting coherence length data (normalised to the largest CL value for each bone type,
essentially the instrument resolution function value) against ln (time) for each
temperature, revealed a sigmoidal relationship for all three crystallographic directions
and all bone types (Figure 8.30). The sigmoidal curves for porcine, anorganic bovine

















Figure 8.30 Sigmoidal curves representing the crystallisation process in three
crystallographic directions, <00ℓ>, <hk0> and <0k0> for bovine bone heated at 600, 650, 
700, 750 and 800 oC for various time periods. Errors are not shown for clarity.






































The equations obtained from fitting sigmoidal curves were used to calculate the time
at which 50% crystallisation occurred for all temperatures. This data was used to
construct an Arrhenius plot (Figure 8.31) where 1/T plotted against ln (k) revealed a
linear relationship (ln (k) is the negative value for ln (t) calculated from the sigmoidal
curves).
The gradient of the linear line was used to calculate the activation energy according to







, where A is a pre-exponential factor, Ea is the activation energy, R is the gas constant
(8.31 JK-1mol-1), T is the absolute temperature and k is the rate constant.
Figure 8.31 Arrhenius plots constructed from the sigmoidal plot data at 50% crystallisation
for bovine bone in <00ℓ> and <0k0> crystallographic directions. Y-axis errors were
calculated from errors associated with fitting the data with a sigmoidal curve (Figure 8.30).
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Calculated activation energies for bovine and porcine specimens as well as their
‘anorganic’ analogues, in three crystallographic directions, are outlined in Table 8.11.
Taking experimental errors into consideration, there was no significant difference
between the four bone types or in the three crystallographic directions.
8.6.2 Kolmogorov-Johnson-Mehl-Avrami (KJMA)Parameters
For the first time, coherence length data calculated for three crystallographic
directions <00ℓ>, <hk0> and <0k0> was fitted to the Kolmogorov-Johnson-Mehl-
Avrami (KJMA) model, as shown in equation 8.3:
)exp(1 nktY 
(8.3)
, where k is the rate of crystal growth and n relates to spontaneous nucleation. Y
corresponds to the proportion of material transformed at a constant temperature for a
given time period (t).
<00ℓ> <0k0> <hk0> 
Bovine 181 ± 4 171 ± 5 179 ± 3
Anorganic (Bovine) 195 ± 5 176 ± 3 183 ± 4
Porcine 195 ± 4 185 ± 4 183 ± 6
Anorganic (Porcine) 201 ± 6 191 ± 3 187 ± 4
Table 8.11 Calculated Activation energies (calculated in kJ mol -1) for bovine and porcine bone
as well as their anorganic analogues in three crystallographic directions.
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The KJMA model describes how solids transform from one phase to another at
constant temperature The KJMA model will be referred to as the Avrami model/
equation for the remainder of this thesis. This novel approach provided directional
dependent information on the spontaneous nucleation of bone mineral and the rate of
crystal growth during heat treatment. Fitting the coherence length data to equation 8.3
and plotting against ln (t) revealed a linear relationship (Figure 8.32).
Figure 8.32 Coherence length data for bovine bone heated at 600, 650, 700 and 800 oC fitted
to the Avrami equation. The slopes and intercepts yield values of ‘n’ and ‘k’ respectively. Y-
axis errors were calculated from the standard deviation of three repeats whilst the x-axis errors
were calculated from errors associated with fitting coherence length data with a sigmoidal
curve (Figure 8.30).
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Coefficients n and k were calculated according to the Avrami equation, from the
gradient and y-intercept respectively. For all bone types (bovine, porcine and their
anorganic analogues) and in all three crystallographic directions, the value of n was
approximately 1 (within experimental errors) when heated at lower temperatures (600
– 650 oC). The value of n was found to decrease gradually to ~ 0.5 with increasing
temperature. The value for k increased slightly as the temperature increased. Porcine
bone specimens appeared to display a greater k value at all observed temperatures in
comparison to bovine bone specimens. Both bovine and porcine were found to have a
greater ‘k’ value than their anorganic analogues. These trends were observed in
<00ℓ>, <0k0> and <hk0> crystallographic directions for all bone specimens. An 
example of n and k values for bovine, porcine bone and their anorganic analogues
when heated to 650 oC and 800 oC are provided in Table 8.12. Further values for n
and k calculated for bovine, porcine bone and their anorganic analogues heated at
temperatures of 600 oC, 700 oC and 750 oC are provided in appendix F, along with n
and k values calculated from hk0 reflection data.
<00ℓ> <0k0> 
650 oC 800 oC 650 oC 800 oC



































































Table 8.12 Calculated values of ‘n’ and ‘k’ obtained by fitting coherence length data
(corresponding to <00ℓ> and <0k0> reflections) to the KJMA equation. Errors calculated from
the standard deviation of three repeats.
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8.6.3 Further Investigation: Role of Collagen during the Crystallisation Process
As highlighted in Table 8.12, ‘k’ values calculated using the Avrami equation differed
between bone types, with greater values observed for bovine and porcine specimens
in comparison to their anorganic analogues. This suggests differences in the
crystallisation rate for bone specimens with and without collagen. To investigate this
further, the crystallisation of both rostrum and red deer antler at 700 oC (which differ
significantly in mineral and organic content) was investigated for comparison with the
behaviour of bovine and porcine bone.
As shown in Figure 8.33, a decrease in peak broadening for red deer antler was
observed after a shorter heating period in comparison to rostrum, bovine and porcine.
A decrease in peak broadening was also observed at a shorter heating period for







Figure 8.33 Diffractograms of unheated (top left) rostrum, bovine, porcine and red deer antler specimens and these bone types heated at 700 oC for 5 minutes












Plotting coherence length against ln (t) highlights the difference in the rate of
crystallisation (rate of change in the coherence length) between the four bone types
(Figure 8.34). The onset of crystallisation (in the <00ℓ> direction) occurs at 
approximately 1, 4 and 6 minutes for red deer antler, porcine and bovine respectively
and 5.5 hours for rostrum.
As red deer antler exhibits a greater organic content than rostrum (section 8.2.1), it is
proposed the time at which the onset of crystallisation occurs is influenced by
exothermic energy produced during the combustion of collagen, discussed further in
section 9.5.2. In order to investigate this hypothesis, the exothermic energy (Jg -1)
released during the heat treatment of each bone type was calculated using DSC (Table
Figure 8.34 Plot of coherence length (normalised) against time revealed the onset of
crystallisation of rostrum (○), bovine (♦) and red deer antler (∆) mineral when heated at 700 oC
occurred at different time periods. The difference in the gradients of the sigmoidal curves is also


























8.13). A trend was observed with regards to the exothermic energy values where red
deer antler > porcine > bovine > rostrum> anorganic bovine
8.7 Observations of Dynamically Heated Bone
8.7.1 General Observations
During dynamic heating, the main mineral phase for all bone types resembled calcium
HAp. There was no change in HAp diffraction peaks until approximately 590 oC for red
deer antler, 600 oC for bovine, porcine and human and 630 oC for rostrum; where in
each case a rapid decrease in peak broadening was observed (Figure 8.35). This rapid
change is highlighted in Figure 8.36. For all bone types, during cooling from 900 oC to
room temperature, no changes in HAp diffraction peaks was observed. Various
additional mineral phases were observed for all bone types, detailed further in section
8.7.3.
Bone Type ExothermicEnergy (Jg-1)
Anorganic_Bovine 144 ± 46
Rostrum 224 ± 68
Bovine 1649 ± 177
Porcine 2042 ± 194
Red Deer Antler 3961 ± 253
Table 8.13 Exothermic energies for each bone type. Calculated from the integration of the
exothermic peaks between 300 – 500 oC in the DSC spectra. Errors calculated from the
standard deviation of three repeats.
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Figure 8.35 X-ray diffractograms of unheated bovine bone and bovine bone dynamically
heated to 600, 620, 640, 660 and 900 oC.
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Plotting coherence length (which is an indication of crystallite size and lattice strain)
calculated from the diffractograms of dynamically heated bone against temperature,
revealed a sigmoidal relationship (Figure 8.37). The sigmoidal curves were used to
determine the temperature at which the onset of crystallisation began. This was
identified as the temperature at which the first significant gradient change is observed
in the curve (circled red in Figure 8.37). The onset of crystallisation occurred at
slightly different temperatures for each bone types: - red deer antler (~ 590 oC),
bovine, porcine, anorganic (~ 600 oC) and rostrum (~ 630 oC). This was, within errors,






















Figure 8.37 Plot depicting the sigmoidal relationship between temperature and coherence
length, <00ℓ>, for dynamically heated bovine bone.  
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After the onset of crystallisation, continued crystal growth (as indicated by an
increase in coherence length) differed between bone types. This is evident by the
difference in the gradients of the ‘linear’ part of the sigmoidal curves for each bone
type. Crystallisation of rostrum mineral occurred over a short temperature range
before plateauing (due to reaching instrument resolution limits) whilst for red deer
antler, this process occurred over a wider temperature range (Figure 8.38). The
gradients of human, bovine and porcine curves were comparable.
Temperature (oC)





















To semi - quantify this crystal growth process, the temperature at which the sigmoidal
curve plateaued (due to reaching the instrument resolution limits, excluding red deer
antler) for each bone type was investigated. This gives some indication of crystal
Figure 8.38 Coherence length (normalised), <00ℓ>, plotted against temperature for
dynamically heated rostrum (▲), human (□) and red deer antler (●). The graph highlights the
difference in the gradient of the curves for the bone types, indicating the crystallisation process
is different for these bone types during heat treatment. The temperature at which the onset of
crystallisation occurs is also evident. Errors calculated for clarity.
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growth ‘rate’ during heat treatment. For human and porcine bone, the curve plateaued
at ~ 650 oC, for bovine at ~ 680 oC and for rostrum ~ 740 oC, in both crystallographic
directions. For red deer antler, the coherence length remained below the instrument
resolution limits, although the data appeared to begin to plateau at > 800 oC. The
observed gradients and temperature were consistent in both <00ℓ> and <0k0> 
crystallographic directions.
In order to quantify the change in coherence length (i.e. the crystallisation process)
during heat treatment, the sigmoidal curves were used to calculate the temperature at
which 50 % crystallisation occurred, as a function of crystallographic direction and
bone type (Table 8.14).
Table 8.14 Temperature at which 50 % crystallisation was calculated (including errors) for
each bone type from the coherence length versus temperature sigmoidal curves (Figure 8.38).
Errors calculated from the errors associated with fitting the sigmoidal curves.
The temperature differed according to bone type. Rostrum mineral reached 50%
crystallisation at approximately 700 oC, red deer antler and bovine by approximately
650 oC and 660 oC respectively, and porcine and human by approximately 630 oC.
The calculated values for <00ℓ> and <0k0> crystallographic directions were, within
errors, the same for each bone type.
50% Crystallisation (oC)
Bone Type <00ℓ> <0k0> 
Rostrum 700 ± 3 702 ± 5
Bovine 647 ± 7 655 ± 5
Porcine 632 ± 4 630 ± 3
Human 631 ± 3 635 ± 3
Red Deer Antler 663 ± 7 658 ± 7
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8.7.2.2 Lattice Parameters
Lattice parameter data was obtained from the diffractograms at each temperature in
order to investigate the chemical changes occurring during in situ heat treatment
(section 4.2.1). Plotting lattice parameter values against temperature revealed four
distinct transition regions, identified by a change in the gradient for both the ‘a’ and
‘c’ axis lattice parameter data, for all bone types (Figure 8.39).
Figure 8.39 Plot highlighting the four transitional changes observed when lattice parameter
data (‘a’ and ‘c’ axis) is plotted against temperature for the human bone specimen.
In general, the ‘a’ axis data increased during heat treatment, with a prominent increase
observed at region 3. In contrast, the ‘c’ axis data initially decreases (region 1), then
increases (region 2), a sudden decrease is then observed at the temperature of
approximately 50% crystallisation (region 3) which is followed by an increase in the
data (region 4). Similar lattice parameter behaviour was observed for all bone types
Region 1:
~ 25 – 100 oC
Region 3: ~ 580
– 640 oC





although the temperature ranges for each region and the gradients for region 3
differed between the bone types (Figure 8.40, appendix G). For rostrum, region 3 was
observed between 650 – 700 oC, bovine approximately 580 – 650 oC and for both
human and porcine the temperature range for region 3 was between 580 – 640 oC.
Region 3 was less prominent for red deer antler and occurred over a shorter
temperature range (640 - 660 oC), as shown in Figure 8.40.
Figure 8.40 Plot of the ‘c’ axis lattice parameter data for rostrum, red deer antler and human.
The gradient change in region 3 has been highlighted for each bone type with a negative
linear line (rostrum, red deer antler and human).
As outlined in section 4.2.1, changes to lattice parameters during heat treatment can
be attributed to the loss of lattice incorporated water (up to 400 oC), thermal
expansion and ion exchange. Carbonate ion substitutions in particular have been
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shown to have a significant effect on lattice parameters (section 2.2.2). Based on this
premise, simple linear models were developed as shown in equation 8.4:
 BAtecTxa '' and  BAtecTyc ''
(8.4)
, where ‘a’ and ‘c’ are calculated to give ‘a’ and ‘c’ axis lattice parameter data. These
values were plotted against temperature to graphically simulate the dynamic data. ‘x’
refers to ‘a’ axis lattice parameter data whilst ‘y’ corresponds to ‘c’ axis lattice
parameter data obtained from the unheated bone specimen. These values differed
depending on bone type and were calculated from the dynamic X-ray diffraction data
collected at 25 oC. The abbreviation ‘tec’ relates to the thermal expansion coefficient,
which corresponds to the linear transitional regions 2 and 4 (shown in Figure 8.39)
whilst T relates to the temperature. Values for α, β, γ and δ were obtained from 
previous work (detailed in section 2.2.2) and correspond to the gradient and intercept
values obtained from incorporation of increasing amounts of A – or B – type
carbonate (LeGeros, 1969). A and B relate to the relative percentage of A and B type
carbonate respectively.
This theoretical model provided qualitative analysis of the amount of A- and B- type
carbonate (%) required to alter the lattice parameter data observed during dynamic
heat treatment. This enabled assessment of whether changes in lattice parameter
values were solely due to carbonate ion exchange and thermal expansion or whether
other processes were also significantly responsible for the observed changes. The
model was applied to temperature regions ~ 400 oC > T < 550 oC and
~ 650 oC > T < 900 oC, (regions 2 and 4, Figure 8.39) where the gradient was
consistent for all specimens, suggesting thermal expansion was predominately
responsible for the change in the lattice parameters. By applying the model to these
regions, it was possible to determine whether the change in gradient between
approximately 580 - 640 oC (region 3, Figure 8.39), was solely due to the loss or gain
of carbonate or whether other chemical exchanges were occurring. Crucially, if the
only dominant chemical process occurring was the loss or gain of carbonate, the
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amount of carbonate required to alter the lattice parameters would be similar for both
‘a’ and ‘c’ axial lengths.
Using the linear model, it was evident that this was not the case for the majority of
bone types. The amount of carbonate required to simulate the changes in the ‘a’ and
‘c’ lattice parameters differed for porcine, human, rostrum and red deer antler (Table
8.15).
Table 8.15 The amount of B – type carbonate (%) required to simulate the dynamically
heated lattice parameter data for both the ‘a’ and ‘c’ axes, calculated using the linear model in
equation 8.4. In this example, A-type carbonate was kept constant at 0%. The model was also
used to observe increasing amounts of A-type carbonate. The relationship remained the same
as that recorded in this table.
According to the model, when A-type carbonate was kept constant at 0%, less B type
carbonate was required to simulate the changes in the ‘c’ axis in comparison to the ‘a’
axis. This is highlighted by both the porcine specimen, where the difference in
amount of carbonate (%), is a factor of 10 and the red deer antler specimen, where a
difference of a factor of 5 is observed. In contrast, the amount of carbonate required to
simulate the lattice parameter data for the bovine specimen was consistent for both ‘a’
and ‘c’ axes. The model was also used to observe increasing amounts of A-type
carbonate. The relationship remained the same as that detailed above, with increasing









Red Deer Antler 5 1
Rostrum 4 2.1
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axis data than the ‘a’ axis. Again, the amount of carbonate required to simulate the
bovine lattice parameters remained consistent for both ‘a’ and ‘c’ axes.
8.7.3 Thermal Decomposition
Additional mineral phases were detected in all dynamically heated bone specimens. In
general, α – TCP, β –TCP, CaO and MgO were observed in all bone types when 
heated above 600 oC. CaO was not observed for red deer antler. The temperature at
which the mineral phases first appeared differed according to bone type (Table 8.16).
As detailed in section 4.2.2, during thermal decomposition of HAp, β – TCP is 
thought to transform into α – TCP with increasing temperature. The temperature at 
which this transformation first appeared to occur for each bone type is also reported in
Table 8.16. This transformation was denoted by a simultaneous gradual decrease in
the intensity of the main β – TCP peak and a gradual increase in in the intensity of the 
main α – TCP. 
Table 8.16 Temperature at which the thermal decomposition products of HAp were first
observed for each dynamically heated bone type. The temperature at which β –TCP begins to 
transform into α – TCP is also reported. 
Approx. temperature (oC) at which each mineral phase first
appeared
MgO CaO β -TCP Transformation α - TCP 
Bone Type
Bovine 620 700 700 740 830
Porcine 620 640 670 710 800
Human 620 630 670 710 810
Red Deer
Antler 640 - 650 700 830
Rostrum 670 670 700 720 820
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For all bone types, MgO, CaO and β -TCP first appeared within the temperature range 
620 – 700 oC, whilst the temperature range at which β – TCP appeared to start 
transforming into α - TCP was ~ 700 – 740 oC. The complete transformation of β – 
TCP to α – TCP appeared to occur within 810 – 830 oC. The first appearance of CaO
and β - TCP was reported at a higher temperature for rostrum and bovine bone in 
comparison to the other bone types. Further, MgO was first observed at higher
temperatures for rostrum in comparison to the other bone types. The temperature at
which β – TCP was first observed was lower for red deer antler than the other bone 
types. Quantification of the mineral phases in terms of weight percentage at 900 oC
and once cooled to room temperature (25oC) is detailed below.
The main mineral phase for all bone types heated to 900 oC and once cooled
resembled calcium HAp. At 900 oC, the weight percentage of MgO was
approximately 1% for all bone types. The amount of MgO remained constant for all
bone types during cooling to room temperature. Calcium oxide (CaO) was observed
in all bone types except red deer antler. Unlike MgO, the amount present was
dependent on bone type and temperature. At 900 oC, the percentage of CaO for
rostrum and human was approximately 3%, for porcine 2 % and for bovine 1%. CaO
was not observed for red deer antler. During cooling to room temperature, a decrease
in the percentage of CaO was observed for all bone types. This trend was also
observed for α –TCP, where this mineral phase was present at 900 oC (3 – 4 % for all
bone types), but was not observed once cooled. β – TCP was not observed at 900 oC
or once cooled to room temperature for all bone types. Figure 8.41 highlights the
presence (or absence) of these mineral phases in bone specimens heated to 900 oC and
after cooling.
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Figure 8.41 Diffractograms highlight the presence or absence of α – TCP, CaO and MgO in





8.8 Further Interpretation of Results
8.8.1 Effect of Different Heating and Cooling Rates on Crystallisation and Thermal
Decomposition: Can research be compared?
8.8.1.1 Crystallisation
A decrease in diffraction peak broadening was observed for all specimens irrespective
of the heating and cooling regimen employed. With regards to the heating and cooling
regimens employed (defined in section 7.2.1.3), the coherence lengths ranged from 32
– 38 nm and 19 – 28 nm for <00ℓ> and <0k0> crystallographic directions 
respectively. Coherence lengths for ‘quenched’2 and ‘heated’3 specimens were the
same (within errors). Slightly larger coherence length values were observed for
specimens allowed to cool4 in comparison to specimens that were quenched
immediately after the dwell period (Figure 8.42, Figure 8.43). This was observed in
both crystallographic directions, although differences between quenched and cooled
samples were more pronounced in the <0k0> direction.
2 Quenched specimens are placed in the furnace at temperature and removed immediately after the
dwell period. Essentially these specimens are air quenched.
3 Heated specimens are heated from room temperature and removed immediately after the dwell period.
4 Cooled specimens are placed into the furnace at temperature and after the dwell period are cooled to
room temperature within the furnace
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Figure 8.43 Coherence length plotted for each heating regimen in <00ℓ> and <0k0> 
crystallographic directions. (Bovine bone specimens heated at 700 oC for 10 mins). Errors
calculated from standard error of three repeats.
Figure 8.42 X-ray diffractograms of unheated, quenched, heated, cooled and both heated
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The rate at which a sample is heated or cooled was also investigated. In general, the
results revealed a larger coherence length for specimens which had been heated or
cooled at a rate of 2 oC per minute. In relation to the heating rate, specimens heated at
temperature (‘quenched’) and specimens heated at a rate of 25 and 10 oC per minute
were similar, with coherence lengths between 32 - 34 nm (for the 00ℓ reflection). A 
coherence length of 46 nm was calculated for specimens heated at a rate of 2 oC,
(Figure 8.44, Figure 8.45).
Figure 8.44 X-ray diffractograms of unheated bovine bone and bovine bone heated to 700 oC
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Taking into account specimens cooled at a ramp rate of 2, 10 and 25 oC min-1, a linear
relationship was observed where an increase in coherence length was observed with
decreasing cooling rate. The coherence length for quenched specimens was, within
errors, similar to specimens that had been cooled at a rate of 25 oC, with coherence
lengths of 32 and 31 nm respectively. A coherence length of 49 nm was calculated for
the specimens that had been cooled at a rate of 2 oC per minute. (Figure 8.46, Figure
8.47). With increasing dwell period, the coherence length values for all specimens
were similar irrespective of heating and cooling rate employed.
Figure 8.45 Coherence length plotted for each heating rate for bovine bone heated to 700 oC ,
dwelled for 10 minutes and quenched (in <00ℓ> and <0k0> crystallographic directions). Errors
calculated from standard deviation of three repeats.
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Figure 8.46 X-ray diffractograms of unheated bovine bone and bovine bone put into the
furnace at temperature (700 oC), dwelled for 10 minutes and then allowed to cool at various
rates
Figure 8.47 Coherence length plotted for each cooling rate for bovine bone heated at
700 oC, dwelled for 10 minutes and allowed to cool (in <00ℓ> and <0k0> crystallographic 
directions). Errors calculated from the standard deviation of three repeats.
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8.8.1.2 Thermal Decomposition
As there appeared to be a significant difference in the crystallisation of bone mineral
when ‘slow’ cooled (at a rate of 2 oC min-1) in comparison to specimens quenched
immediately after heating, the impact of these cooling regimens on the thermal
decomposition of bone mineral was considered.
With a dwell temperature of 1200 oC for two hours, the two cooling regimens had
little or no effect on the thermal decomposition process (Figure 8.48, Table 8.17). The
main phase for all specimens resembled calcium HAp. Magnesium oxide (MgO) was
observed in all specimens. Calcium oxide (CaO) was also present in porcine, bovine
and rostrum specimens. For both cooling regimens, the quantity of magnesium oxide
was the same for all specimens (1%) whilst calcium oxide differed slightly between
bone types. A small amount of tetra tricalcium phosphate (TTCP) was observed in
bovine, porcine and red deer antler specimens which were quenched immediately










Figure 8.48 X-ray diffractograms of unheated bovine bone and bovine bone heated at 1200 oC
for 2 hours and either quenched immediately after the dwell period or allowed to cool to room
temperature in the furnace
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Mineral Phases (wt. %)
HAp TTCP CaO MgO
Bone Type
Cooled(Heated 1200 oC for 2hrs)
Rostrum 96 ± 1 4 ± 1 1 ± 0.1
Bovine 98 ± 0.2 1 ± 0.2 1 ± 0.1
Porcine 97 ± 0.3 2 ± 0.1 1 ± 0.1
Red Deer Antler 99 ± 0.2 - 1 ± 0.1
Quenched
Rostrum 96 ± 0.5 3 ± 0.1 1 ± 0.1
Bovine 93 ± 3 5 ± 3 1 ± 0.1 1 ± 0.1
Porcine 90 ± 5 8 ± 5 1 ± 0.1 1 ± 0.1
Red Deer Antler 97 ± 0.5 2 ± 0.5 - 1 ± 0.1
At 1400 oC, the thermal decomposition products observed differed significantly
between the two cooling regimens (Figure 8.49).
Table 8.17 The mineral phases and the percentage present in specimens heated at 1200 oC for 2
hours and either quenched immediately after the dwell period or cooled to room temperature in
the furnace. Errors calculated from the standard deviation of three repeats.
Unheated









Figure 8.49 X-ray diffractograms of unheated bovine bone and bovine bone heated at
1400 oC for 2 hours and either quenched immediately after the dwell period or allowed to
cool to room temperature in the furnace.
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Differences in the thermal decomposition products between bone types were also
observed (Table 8.18). The mineral phases observed for both cooled and quenched
specimens were HAp, TTCP, α and β TCP, CaO and MgO although the quantities of 
these mineral phases differed. The presence and quantity of magnesium oxide (1%)
was, within errors, similar for all specimens irrespective of regimen employed.
Calcium oxide was present in all cooled specimens but was absent in the quenched
specimens (Table 8.18).
For the cooled specimens, the main phases identified for rostrum was HAp and TTCP
whilst for human, bovine, porcine and red deer antler the main phases were HAp and
β – TCP. Approximately 13 – 24% of TTCP was also observed in human, bovine and 
porcine specimens, whilst only a small percentage (4%) of this mineral phase was
observed in red deer antler specimens. In comparison to cooled specimens, a much
smaller quantity of HAp was observed for quenched specimens. In the case of
rostrum, the main mineral phase was TTCP (44%) although HAp was also observed
(35%). Small percentages of α and β – TCP were also observed. The main phases for 
human, bovine porcine and red deer antler specimens (which were present in
approximately equal amounts) were TTCP and α – TCP. A very small percentage of 
β-TCP was also observed for these bone types. HAp was observed in bovine 
specimens (3%) but not in porcine or human specimens.
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Mineral Phases (wt. %)
HAp TTCP α -TCP β - TCP CaO MgO 
Bone Type (Heated 1400 oC for 2hrs) Cooled
Rostrum 63 ± 1 35 ± 1 2 ± 1 0.1 ± 0.02 1 ± 0.1
Human 41 ± 0.2 24 ± 2 35 ± 2 1 ± 0.1 1 ± 0.1
Bovine 38 ± 5 13 ± 3 38 ± 1 1 ± 0.1 1 ± 0.4
Porcine 38 ± 1 21 ± 0.2 40 ± 1 1 ± 0.1 1 ± 0.1
Red Deer Antler 51 ± 1 4 ± 1 5 ± 1 38 ± 1 1 ± 0.4 1 ± 0.1
Quenched
Rostrum 35 ± 2 44 ± 1 15 ± 1 4 ± 0.1 1 ± 0.1
Human 51 ± 1 43 ± 2 5 ± 0.6 1 ± 0.1
Bovine 3 ± 1 43 ± 0.1 47 ± 3 6 ± 2 1 ± 0.1
Porcine 50 ± 0.3 44 ± 1 5 ± 1 1 + 0.1
Red Deer Antler 41 ± 1 54 ± 1 3 ± 1 1 + 0.1
Table 8.18 The mineral phases and the percentage present in specimens heated at 1400 oC for 2 hours and either quenched immediately after the dwell
period or cooled to room temperature in the furnace. Errors calculated from the standard deviation of three repeats.
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As aforementioned, the thermal decomposition products observed varied between bone
types. To determine whether this was due to different ions present in the lattice as
previously reported (discussed in section 4.2.2), elemental analysis of each bone type
was carried out using LA-ICP-MS. A single specimen for each bone type was analysed
for this preliminary investigation. Future work would include elemental analysis on
more specimens. Unfortunately, only lead (Pb), strontium (Sr), zinc (Zn), iron (Fe)
potassium (K) and magnesium (Mg) were selected for data analysis due to the accuracy
of the measured values in comparison to the certificated values for both the bone meal
and bone ash standards. The errors associated with other elements were deemed too
large to be used reliably. Consequently, the absolute quantification of each element has
not been reported due to the possibility of inaccuracies. A semi quantification was
possible by taking the ratio of each element measured for a specimen to the quantity of
phosphorus measured in the bone ash standard, as shown in Figure 8.50. The values
were normalised to 100 to ensure the scale was kept constant; allowing for easier
comparison.













For red deer antler, porcine, bovine and human bone specimens, a greater ratio of
potassium (K) was observed in comparison to the other elements. For rostrum, this was
not the case, and a greater ratio of zinc (Zn) was observed in comparison to the other
bone types. The iron (Fe) ratio values were similar for all bone types, except red deer,
where a slightly larger ratio value was observed. Strontium (Sr) ratio varied depending
on bone type, with the largest amount of strontium observed in rostrum. The magnesium
(Mg) and lead (Pb) ratios were similar for all bone types, although the values were very
small in comparison to the other elements
8.8.2 Developing a Predictive Model to Determine the Time and Temperature of an
Unknown
To develop a predictive model for determining the time and temperature at which an
unknown bone specimen has been heated, several parameters were calculated from
statically heated bovine bone data. Coherence lengths in <00ℓ> and <0k0> 
crystallographic directions (discussed in section 8.6, Figure 8.30), colour, lattice
parameters (‘a’ and ‘c’ axes) and the amide I: phosphate ratio for statically heated
bovine bone were calculated. For each temperature, data obtained for each parameter
data was plotted against time and the data fitted using a variety of curves (Table 8.19,
Figure 8.51). The curve fitted was dependent on the relationship between the specific
parameter and the time. No correlation was observed ‘a’ axis data was plotted against
time for each temperature (Figure 8.27, Section 8.5.3). Further, although plotting
carbonate to phosphate ratio against time revealed a negative sigmoidal relationship, the
temperature curves were within very close proximity and in some instances overlapped,
making it difficult to distinguish between the various temperatures (Figure 8.51, C).





Coherence Length (00ℓ and 0k0) Sigmoidal
Lattice Parameter: ‘a’ axis No correlation
Lattice Parameter: ‘c’ axis
Exponential Decay
(Linear for 600 oC)
Carbonate: Phosphate Negative Sigmoidal
Colour: ‘L’ value* Sigmoidal
Table 8.19 The parameters investigated to develop the time and temperature predictive
model as well as the curve type fitted to the data when plotted against the time. (*Initial
value taken from lowest ‘L’ value from the entire data set.).
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Figure 8.51 Plots of each parameter investigated: ‘L’ colour value (A), ‘c’ axis (B) and
carbonate: phosphate (C) against ln (t) for each temperature. To demonstrate the close proximity
and overlapping nature of the carbonate: phosphate data (C) without distracting from the data
points, curves have been fitted to 650 and 750 oC only. Errors are excluded for clarity.





















By rearranging the equations calculated from fitted curves and using the parameters
calculated for the ‘unknown’ specimen5, the time at which the parameter was possible at
each temperature was calculated. This data was then used to produce a further graph
where the calculated time values were plotted against the corresponding temperature for
each parameter investigated. A linear relationship was observed regardless of parameter
investigated. The predictive model is based on the theory that the point at which the
trend lines cross reveals the time and temperature at which the unknown has been
heated (Figure 8.52). To calculate the time and temperature, the linear equations were
solved simultaneously.
Figure 8.52 Linear plots obtained by calculating (using the equations of the curves in Figure
8.51) the time at which the parameter values of the unknown were possible for each
temperature. This plot demonstrates how the linear plots for colour and coherence length cross
at a particular point which corresponds to a time and temperature, calculated by solving the
linear equations simultaneously.
5 ‘Unknown’ specimens and consequently the calculated parameters for this analysis were
selected at random from statically heated bovine bone specimen data (time and temperature
known). These bone specimens were essentially utilised as reference samples to determine the
accuracy of the predictive model.
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The accuracy of the predictive model varied depending on the time and temperature at
which the specimen had been heated and the parameters used. In most instances, the
linear trend lines for the parameters would intersect the trend line for the coherence
length data, at different points resulting in several time and temperature determinations
However, by repeating the analysis for several of the ‘unknown’ specimens it was found
that the time and temperature from the linear equations of colour and coherence length
data provided the most accurate results. The accuracy of the model decreased with
increasing temperature and longer heating periods (Figure 8.53, Table 8.20).
Figure 8.53 Linear plots obtained by calculating (using the equations of the curves in Figure
8.51), the time at which the parameter values of the unknown (600 oC for 48 hrs) were possible
for each temperature. In this instance, the linear plots for colour and coherence length do not
cross and the time and temperature for the ‘unknown’ cannot be calculated.
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Table 8.20 Examples of times and temperatures simultaneously predicated using the model
along with the actual times and temperatures at which the bovine bone had been heated.
8.8.3 Species Differentiation: Dynamic Heating
A Wilcoxon signed rank test was used to statistically compare lattice parameter data
from bone types which had been dynamically heated. This test was deemed to be the
most appropriate and robust statistical analysis as it is the non-parametric analogue to
the paired two-sample t-test and does not assume normal distribution. A more detailed
account of the Wilcoxon signed rank test is provided in appendix H.
For this analysis, lattice parameter values in the temperature range 800 – 900 oC were
used. In this temperature range, it is assumed the dominant factor affecting lattice
parameter behaviour was linear thermal expansion rather than ionic exchange (Figure







600 1 hr 636 55 m
600 6 hr 600 5 hr
750 5 m 742 4.6 m
750 20 m 696 1.3 hr
800 5 m 803 4.5 m
800 4 hr 704 1.6 hr
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using ‘c’ axis data. However, the ‘a’ axis showed a significant difference, p < 0.05 for
the majority of the bone types (Table 8.21). Bovine and porcine specimens were not
significantly different, p > 0.05. Furthermore, both bovine and porcine were not
significantly different to that of the red deer antler. Human was significantly different
from all bone types investigated, with a confidence level of at least 95 %.
Table 8.21 ‘p’ values obtained from statistical analysis of the ‘a’ axis lattice parameter data
obtained from the dynamically heated bone specimens.
Red Deer Antler Rostrum Human Porcine
Bovine p > 0.05 p < 0.01 p < 0.05 p > 0.05
Red Deer Antler p < 0.01 p < 0.01 P > 0.05
Rostrum p < 0.05 p < 0.01







The results presented within this thesis have provided a new insight into control of in
vivo HAp crystal size as well as the physicochemical modifications to bone mineral
during heat treatment. More than 1000 samples have been analysed during this study. A
variety of biological HAp specimens were utilised and characterised in terms of
crystallite size and strain, organic content and relative amount of carbonate. Producing
an ‘anorganic’ bone specimen without the use of chemicals was also investigated. Novel
approaches were employed to report crystallisation kinetics of heated bone mineral in
individual crystallographic directions. For the first time, dynamic heat treatment was
employed to examine the physicochemical changes to bone in situ as well as the effects
of cooling. This research not only questioned the current view on in vivo crystallite size
control and the mineral and organic relationship during heat treatment, but further
analysis of the data allowed investigation into contemporary issues and debates. Species
differentiation and determining time and temperature of unknown heated bone
specimens was investigated, as well as whether, due to the use of different heating and
cooling regimens, heated bone data is comparable between research groups
This chapter will discuss the findings presented in chapter 8 and will lead the reader
from material characterisation of the specimens utilised, including investigation into
accurately calculating crystallite size and strain. In vivo crystallite size control will then
be considered before discussing crystal growth and thermal decomposition of bone
mineral during static and dynamic heat treatment. Applications of the research with
respect to heating and cooling rates, a time and temperature predictive model and
species differentiation will be discussed. A summary of the key findings is provided at
the end of this chapter in Figures 9.1 and 9.2.
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9.1 Production of an Anorganic Bone Analogue
In order to understand the role of the organic matrix during heat treatment, a reference
specimen which had very little or no collagen, but the same nanocrystalline mineral
microstructure generally observed for bone was required. Previous studies have
removed the organic matrix from bone specimens using chemical methods or high
temperature heat treatment (Wright & Schwarcz, 1996, Haberko et al., 2006, Baraket et
al, 2009, Hu et al, 2010). Unfortunately, the confounding effects of these methods on
the mineral microstructure were not considered. Heating bone to temperatures ≥ 600 oC
is known to dramatically change the mineral microstructure (Rogers & Daniels, 2012,
Greenwood et al., 2012). Changes to the mineral microstructure caused by aqueous
solutions have also been reported (Kim et al., 1995, Karampas et al., 2012, Liu et al.,
2013).
This research has however demonstrated low temperature heat treatment can be used to
remove the organic matrix from bone, without significantly altering the mineral
microstructure. Heating bone specimens at temperatures < 400 oC was not sufficient to
remove the organic matrix. This is confirmed by the presence of amide peaks in FTIR
spectra (Figure 8.2). Heating to temperatures exceeding 400 oC resulted in a change to
the mineral microstructure, which is observed in both the XRD and FTIR data. The
diffraction peaks become narrower, which signifies an increase in crystallite size and
lattice order (Figure 8.1). This is confirmed by an increase in resolution of the
phosphate peak in the FTIR data. The intensity of the carbonate peak in the FTIR data
suggests a significant loss of carbonate at temperatures exceeding 500 oC.
Consequently, this study has shown that the optimum heating regime required to
remove the organic matrix from bovine and porcine bone without significantly altering
the mineral microstructure, is 400 oC for a period of 2 hours.
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9.2 Specimen Characterisation
For this research, biologically formed and synthetic HAp specimens were required.
Unheated specimens were characterised prior to experimental analysis in terms of
coherence length and organic content. In general, the main mineral phase resembled
calcium HAp for all specimens. Although small quantities of monetite and β-TCP were 
observed in urinary calculi specimens B and F respectively, the peaks associated with
these mineral phases did not overlap the HAp peaks relating to the crystallographic
directions investigated for this research. Thus, it was deemed acceptable to use these
specimens. XRD revealed a greater coherence length in the <00ℓ> direction then the 
<hk0> directions for all specimens, which suggests direction dependence broadening.
This direction dependence has previously been reported for unheated bone specimens
(Rogers & Daniels, 2002, Beckett et al., 2011).
For bone types, coherence length values suggest crystallite size and lattice strain are
similar for bovine, porcine, their anorganic analogues and red deer antler specimens.
This was later confirmed and is discussed further in section 9.3. The coherence length
calculated for rostrum suggests this material exhibits larger, more ordered crystals in
comparison to the other bone types. This is confirmed by the narrower diffraction peaks
for rostrum (section 8.2.1). The amide I: phosphate ratio may suggest the amount of
collagen differs between bone types, with red deer antler > porcine > bovine > rostrum
> anorganic analogues. The coherence lengths for anorganic bone specimens were
similar to their organic counterparts, whilst a significantly lower amide I: phosphate was
observed for anorganic specimens. This validates that heating bone at low temperatures
is sufficient to remove the majority of the organic content without altering the mineral
microstructure.
A wide variety of coherence lengths and variations in diffraction peak widths confirmed
that both urinary calculi and synthetic HAp specimens differed in crystallite size and
lattice disorder. Further, the amide I: phosphate ratio suggested urinary calculi
specimens, A, D and E differed according to organic content.
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9.3 Calculation of Crystallite Size and Strain
As discussed in section 5.1.3, refinement techniques currently used to calculate
crystallite size and strain for nano HAp may be limited due to crystallographic direction
broadening dependence (i.e. HAp crystallite size and lattice strain differ depending on
crystallographic direction). This concept has previously been reported (Rogers et al.,
2010), in some instances by comparing coherence lengths only (Bloebaum et al., 1997,
Gashti et al., 2014), however refinement techniques used to calculate size and strain of
nano apatites have not previously been critically assessed.
Crystallographic direction dependence broadening for biological and synthetic HAp was
highlighted in section 8.3, with more broadening associated in the <hk0> direction and
the least amount of broadening in the <00ℓ> direction. The difference in the extent of 
broadening between crystallographic directions may suggest differences in crystallite
size or in the strain, or a combination of the two. This is the same for the greater extent
of broadening in red deer antler data in comparison to rostrum data. Crystallographic
direction dependence broadening was confirmed by plotting the angle between the
<00ℓ> and the other directions, against the FWHM of the peaks. A wide dispersion in 
the FWHM values in the <hk0> direction highlights the unreliability of this data, as the
crystallite size and strain should be equal across all <hk0> reflections; however this is
not the case. The wide range of FWHM values in this crystallographic direction may be
a consequence of uncertainty associated with broad, overlapping peaks. However, it
may also suggest that there is a wide range of different material compositions.
Arguably, this is confounded further as wide compositional variations in bone material
probably exist due to ionic substitutions. Thus, the unreliability of FWHM values from




The limitation of Rietveld refinement for nanocrystalline materials such as bone was
highlighted in Figure 8.7. Most Rietveld refinement software packages use a fixed
profile function such as the Caglioti function, which assumes equal crystallite size and
strain contributions across all crystallographic directions (McCusker et al., 1999, Gozzo
et al., 2006). Consequently, in crystallographic direction dependent materials such as
bone, Rietveld refinement results in a poor fit, particularly in the <00ℓ> directions 
where peak broadening is narrower (due to smaller crystallite size, less strain or a
combination of both).
9.3.2 Williamson Hall Analysis
Williamson Hall analysis was employed to calculate crystallite size and strain. Larger
crystallite size values were calculated for rostrum, UC_E and sHAp3 (57 – 84nm) in
comparison to the other bone types, which ranged from 20 – 37 nm (Table 8.5). Taking
into account strain, a trend was difficult to determine due to large errors associated with
this parameter. It is proposed this was caused by errors associated with fitting a peak to
the 004 reflection, which is overlapped by other reflections and is extremely broad.
These errors were demonstrated by repeat analysis of the same data, changing only the
limits of the 2θ range and the number of surrounding peaks fitted. Any changes to the 
FWHM values will affect the Williamson hall plot, and consequently the size and strain
values. As reported, FWHM values obtained from the 002 peak, were within errors,
consistent, however small changes were observed in FWHM values for the 004 peak.
These changes had little impact on the y-intercept values (used to calculate crystallite
size); however the gradient of the line (used to calculate strain) was considerably
affected, as shown in Figures 8.12 and 8.13. Thus, strain values were not consistent,
even when calculated from the same data. The reliability of this analysis to determine
strain using 00ℓ reflections is questionable. Unfortunately, in bone mineral research this 
crystallographic direction is often chosen for Williamson Hall plot analysis as the other
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reflections tend to be less intense and/ or overlapped by other peaks. It is proposed that
although this analysis may not provide reliable strain values, it may be an accurate
method to calculate crystallite size.
9.3.3 Single Line Analysis
Single line analysis was employed to calculate size and strain from the 002 reflection
only (Langford, 1992). This peak was chosen as it is not significantly overlapped by
other peaks, although intensity was compromised. The errors associated with the strain
values were much smaller in comparison to Williamson Hall analysis, although the
errors associated with crystallite size seemed to be greater for single line analysis. In
general, the trend between crystallite size and strain seemed to be, that smaller
crystallite size was associated with smaller strain value. This seems to contradict
previous studies which report that a highly disordered HAp structure (greater values of
strain) may inhibit crystal growth, as discussed in chapter 3. Due to the errors associated
with crystallite size values, it is proposed that single line analysis may not be the best
model to independently calculate crystallite size and strain.
9.3.4 Compositional Size and Strain Broadening
As discussed above, Rietveld refinement, Williamson Hall and single line analysis are
to a certain extent limited in terms of calculation crystallite size and strain for
nanocrystalline materials. Consequently Leineweber and Mittemeijer’s (2003) model of
direction dependence broadening due to compositional changes, was applied for the first
time to bone mineral data. The model was extended to include size broadening
contribution, which may possibly be used to independently calculate size and strain
dependence as well as broadening due to compositional variations in bone material.
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The dispersion of the data corresponding to sHAp3 in comparison to Leineweber and
Mittemeijer’s data (the simulated data) suggests additional direction dependence
broadening not modelled by equation 5.18; which considers only strain broadening
contributions. This could either be caused by other compositional broadening elements
and/ or contribution from size broadening. Dispersion of the data corresponding to
sHAp3 was simulated for Leineweber and Mittemeijer’s data by extension of the strain
equation to include size broadening. Bξdα/dξ values (related to strain broadening 
contributions) decrease with inclusion of size, which highlights that total peak
broadening encompasses both size and strain contributions.
By applying and extending Leineweber and Mittemeijer’s model for HAp data, it has
been possible to demonstrate that both size and strain broadening contributions are
dependent on crystallographic direction. Further, applying this model to the
compositional dependence of HAp lattice parameters on carbonate substitution, has
shown that strain broadening contributions in HAp cannot be attributed to the
composition variations caused solely by carbonate substitutions. This was evident as the
fitting parameter ratio value (which was equal to 1) was significantly different to the
ratio value calculated from the compositional dependence lattice parameter values
(which equalled -0.06667). Thus, this suggests there must be other compositional
variations in HAp which contribute to strain broadening. This may be due to the
presence of other extraneous ions. Ionic substitutions or vacancies must occur during
carbonate substitution in order to maintain a neutral charge balance. It is also possible
that differences in the two ratio values are due to the compositional broadening
contributions from A-type carbonate. Substitution of A-type carbonate has also been
shown to have a compositional dependence on lattice parameter values. Further work
would be required to investigate whether it is possible to simultaneously model both A-
and B-type carbonate compositional dependence broadening.
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9.4 Hydroxyapatite Crystal Size Control
As discussed in chapter 3, there are currently three very distinct schools of thought with
regards to in vivo HAp crystallite size control. Firstly, a mechanical restriction in the
form of collagen has previously been proposed (Boskey, 2003, Nudelman et al., 2010,
Wang et al., 2012). This assumption is generally made due to the correlation between in
vivo crystallite size and organic content (Curry, 1999, Zioupos, et al., 2005). With low
collagen content, HAp crystals tend to be larger (rostrum, enamel) whilst systems with
larger amounts of collagen tend to exhibit smaller crystals (red deer antler, dentin).
These observations have previously only been made with regards to bone material. This
research considered both bone and urinary calculi specimens, with the results
suggesting collagen restriction does not play a primary role in in vivo HAp crystallite
size control. It is proposed that although there appears to be a correlation for bone, in
vivo HAp crystallite size and collagen content are independent (Figure 8.20).
The second school of thought suggests an extrinsic control mechanism and assumes
organic macromolecules such as citrate, bind to the surface of HAp crystals, which
consequently limits crystal growth (López –Macipe, 1998, Martins et al., 2008, Xie and
Nancollas, 2010, Hu et al., 2010 & 2011). The novel approach utilised for this thesis,
which allowed quantification of citrate, suggested no correlation between the amount of
citrate and in vivo biological HAp crystallite size (Figures 8.18 & 8.19). The role of
citrate on in vivo HAp crystallite size has only recently been considered. It is proposed
that studies within this research area are possibly flawed due to sample preparation
(discussed in chapter 3). Further, one has to question whether any extrinsic source of
control is required for in vivo HAp crystal size control, when nano-sized synthetic HAp
crystals can be formed in the absence of these extrinsic molecules (as shown in this
research, section 7.1.3 and section 8.2.3).
The third and more implicit school of thought may suggest an intrinsic source of
control. Many studies have suggested lattice disorder causes an increase in dissolution
rates and/ or a decrease in crystallite size (Bigi et al., 1993, Fuierer et al., 1994, Bigi et
al., 1995, Kanzaki et al., 2000, Van der Houwen et al., 2003); however these
observations have not previously been correlated with in vivo HAp crystallite size
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control. Previous studies for example have suggested incorporation of carbonate ions
(which increases lattice strain), results in smaller crystals and an increase in dissolution
(Baig et al., 1996, Tang et al., 2003, Shellis et al., 1999, Tang et al., 2004, Yao et al.,
2009, Yao & LeGeros, 2010, Delgado-López, 2012). This was investigated by
comparing the relative amount of carbonate present in bone, urinary calculi and
synthetic HAp specimens. As shown in Figure 8.21, for all specimen groups, crystallite
size decreased with increasing amounts of carbonate. Interestingly, the extent to which
the amount of carbonate influenced crystallite size differed between specimen groups. It
is proposed that this is due to the presence of other impurities and carbonate
substitutions alone cannot strictly provide an in vivo size control model. Taking this into
account, it is suggested that a smaller amount of carbonate had more of an impact on
synthetic HAp crystallite size than the biological specimens, as it is assumed carbonate
is the only/ most significant impurities present within synthetic HAp specimens.
Conversely, a larger amount of carbonate was observed in bone specimens. Due to other
ionic substitutions (which must occur during carbonate substitution in order to maintain
a neutral charge balance, Wopenka & Pasteris, 2005, discussed in chapter 3), it seems
plausible that a larger amount of carbonate observed in bone could correspond to a
similar crystallite size observed for synthetic HAp specimens. To provide an accurate
model for in vivo crystallite size control, the overall lattice strain associated with each
specimen was considered.
As discussed above, strain calculated from Williamson Hall analysis was found to be
unreliable due to fitting errors associated with the 004 reflection, whilst limitations
associated with crystallite size calculations using single peak analysis were observed.
Consequently, crystallite size values from Williamson Hall analysis and strain values
from single peak analysis were compared to determine the relationship between lattice
strain and crystallite size. Arguably, these two parameters, which are dependent on one
another when only one analysis method is employed, may be more reliable when
calculated from two very independent analysis methods. The results suggest that there is
a correlation between lattice strain and crystallite size (Figure 8.22). Lattice strain has
been reported to increase HAp dissolution. Thus; it is proposed that crystals with large
amounts of strain cannot physically grow beyond a certain size due to the rate of
dissolution. Further, smaller crystals exhibit larger surface areas which are thought to
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accelerate the dissolution process. Lattice strain, as a form of intrinsic source of in-vivo
HAp crystallite size control has not previously been reported.
9.5 Static Heating
9.5.1 General Response to Heat Treatment
9.5.1.1 Mass and Colour Change
The mass loss observed for all specimens irrespective of time and temperature is
consistent with the common consensus that upon heating bone, combustion of the
organic and evolution of gases from the mineral matrix occurs (Munro et al., 2007,
Ubelaker, 2009) The loss of surface absorbed and lattice incorporated water may also
contribute towards mass loss (LeGeros et al., 1978) A greater mass loss observed for
red deer antler may be associated with the initial amount of organic matrix present. This
is somewhat confirmed when the amide I to phosphate ratio for all unheated bone types
is taken into account (section 9.2). The greater the amide I to phosphate ratio (which
provides a relative indication of organic content), a larger average mass loss was
observed. The mass loss associated with anorganic analogues of porcine and bovine
bone after the first heat treatment (400 oC for 2 hours), is probably caused by the loss of
lattice incorporated water and the combustion of the organic matrix. As discussed in
section 9.1, there is no evidence to suggest a change in the mineral microstructure of the
anorganic specimens. It is proposed the 2% average mass loss observed after the second
heating, may be due to the loss of water incorporated into the bone specimen during the
time period between the two heat treatments.
As with mass loss, the change in colour of bone specimens is consistent with previous
work (Shipman et al., 1984, Thompson, 2004, Devlin & Herrman, 2008, Waterhouse,
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2013). Change in colour, which has previously been recorded as a function of
temperature only, has been associated with chemical changes such as the combustion of
the organic and crystallisation of the mineral microstructure (section 4.1.1). This
research has shown the colour change in bone (which gives some indication on the
chemical processes occurring) is not only dependent on temperature but also the period
of time the bone is heated. This was confirmed as the series of colour changes was
observed at shorter time periods for higher temperatures (≥700 oC) in comparison to the
lower temperatures (≤ 650 oC). Regardless of temperature, the same series of colour
changes were observed (albeit at different time intervals) which highlights the
fundamental problem with current methods of colour typing of burnt bone. It seems
unlikely the temperature to which a bone specimen has been heated to can be estimated
within an error of ± 50 oC (Shipman et al., 1984, Grévin, 1998), if time is overlooked.
Simultaneously predicting both time and temperature for heated bone specimens was
investigated in this work and is discussed further in section 9.8.2.
9.5.1.2 X-ray Diffraction Analysis
During heat treatment a decrease in diffraction peak broadening is observed due to the
crystallisation process (increase in crystallite size and structural order). This research
has shown the rate of crystallisation and thermal decomposition of HAp, are dependent
on both time and temperature. Discussion of XRD data in terms of coherence length (a
measure of crystallite size and strain) and investigation into bone mineral crystallisation
kinetics is provided in section 9.5.2.
In general, when heated, ‘a’ and ‘c’ lattice parameters of HAp structure in bone behaved
differently, although they both extend beyond stoichiometric values. The behaviour of
the ‘a’ axial length is consistent with previous studies (Holcomb & Young, 1980,
Dowker & Elliott, 1983, Shi et al., 2005). It is proposed that the initial contraction in the
‘a’ axis is due to the loss of A-type carbonate, although it has been suggested this is due
to the loss of lattice incorporated water (LeGeros et al., 1978). After the initial
contraction, the continued expansion in the ‘a’ axis may be caused by the incorporation
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of B-type carbonate into vacant A-site vacancies. Thus, the amount of A-type carbonate
is increased. This seems plausible as synthetic A-type carbonated HAp can only be
produced at high temperatures (> 900 oC) (Rey et al., 1989, Penel et al., 1998, Gibson
& Bonfield, 2002, Frank-Kamenetskaya et al, 2011). It is suggested the third stage
observed at temperatures ≥ 700 oC, is due to the loss of the recently incorporated A-type
carbonate (Shi et al., 2005), which would cause a contraction in the ‘a’ axis (LeGeros et
al., 1969). This three stage carbonate loss is not apparent in the ‘c’ axis data as the loss
of B-type carbonate and incorporation of A-type carbonate both cause a contraction in
the ‘c’ axial length. Thus, a contraction in the ‘c’ axis regardless of time and
temperature is observed (Figure 8.51B).
Statically heating bone has revealed thermal decomposition of bone mineral is
dependent on both temperature and dwell period. The presence of CaO has previously
been reported at temperatures of ~ 600 oC (Beckett et al., 2011), however the influence
of the dwell period on thermal decomposition of HAp has not previously been
considered. MgO was not expected within the temperature range employed (600 –
800 oC). Although the presence of MgO has previously been reported in bovine and
porcine bone specimens heated up to 1400 oC (Mkukuma et al., 2004, Beckett et al.,
2011), this mineral phase may have been overlooked in specimens heated to lower
temperatures as it is present in such small quantities. Thus, for the first time, this
research suggests the formation of MgO occurs at much lower temperatures (700 –
800 oC, dependent on the dwell period) than previously reported for statically heated
bovine and porcine bone. This is confirmed by the dynamic heating results, which are
considered in section 9.6.4.
9.5.1.3 FTIR Analysis
A decrease in amide I and II peak intensity (1750 – 1500 cm-1) is consistent with the
degradation and combustion of collagen (section 9.5.1.3). During heat treatment,
carbonate ions are removed from the HAp crystal lattice in the form of carbon dioxide
(Barinov et al., 2006, Haberko et al., 2006). Consequently, a decrease in carbonate peak
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intensity is also observed (Mkukuma et al., 2004). The phosphate peak becomes sharper
and more resolved due to an increase in the short range order of the phosphate ions and
crystallite size (Rey et al., 1991, Turunen et al., 2013).
9.5.1.4 DSC Analysis
The DSC curves obtained for this research are, in general, consistent with previous
studies (Lozano et al., 2003). The broad endothermic peak observed at 25 – 100 oC may
be due to the loss of surface absorbed water molecules (Heredia et al., 2013). It is
proposed that the second endothermic peak at 125 – 150 oC is associated with the
complex denaturising process of collagen (Barbani et al., 2011). Prior to combustion of
collagen, thermal denaturation of collagen causes destruction of the triple helix
structure. This occurs through disruption of structural water which bridges together the
three polypeptide chains followed by disruption of the hydrogen bonds between the
helices (Barbani et al., 2011). This process requires a source of energy, thus an
endothermic peak is observed. Previous studies have reported this endothermic peak at
lower temperatures (~50 – 60 oC). The higher values reported in this thesis may be due
to the complex interaction between the organic and mineral within bone. Barbani et al.
(2011) for example found with increasing synthetic HAp to collagen ratio, this
endothermic peak was observed at higher temperatures. This may also explain why this
endothermic peak was observed at slightly lower temperatures for red deer antler (which
has a larger organic to mineral ratio as discussed section 9.2) than the other bone types.
The exothermic peaks with maxima of 350 oC and 450 oC represent the complex
process of the organic (mainly collagen) combustion (Lozano et al., 2002). The
intensity of the peaks in the DSC spectra differed for bone types. Variations in the
thermograms heat flow intensity are dependent on collagen mass (ibid). Taking this into
account, the DSC data complements the FTIR results and suggests the amount of
collagen follows the trend; red deer antler > porcine > bovine > rostrum. A previous
study by Etok et al. (2007) reported an exothermic peak between ~ 525 - 600 oC, which
the authors associate with changes to the mineral microstructure of their animal by
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product meat and bone meal (MBM) specimen. This peak was not observed in this
research and has not been reported in other studies. It is proposed that rather than being
associated with mineral microstructural changes, the exothermic peak observed by Etok
et al. (2007) may be due to the combustion of other complex organic molecules not
found in bone.
9.5.2 Bone Crystallisation Kinetics
Literature on bone mineral crystallisation kinetics is limited. Prior to this research, the
activation energy for bone was not known although crystallisation of synthetic HAp
from amorphous and sol gel phases had been investigated (Gross et al., 1998, Milev et
al., 2003). The Kolmogorov-Johnson-Mehl-Avrami (KJMA) model was used to
calculate the kinetics associated with the phase transformation within bone during heat
treatment (i.e. the crystallisation process). This unique approach involved applying
coherence length data to the KJMA model. This allowed for the first time, directional
dependence calculation of activation energy, spontaneous nucleation rate and rate of
crystallisation (Greenwood et al., 2012).
9.5.2.1 Activation Energy
The calculated activation energies were similar for all bone types and crystallographic
directions. The results provide an average bone mineral crystallisation activation energy
of 183 ± 8 kJ mol-1. This suggests a similar fundamental growth mechanism for all bone
types in all crystallographic directions. These results are comparable to previous work
which examined the crystallisation of HAp from amorphous and sol-gel phases using
DSC and TGA measurements (Gross et al., 1998, Milev et al., 2003). These studies
reported crystallisation activation energy values of 274 kJ mol-1 and 235 kJ mol-1
respectively. The lower values (183 ± 8 kJ mol-1) reported in this thesis, may be due to
the initial, nanocrystalline state of unheated bone mineral. It is proposed higher
activation energies were reported by Gross et al. (1998) and Milev et al. (2003) as these
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studies reported the energy required for HAp crystal nucleation and growth. The
activation energy values reported in this thesis were associated with crystal growth only.
9.5.2.2 Application of the KJMA model to X-ray diffraction Data
The classical use of the KJMA model results in the determination of two parameters, ‘n’
and ‘k’ (Maffezzoli et al., 1995, Martin, 2010). The parameter ‘k’ represents the rate of
crystallisation, whilst ‘n’ reflects the spontaneous nucleation rate and the dimensional
increase in crystal volume. For a three dimensional growth with unsaturated nucleation
points, n would have a value close to 4 and if the nucleation rate equalled zero, then n ≈ 
3. A three dimensional, diffusion based growth would have an n value close to 1.5.
Unfortunately, the interpretation of n is ambiguous across the literature as contributions
from the nucleation rate and the growth dimensions are not fully understood (Lam &
Rogers, 2011).
X-ray diffraction data has previously been applied to the KJMA model to study the
transformation kinetics of HAp (Najafia et al., 2008, Kasioptas et al., 2010). In all of
these studies, the fraction of transformed HAp was used as the dependent variable to
construct sigmoidal curves. For example, Ivankovic (2010) characterised the kinetics of
an aragonite to HAp process and reported values of n ≈ 0.5 and an activation energy of 
77.8 ± 5 kJ mol-1.
In contrast, for this study, the HAp coherence length was applied to the KJMA model,
which allowed a single crystallographic direction to be considered. This offered a
unique and advantageous way to determine crystallisation kinetics of bone mineral. This
approach fixes the dimensional growth to 1 (as only one crystallographic direction is
being considered), meaning a first order kinetics would have an n value of 2, if growth
and nucleation were occurring simultaneously and a value of 1, if nucleation sites were
saturated. For a diffusion dominated growth, this means n would have a value of ~
0.5.The results of this study therefore suggest that for all bone groups and in all
observed crystallographic directions; bone mineral crystallisation becomes a diffusion
limited process at higher temperatures. This process is demonstrated more convincingly
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in the <00ℓ> direction than the <0k0> direction. As the <00ℓ> direction exhibits a 
slightly greater reaction rate at 650 oC, it is plausible a diffusion limited growth is
reached prior to that within the <0k0> direction.
With regards to rate constant (k), a typical trend was observed where the rate increased
significantly with increasing temperature, for all bone groups and crystallographic
directions. This is unsurprising as rate is dependent on temperature (Atkins & Jones,
2005). Increasing this variable increases the average kinetic energy of molecules and
consequently there are more collisions per unit time (ibid). The rate however differed
significantly between bone types, with anorganic specimens possessing the lowest rate
and porcine the largest rate. This trend is consistent between both temperature and
crystallographic directions; although at higher temperatures the difference becomes
much smaller. This may be explained by the apparent greater organic content within
porcine specimens. Crystallisation rate is influenced by factors such as catalytic action
and intrinsic sources of additional energy. The relative mass loss due to heating was
greatest for porcine and least for the anorganic specimens when compared at the same
time-temperature points. As discussed in section 4.1.1, bone mass loss during heating
arises from the evaporation of water, combustion of the organic matrix and evolution of
volatiles. Potentially this may provide an additional source of ions resulting in an
increased crystallisation rate. Furthermore, DSC results (section 8.5.5) suggests the
combustion of the organic (calculated from exothermic reaction which peak between
~300 - 500 oC, dependent on bone type), causes an enthalpy change of 1.65 kJ g-1 and
2.04 kJ g-1 for bovine and porcine bone respectively, thus providing an intrinsic source
of additional energy. Thus, it is proposed the rate of bone mineral crystallisation (for
statically heated bone) is influenced by combustion of the organic.
9.5.2.3 The Role of Collagen on Crystallisation Kinetics
Collagen in bone is often reported to have a ‘shielding’ effect on bone mineral during
heat treatment (Walsh, 1994, Person et al., 1996, Roberts, 2002, Etok et al., 2007). In
this study it is proposed the energy associated with the combustion of the organic matrix
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promotes HAp crystallisation. This hypothesis was validated by calculating the
exothermic energy produced during static heat treatment of red deer antler, porcine,
bovine and rostrum specimens as well as observing the crystallisation of these bone
specimens (section 8.6.3.). Comparing the time at which the onset of crystallisation was
observed to the exothermic energies calculated from DSC data reveals an interesting
trend. The greater the amount of exothermic energy calculated, the earlier the onset of
crystallisation was observed for the different bone types. This supports the suggestion
that combustion of the organic matrix promotes bone mineral crystallisation. This is
somewhat validated further by the DSC results. If collagen truly ‘shielded’ bone mineral
during heat treatment, the physicochemical changes such as crystallisation would occur
at a similar temperature as the complete combustion of the organic. This is not the case.
The exothermic peak assigned to the combustion of the organic plateaus prior (~ 500
oC) to the temperature at which the onset of crystallisation occurs (~ 600 oC) (section
8.5.5).
After the onset of crystallisation, the continued growth of HAp crystallites differed
between bone types (highlighted in Figure 8.34). Assuming there is little or no lattice
strain after the onset of crystallisation, the continued growth of red deer antler crystals
occurs at a slower rate than rostrum HAp crystals. This behaviour was also observed for
dynamically heated red deer antler bone specimen and is therefore discussed further in
section 9.6.2.
9.6 Dynamically Heated Bone
In recent years, an increasing number of studies have examined the behaviour of bone
during static heating, which have provided indications of microstructural changes and
thermal decomposition processes as discussed in chapter 4 (Ravaglioli et al., 1996,
Hiller et al., 2003, Harbeko et al., 2006, Beckett et al., 2011, Castillo et al., 2013).
Unfortunately, these studies overlook the confounding effects of cooling and cannot
strictly provide a complete model of the physicochemical changes. Therefore, for the
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first time, this research employed a controlled hot stage X-ray diffraction system (HS-
XRD) to provide dynamic data on the physicochemical changes within bone mineral
during heat treatment (Greenwood et al., 2013). The use of HS-XRD in bone mineral
research is limited. Previous work documented thermal decomposition of bone using
HS-XRD (Mkukuma et al., 2004), but changes to crystallite size and strain and unit
dimensions (lattice parameters) have not previously been reported. Changes to
coherence length and lattice parameters of dynamically heated bone are discussed
separately below.
9.6.1 General Observations
As expected from statically heated bone (section 9.5), a decrease in diffraction peak
broadening with increasing temperature was observed, suggesting an increase in
crystallite size and structural order. For the first time, dynamically heating bone has
shown the crystallisation of bone mineral occurs rapidly over a very short temperature
range. In comparison, previous static studies have documented the crystallisation
process over a period of time at a constant temperature (Stiner et al., 1995, Piga et al.,
2009, Beckett et al., 2011, Greenwood et al., 2012). During cooling, full width
maximum values (corresponding to HAp) were consistent (the peaks remained
unchanged). This suggests the cooling rate employed for dynamic heat treatment had
little or no effect on HAp crystallisation process (after the specimen had been heated to
900 oC).
9.6.2 Coherence Length
The sigmoidal relationship between coherence length and temperature for dynamically
heated bone agrees with previous static heated bone studies (Piga et al., 2008 & 2009,
Greenwood et al., 2012). The onset of crystallisation for all bone types was observed
within a temperature range of just ~40 oC. The slightly higher temperature for rostrum
in comparison to the other bone types may be associated with lattice disorder and
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energy. As discussed in section 9.2, unheated rostrum bone mineral exhibited the largest
coherence length which suggests not only larger crystallites but also a greater
microstructural order (less strain). This was confirmed by refinement of the data to
establish crystallite size and strain values (section 9.3). It is proposed that the lattice
energy associated with the HAp structure of rostrum is significantly less than the other
bone types, which exhibit smaller crystallite sizes and larger lattice strain values
(section 9.3). It is suggested that this increased lattice energy contributes to reducing the
amount of energy input required to promote crystal growth during heat treatment.
Therefore, the onset of crystallisation would occur at earlier temperatures for systems
with greater lattice disorder. Furthermore, it is suggested that HAp crystals associated
with bovine, porcine, human and red deer antler specimens exhibit a greater surface area
to volume ratio due to their initial small size and consequently represent a higher energy
state in comparison to rostrum crystals. Consequently, the onset of crystallisation occurs
at a slightly higher temperature for rostrum in comparison to the other bone types.
Dynamically heating bone has shown the continued growth of HAp crystals differs
between bone types. This is highlighted by the sigmoidal curve gradients and coherence
length data at 900 oC (Figure 8.38). Assuming there is minimal or no strain associated
with HAp crystals after the onset of crystallisation (Rogers & Daniels, 2002), the
coherence length data suggests growth of red deer antler crystals are retarded during
heat treatment. The rapid change in coherence length data for bovine, porcine, human
and rostrum after the onset of crystallisation, suggests a rapid increase in crystallite size
and lattice order. This rapid change is not observed for red deer antler and the coherence
length data is significantly lower at 900 oC in comparison to the other bone types (which
reach the instrument resolution limits). It is proposed this is because the crystallisation
process is limited by the organic to mineral ratio in unheated bone. Red deer antler has a
greater amount of collagen (section 9.2) than the other bone types, and therefore it is
proposed that there is less mineral material and larger ‘voids’ between the crystals.
Consequently, the inter-crystal connectivity is much lower due to fewer grain
boundaries and less growth fronts, which limits the growth of red deer antler crystals.
Coherence length data for bovine, porcine and human bone in comparison to that of
rostrum validates the previous suggestion that lattice energy contributes to crystal
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growth. The change in coherence length between the onset of crystallisation and after
plateauing (due to reaching the instrument resolution limit); occurs over a longer
temperature period for rostrum than bovine, porcine and human bone. This suggests a
slower growth mechanism for rostrum crystals. As discussed earlier, it is proposed that
lattice energy associated with HAp lattice of rostrum is significantly less than the other
bone types. The continued growth of rostrum crystals occurs over a longer and higher
temperature range as there is less lattice energy contribution. Greater lattice energies
would reduce the amount of energy input required from the heat treatment, thus the
crystallisation process occurs over a shorter temperature range.
Quantification of coherence length data revealed the temperature at which 50%
crystallisation occurs, is not significantly different between the observed
crystallographic directions. This confirms previous static studies which suggest HAp
crystals transform from a highly anisotropic morphology to a system which is more
ordered with larger equi-dimensional crystallites (Rogers & Daniels, 2002, Danilchenko
et al., 2006). As discussed in section 9.3, unheated HAp is a highly anisotropic material
(direction dependence crystallite size and strain) which is reflected in the coherence
lengths. The coherence length is larger in (00ℓ) planes. In order for the structurally 
equivalent (hk0) planes of HAp crystallites to reach 50% crystallisation at the same
temperature as the (00ℓ) plane, crystal growth in the (hk0) plane must occur at a faster 
rate. As the coherence length of unheated bone denotes crystallite size and lattice strain,
it seems plausible that a larger amount of lattice microstrain is observed along the (hk0)
planes than the (00ℓ) planes. The growth of HAp crystals during heat treatment has 
been associated with lattice disorder, which may provide a driving source of energy for
the transformation from an anisotropic state to a more ordered equi-dimensional system
(Rogers & Daniels, 2002).
The temperature at which 50% crystallisation was calculated differed between bone
types. It is proposed that this is due to both the organic to mineral content and
associated lattice energy as discussed earlier. 50% crystallisation was recorded at
similar temperatures for both red deer antler and rostrum. For red deer antler, it is
proposed that the organic to mineral ratio limits crystal growth and therefore more
energy is required for continued growth of the crystallites. Rostrum, which is a highly
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ordered material, is assumed to have very little associated lattice energy. Without
contribution from lattice energy, the continued growth of rostrum HAp crystallites as
well as the onset of crystallisation occurs at higher temperatures.
9.6.3 Lattice Parameters
Changes in the lattice parameters during heat treatment are thought to be caused by loss
of surface and lattice incorporated water (up to 400 oC), ion exchange (especially
carbonate) and thermal expansion (LeGeros et al. 1978, Kim et al., 2003, Shi et al.,
2005, Wang et al., 2010). Dynamically heating bone has revealed four distinct transition
regions in the lattice parameter data for all bone types. The transition regions are
delimited by a change in gradient (Figure 8.39). The first transition region (~ 25 –
100 oC), may be due to the loss of surface bound water. The linear relationship observed
for the second ( ~ 200 – 550 oC) and fourth (~630 – 900 oC) transitional regions, where
the gradient was constant for all bone types and for both axial lengths suggests there
was no significant change in the material. It is proposed that the expansion in the lattice
parameters within these two regions is predominately due to thermal expansion.
Changes to lattice parameters due to the loss of lattice incorporated water (up to 400 oC)
(LeGeros et al., 1978) may not have been observed due to the effects of thermal
expansion. The third transition region (~ 580 – 640 oC, dependent on bone type) (where
an expansion in the ‘a’ axis and a contraction in the ‘c’ axis was observed), may be due
to the incorporation of B-type carbonate into vacant A-type sites (section 4.2.1). This
behaviour was also observed for statically heated bone specimens, as discussed in
section 9.5.1.2. The third transition region was observed in the same temperature range
as the onset of crystallisation, for each bone type. It is proposed that the behaviour of
the lattice parameters may also be associated with the transformation from a highly
disordered material to a more ordered state with larger crystallites.
As discussed for coherence length in section 9.6.2, it is proposed the temperature range
for the third transition region differs according to bone type due to the associated energy
required for the transformation from one state (small crystals, more strain) to another
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(larger crystals, less strain). For example, the third transitional region is observed at
higher temperatures for rostrum in comparison to the other bone types. The HAp
crystallites are larger and more ordered for rostrum, which results in a smaller surface
area to volume ratio and represent a lower energy state. Consequently, changes to the
crystal structure (which alters the lattice parameters) of ordered systems require a
greater amount of energy (gained at a higher temperature) in comparison to disordered
systems.
Using the single linear theoretical model described in section 8.7.2.2, the amount of A
and B type carbonate required to simulate the gradient in transition regions two and
four, was calculated as a percentage. The amount differed for ‘a’ and ‘c’ axial lengths of
rostrum, human, porcine and red deer antler specimens. This suggests changes to the
HAp structure is not solely due to the loss of carbonate, but must also be attributed to
the loss or gain of extraneous ions. This may include incorporation of B-type carbonate
into vacant A-type sites (section 9.5.1.2). This is to a certain extent validated by the
results discussed in section 9.3.4, which suggested peak broadening from strain
contributions cannot solely be attributed to B- type carbonate substitution in unheated
synthetic HAp specimens. The amount of carbonate required to simulate the gradients
for bovine bone was approximately equal for both axes. This suggests the dominant
process causing changes to the lattice parameters is the loss of the carbonate ions.
However, the loss and gain of extraneous ions from bovine mineral may not have been
sufficient to be detected through changes in the lattice parameters, over and above the
loss of the carbonate.
9.6.4 Thermal Decomposition Products
Thermal decomposition of dynamically heated bone has previously been investigated,
however the effects of cooling were not considered. Differences in the amount of
calcium oxide between bone types have previously been reported and give an indication
of whether the HAp structure is calcium rich or calcium deficient (with regards to the
relative proportion of calcium) (Gibson et al., 2000, Mkukuma et al., 2004). In this
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study, the results at 900 oC suggest both rostrum and human bone are calcium rich
whilst the lack of calcium oxide for the red deer antler may suggest a calcium deficient
system. To confirm this, further research would be required to investigate the thermal
decomposition products at temperatures exceeding 1400 oC (section 9.8.1.2).
By employing a dynamic heating regimen, the stability of CaO and MgO during cooling
has for the first time been considered. A greater percentage of CaO was observed prior
to cooling suggesting this mineral phase is not thermally stable once formed. It is
proposed that during cooling, a number of calcium ions are incorporated back into the
thermally stable HAp crystal lattice, through the suggested OAP pathway (section
4.2.2). In contrast, the percentage of MgO once cooled was similar to the value
calculated at 900 oC. It is proposed that unlike calcium ions, magnesium ions are not
incorporated back into the HAp crystal lattice during cooling. The capability of the
crystal lattice to accommodate magnesium ions may be reduced due to competitive
substitution of other ions during cooling. This research also validates previous synthetic
HAp studies (Liao et al., 1999, Lin et al, 2000, Wang et al., 2009) which report the
transformation of β –TCP to α-TCP, and that these mineral phases are not thermally 
stable. These mineral phases are thought to reconstitute into HAp during cooling via a
proposed OAP pathway. The OAP pathway was not investigated during this research
and further work would be required to confirm the presence of OAP in heated bone,
possibly using FTIR (discussed in section 10.3).
For the first time, dynamically heating bone has provided the temperatures at which
these mineral phases are first observed. The temperature at which CaO and MgO was
observed is slightly lower than observed for statically heated bone; this is discussed
further in the next section. However, this validates the static data (sections 9.5.1.2 &
9.8.1.2) with regards to MgO. The presence of this mineral phase was observed at much
lower temperature than previously reported (Beckett, 2009). Further, previous static
studies have suggested the formation of β – TCP and α –TCP occurs at temperatures 
exceeding 1200 oC, this is also validated by the static studies in this research (discussed
in section 9.8.1.2). However, for dynamically heated bone this is not the case, and these
mineral phases were observed at much lower temperatures (670 – 830 oC). This is
discussed further in the next section.
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9.7 Comparison of Static and. Dynamic Heating
Unexpectedly, the onset of crystallisation for dynamically heated bone was similar for
all bone types (within a range of ~ 40 oC). This is not comparable to statically heated
bone, where the onset of crystallisation seemed to be dependent on the amount of
organic matrix in unheated bone specimens. As proposed in section 9.5.2.3, during
static heating, combustion of the organic matrix provides an intrinsic energy source,
which contributes to amount of energy input required to promote crystallisation. If this
was the case for dynamically heated bone, the onset of crystallisation would occur at a
much lower temperature for red deer antler, which exhibits the greatest abundance of
organic matrix. However, this was not observed and the onset of crystallisation was
similar for all bone types (~40 oC). It is proposed this is due to the difference in the
heating regimens employed for dynamic and static experiments.
The heating rate employed for the dynamic work (ramp rate of 10 oC min-1, with a dwell
period at each temperature interval of 10 minutes) was significantly slower than for
static heating (where the specimens were placed in the furnace at temperature).
Consequently, it is proposed the intrinsic energy provided from the combustion of the
organic matrix is expended at a much slower rate for dynamically heated bone. This
essentially creates an ‘anorganic’ specimen prior to the onset of crystallisation. Thus,
the energy from the combustion of the organic does not aid the crystallisation process
for dynamically heated bone. In comparison, for statically heated bone specimens, due
to the rapid heating rate, the energy associated with combustion of the organic is
available during the crystallisation process. Therefore, the exothermic energy from the
combustion of the organic contributes to the overall amount of energy required to
promote crystallisation during static heating. Thus, the onset of crystallisation is
observed at lower temperatures for statically heated bone mineral in comparison to
dynamically heated bone.
At first instance, lattice parameter data of dynamically heated bone does not appear to
be comparable to statically heated bone lattice parameter values (Figures 8.27, 8.39 and
8.51B). It is proposed this is due to the effects of thermal expansion. The fundamental
premise of dynamic heat treatment is the collection of data whilst heating.
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Consequently, small changes to lattice parameter values caused by the loss or gain of
ions may be obscured by changes caused by thermal expansion. This is not the case for
statically heated bone as specimens are cooled prior to analysis. As discussed in section
9.6.3, at approximately 600 oC, a change in the lattice parameters, which is not caused
by thermal expansion, is observed in the dynamic data (Figure 8.39, region 3). This
behaviour is also observed in the static data but at slightly higher temperatures
(Figure 8.27). This is possibly due to the incorporation of B-type carbonate into vacant
A-type sites (section 9.5.1.2). This is somewhat validated through the qualitative
assessment of carbonate using the linear theoretical model discussed in section 9.6.3.
The results obtained from the model suggested changes to the lattice parameters at
approximately 600 oC (Figure 8.39, region 3,) cannot solely be due to the loss of
carbonate, but must also be attributed to the loss or gain of other ions. This may also
include incorporation of B-type carbonate into vacant A-type sites. Thus, the three stage
carbonate loss proposed by Holcomb & Young (1980), Dowker & Elliott (1983) and
Shi et al. (2005) (discussed in section 4.2.1) seems plausible, when considering lattice
parameter behaviour of static and dynamic heated bone.
The temperatures at which β-TCP, α- TCP, CaO and MgO were observed also differed 
between static and dynamically heated bone. These thermal decomposition products
were observed at lower temperatures in dynamically heated bone specimens. It is
proposed this is again due to the heating rate employed. Dynamic heating provides the
system with more energy due to a slower heating rate. Thus, thermal decomposition of
HAp occurs at lower temperatures. Furthermore, it is proposed the quantity of the
additional mineral phases may differ for statically and dynamically heated specimens
due to the effects of cooling. As discussed in sections 9.6.4 and 9.8.1.2, CaO is not
thermally stable and a decrease in the quantity of this mineral phase was observed
during cooling. This phenomenon is not limited to CaO. The quantity of the thermal
decomposition products in bone statically heated to 1400 oC and allowed to cool,
differed in comparison to the quenched specimens, as discussed in section 9.8.1.2.
Potentially, quenched specimens may be similar to dynamically heated bone as they
offer a ‘snapshot’ of the chemical processes occurring at temperature (accepting the
heating regimen would need to be kept constant and small differences may be observed
due to rapid cooling). Thus, this suggests at higher temperatures, the quantity of the
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thermal decomposition products would differ between dynamically and statically heated
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heating rate.
Table 9.1 Summary of the differences between statically and dynamically heated bone
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9.8 Additional Investigation for the Applications of Research
9.8.1 Heating and Cooling Rates
9.8.1.1 Crystallisation
A decrease in diffraction peak broadening is observed for heated bone specimens,
irrespective of heating and cooling regimen employed. This indicates an increase in
crystallite size and order (Rogers & Daniels, 2002). Coherence length values within the
<00ℓ> direction were within errors, similar for each regimen. This suggests the regimen 
employed had little effect on crystallite size and strain in this particular crystallographic
direction. This was not the case in the <0k0> direction, where a difference in coherence
length was observed between specimens which had been cooled and those which were
quenched. A greater coherence length was observed for cooled specimens, signifying
larger crystallite sizes and more order within the HAp structure. This suggests the
additional energy provided from the cooling period had little effect on crystallite growth
in the <00ℓ> direction but promoted the growth of the crystals in the <0k0> direction. 
This validates the results previously discussed in section 9.5.2, where it was suggested
the growth of crystallites in <hk0> directions occur at a faster rate than in <00ℓ> 
directions, even though the energy input is the same. Thus, HAp in bone transforms
from highly anisotropic material to one which is equi-dimensional and more ordered.
This also highlights the confounding effect of cooling in comparison to quenched
specimens, if only in the <0k0> direction.
To investigate the effect of heating regimens further, heating and cooling rates were
considered. The results of this study suggested the rate at which bone specimens are
cooled, has the most impact on coherence length values. This highlights the importance
of the dynamic heating study. Firstly taking into account the influence of heating rates,
there was very little difference in coherence length values in both crystallographic
directions, between the specimen heated at temperature and the specimens heated from
room temperature at rate of 25 oC and 10 oC per minute. However, coherence length
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values were considerably larger for specimens heated at a rate of 2 oC per minute. This
heating rate is much slower and consequently more energy is supplied during heat
treatment.
The rate at which specimens were cooled seemed to have a considerable effect on
coherence length. With slower cooling rates larger coherence length values were
observed. Specimens cooled at a rate of 25 oC per minute were similar to quenched
specimens. Coherence lengths of specimens cooled at a slower rate were considerably
larger. Again this is due to the amount of energy supplied to the system during the
cooling period. A slow cooling rate, such as 2 oC per minute, supplies energy over a
longer period which promotes continued crystal growth during cooling.
9.8.1.2 Thermal Decomposition
The effect of cooling on the thermal decomposition of biological HAp has not
previously been reported. There have however been a limited number of studies which
have concentrated on thermal decomposition and reconstitution of synthetic HAp (Liao
et al., 1999, Lin et al., 2000, Wang et al., 2009). The results of this study have
highlighted the thermal stability of biological HAp when heated to 1200 oC. Only very
small quantities of additional calcium phosphate mineral phases were observed at this
temperature. The absence of CaO in cooled and quenched red deer antler specimens is
in agreement with dynamically heated results discussed in section 9.6.4, and may
suggest red deer antler mineral is deficient in calcium (i.e. the relative proportion of
calcium is lower for red deer antler) (Mkukuma et al., 2004). The results suggest at
1200 oC, cooling has a slight influence on the thermal decomposition products
observed. TTCP was present in quenched bovine, porcine and red deer antler bone
specimens but was not observed in cooled specimens. The presence of TTCP in
quenched specimens suggests this mineral phase is not thermally stable at 1200 oC and
reconstitutes to HAp during cooling. This is supported by Liao et al. (1999) and will be
considered in more depth below. The absence of TTCP in quenched rostrum specimens
may be expected. As discussed in sections 9.2 and 9.3, it is assumed that rostrum
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mineral is a much more ordered system, with less lattice strain than the other bone
types. It is proposed the more ordered a system, the greater the thermal stability.
At 1400 oC, the confounding effect of cooling on thermal decomposition of HAp is
substantial. As reported in previous studies (Ando et al., 1958., Beckett et al., 2011)
when heated to 1400 oC, thermal decomposition of HAp results in the formation of
additional mineral phases:- TTCP, TCP, CaO and MgO (Figure 4.3, section 4.2.2).
However, for the first time, this research has highlighted that the quantities of these
mineral phases differ depending on the cooling regimen employed. This is due to the
thermal stability of these calcium phosphate mineral phases and reconstitution of HAp
during cooling, as discussed in section 4.2.2. Quenched specimens essentially offer a
‘snapshot’ of the thermal decomposition processes occurring at dwell temperature.
Thus, presence of large quantities of TTCP and α-TCP in quenched specimens is 
consistent with previous synthetic HAp studies (Liao et al., 1999, Lin et al., 2000,
Wang et al., 2009). According to these studies, at ~1200 oC, a proportion of HAp
transforms to β-TCP and TTCP and by 1400 oC, β-TCP undergoes a further 
transformation to α-TCP (ibid). As these transformations are reported to be reversible,
the smaller percentage of TTCP and the absence of α-TCP in cooled specimens (with 
the exception of the red deer antler) seem plausible.
In addition to differences in the quantity of these additional mineral phases due to the
cooling regimen employed, differences were also apparent between bone types, when
heated at 1400 oC. For both cooled and quenched regimens, a greater percentage of HAp
was observed for rostrum, which validates the previous proposition, that rostrum HAp is
more thermally stable than other bone types. It has previously been proposed the
percentage of TCP in heated bone specimens is dependent on Ca/ P molar ratio (Gibson
et al., 2000). A greater proportion of α – TCP observed in red deer antler specimens 
suggests this material is possibly calcium deficient (Mkukuma et al., 2004). This is
validated by the absence of CaO in dynamically heated red deer antler specimens
(section 9.6.4) as well as the specimens statically heated at 1200 oC. A smaller
percentage of TCP observed in rostrum specimens heated at 1400 oC and a larger
percentage of CaO observed in the specimens heated at 1200 oC, suggests rostrum is a
calcium rich material (i.e. a greater relative proportion of calcium) (ibid).
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In order to determine whether the thermal decomposition products observed in heated
bone are dependent on the original ionic chemistry of the specimens, elemental analysis
of unheated bone specimens was carried out. Unfortunately, due to the limitations
outlined in section 8.8.1.2, further work would be required to provide an in depth
insight into the thermal decomposition processes. This is considered in section 10.3.
The elemental results presented in this thesis have however been used to validate and
possibly refute previous studies concentrating on thermal decomposition and in vivo
HAp crystallite size control.
A greater ratio of potassium observed in red deer antler, porcine, bovine and human
bone in comparison to rostrum supports the premise that TCP formation is favoured in
the presence of these ions (Beckett, 2009). A small percentage of TCP was observed in
unheated rostrum, whilst this was one of the major mineral phases observed in porcine,
bovine and human specimens, as discussed above. A greater ratio of zinc observed for
rostrum was not expected. Zinc has been reported to be a co-factor for collagen
synthesis (McClain, 1973, Starcher et al., 1980, Kaplan et al., 2004). Thus, one would
expect a system with a greater proportion of zinc to have a larger abundance of
collagen. This is not the case for rostrum and in fact red deer antler, which exhibited the
smallest ratio value for zinc, has a greater proportion of organic matrix in comparison to
other bone types (section 9.2). Interestingly, zinc is also thought to have a regulatory
role on the mineral matrix. As discussed in chapter 3, incorporation of zinc into the
mineral lattice has also been reported to play a crucial role in in vivo HAp crystal size
control (Fuierer et al., 1994, Bigi et al., 1995, Cuisinier et al., 1995, Mayer et al., 2000)
Studies are conflicting; however the result presented in this thesis seem to validate
studies which suggest incorporation of Zn reduces crystal defects, resulting in a
reduction in structural disorder and larger crystallite sizes (Fuierer et al., 1994, Bigi et
al., 1995). Rostrum bone mineral exhibits the largest HAp crystallite size and a greater
ratio of zinc than the other bone types, which exhibit a similar crystallite size and zinc
ratio. Studies have also suggested incorporation of magnesium into the HAp structure
may influence in vivo HAp crystallite size. Again, the research is conflicting; however
the results presented in this thesis suggest the incorporation of Mg reduces crystallite
size (Bigi et al., 1993, Fuierer et al., 1994, Kanzaki et al., 2000), as a greater ratio of
this ion was observed in porcine, bovine, human and red deer antler specimens in
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comparison to rostrum. The incorporation of Mg is thought to increase lattice disorder,
which increases the dissolution of HAp crystals, resulting in smaller crystals (chapter
3). The amount of strontium observed differed between bone types, with rostrum
exhibiting the largest amount. This is surprising as incorporation of strontium into the
HAp crystal lattice has been shown to induce lattice strain, impair in vivo crystal growth
and increase HAp dissolution (Christoffersen et al., 1997, Cabrera et al., 1999). As
mentioned, rostrum mineral exhibits larger crystals and less lattice strain than the other
bone types, thus the results do not appear to validate previous studies.
Other interesting traits were observed from elemental analysis of unheated bone
specimens. The ratio of iron was much greater for red deer antler in comparison to the
other bone types. Red deer antler bone tissue is filled with blood, which contains
various ions required for rapid calcification (Fennessy & Suttie, 1985, Rolf & Enderle,
1999, Cho et al., 2001). Minute traces of blood may have been present in red deer antler
specimens prior to analysis, which may be the source of the iron. The greater ratio of
lead observed in human specimens may be due to the age of the individual. Research
has shown lead accumulates in bone and tooth mineral during an individual’s life
(Steenhout & Pourtois, 1981, Wittmers et al., 1988, Hu et al., 1996, Cheng et al., 1998).
The amount of lead observed is also somewhat dependent on nutritional factors such as
a low calcium diet and environmental factors including smoking and alcohol
consumption (Hu et al., 1996, Cheng et al., 1998). As the human bone specimen utilised
in this research was obtained from the femur of a 55 year old male, a greater ratio of
lead may be expected. The other bone types would not be subjected to increased lead
concentrations from the environmental factors outlined above.
9.8.2 Time and Temperature Prediction
Determining the period of time and temperature at which a bone specimen has been
heated has not previously been achieved. Inferences regarding temperature are often
reported from the colour of an unknown heated bone specimen (Shipman et al., 1984,
Grévin et al., 1998), but these studies fail to take into account dwell period. The novel
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multi parameter approach undertaken in this thesis has shown predicting time and
temperature of an unknown heated bone specimen may be possible, although there are
some limitations. Firstly, the model is dependent on the parameter chosen. For example,
the ‘a’ axis lattice parameter data could not be used for the model as changes to the ‘a’
axial length were sporadic during heat treatment (Figure 8.27, section 8.5.3). It is
proposed this is due to the loss and gain of A- and B-type carbonate ions at different
temperatures as discussed in section 9.5.1.2. Although a correlation was observed for
carbonate to phosphate ratio data, the temperature curves (> 600 oC) overlapped making
it difficult to distinguish between temperature and time and erroneous results were
obtained. This suggests the amount of carbonate lost at each dwell period was similar
for temperatures exceeding 600 oC. While the temperature curves for ‘c’ axis lattice
parameter data did not overlap, the lattice parameter values became increasing similar
with longer heating periods for temperatures > 600 oC. Consequently, the predicted
temperature was in most instances hugely incorrect when ‘c’ axis lattice parameter data
was employed.
The most comprehensive model in terms of simultaneously predicting accurate time and
temperature (within errors) was developed using coherence length data and ‘L’ colour
value data. The change in colour of heated bone has previously been used to
successfully predict the probability of obtaining a DNA profile (Fredericks, 2011).
Although the model detailed in this thesis was successful at predicting the time and
temperature of bone heated for short time periods, inaccuracies arose for bone
specimens heated for longer time periods. It is proposed that this is due to the rapid
change in coherence length and colour during heat treatment at higher temperatures.
Due to instrument resolution limits, coherence length data plateaus, which results in the
sigmoidal relationship observed. This is the same for ‘L’ colour value data, which is
used to quantify colour changes from black to white. Once carbonisation occurs, L
values remained constant at approximately 90 (no associated units). Therefore, at
certain times and temperatures the data overlaps due to reaching the limits of the
parameter data, which is highlighted by a plateau in the data. At higher temperatures,
the data plateaus at shorter time periods, as the chemical changes occur at a faster rate.
Further work within this area is required to enable accurate calculation of both time and
temperature (discussed further in section 10.3).
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9.8.3 Species differentiation: Dynamically heated bone
Species differentiation of burnt bone using X-ray diffraction has the potential to be of
significant value to the field of forensic science and archaeology. To date, studies in this
area are conflicting and do not consider the confounding effects of cooling (Beckett et
al., 2011, Piga et al., 2013). Using the X-ray diffraction data obtained from dynamically
heating bone, this research suggests inter-species differences exists and validates
previous work carried out by Beckett et al. (2011). For the first time, the results
presented in this thesis suggest it may be possible to statistically differentiate human
bone from other bone types using ‘a’ axis lattice parameter data obtained during
dynamic heating. As this was a preliminary study, further work would be required to
validate whether it was possible to differentiate human from a wide range of species, as
discussed in section 10.3.
It is important to note that Beckett et al. (2011) reported no significant difference in the
‘a’ axis data and limited statistical difference in the ‘c’ axis data between species heated
at 600 oC. This is perhaps due to the fact that only one temperature was considered,
whereas a temperature range was selected for the work presented in this thesis.
Furthermore, unlike Beckett et al. (2011), the temperature range considered for this
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Crystal growth limited by
associated lattice energy
Additional energy provided from the combustion of
the organic matrix aids crystal growth
The temperature at which additional
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dependent on the heating regimen, whilst
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Figure 9.1 Flow diagram summarising the key findings of this
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For the first time, species differentiation
of dynamically heated bone was
investigated. Crucially, human was
statistically different from the other bone
types when the ‘a’ axis lattice parameter
data was considered.
Crystallisation Process
Both the cooling and heating rate have
an impact on the crystallisation process,
although the cooling rate appeared to
have a greater influence.
Thermal Decomposition
(1200 – 1400 oC)
The cooling protocol employed had a huge influence on
thermal decomposition products observed due to the
reconstitution of the mineral phases. The main differences
in the cooled specimens in the comparison to the quenched
specimens were the presence of HAp and β-TCP.  
The time/ temperature predictive model is limited by
the parameters investigated and the nature of the
chemical changes during heating. Once the sample had
undergone a certain degree of crystallisation, the
model could not differentiate between the various
times and temperatures, leading to erroneous values.
Figure 9.2 Flow diagram summarising the key findings for the




The main aim of the work presented in this thesis was to provide a new insight into the
fundamental mechanisms and processes associated with physicochemical changes to
bone during heat treatment. This was achieved by considering the growth and thermal
decomposition of HAp crystals during heating. In order to fully appreciate these
processes, the native state of HAp in terms of in vivo crystallite size was also
investigated. A range of synthetic and biological HAp specimens were employed for
this research. These specimens were characterised according to crystallite size, citrate
and carbonate content and mineral to organic ratio. For the first time, this research has
shown heat treatment can be used to produce ‘anorganic’ bone specimens without
significantly changing the mineral microstructure. Typically chemicals are used to
remove the organic matrix, although research has suggested any aqueous solution
including water can chemically change the HAp structure.
Prior to heat treatment of bone, the control mechanisms associated with in vivo HAp
crystal size were considered. For the first time, this research has provided evidence that
lattice strain plays a fundamental role in in vivo crystal size control. It is proposed this
intrinsic source of control promotes crystal dissolution. HAp structures with increased
lattice strain will exhibit smaller crystals as the rate of crystal growth is slower than the
dissolution rate. This contradicts studies which report extrinsic sources of control. In
recent years, the role of citrate in in vivo HAp crystallite size control, has received a
huge amount of attention in the literature. However, no correlation between the amount
of citrate and in vivo crystallite size was observed for a range of biological HAp
specimens investigated for this research. Further, mechanical restriction in the form of
collagen was considered. No correlation between the relative amount of collagen and
crystallite size was observed.
A number of novel approaches were employed to investigate physicochemical changes
to bone during heat treatment. This research has for the first time reported the
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crystallisation kinetics of bone mineral. Adopting Kolmogorov-Johnson-Mehl-Avrami
(KJMA) model to investigate changes to coherence length of statically heated bone,
allowed for the first time, directional dependence calculation of spontaneous nucleation
rate, rate of crystallisation and activation energy associated with bone mineral
crystallisation.
The activation energy was comparable for all bone types suggesting the fundamental
growth mechanism is similar. The mean crystallisation activation energy for bone
mineral is 183 ± 8 kJ mol-1. Interestingly, a spontaneous nucleation of approximately
0.5 was calculated for all bone types, which suggests bone mineral crystallisation
becomes a diffusion limited process at higher temperatures. The rate of crystallisation
increased significantly with increasing temperature, although the rate values differed
between bone types. This was attributed to the combustion of the organic matrix, as
larger crystallisation rate values were observed for bone types with a greater organic to
mineral content. It is proposed combustion of the organic matrix may potentially
provide an additional source of ions as well as an intrinsic source of additional energy,
which promotes crystallisation. Further analysis of red deer antler and rostrum
specimens, which differ significantly in organic content, seemed to validate this
hypothesis. Thus, it is proposed that rather than ‘shielding’ the mineral as previously
reported; combustion of the organic matrix promotes crystallisation. Further analysis of
statically heated bone data was applied to develop a time/ temperature predictive model.
Several parameters including colour, coherence length, carbonate: phosphate ratio and
lattice parameters were investigated. Unfortunately, this novel multi parameter approach
is limited. After the onset of crystallisation, the material transforms rapidly and
simultaneous differentiation of time and temperature becomes more difficult.
In order to fully understand physicochemical changes to bone during heat treatment, a
dynamic heating approach was employed to investigate the confounding effects of
cooling. For the first time, in situ changes to coherence length and lattice parameters
were reported. The coherence length data, which is a measure of crystallite size and
strain, suggests the process of crystallisation is dominated by lattice disorder and energy
as well as mineral to organic content. It is proposed lattice energy contributes to the
crystallisation process, whilst a larger organic content retards the growth of HAp
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crystals during heating due to a lower inter-crystal connectivity. The transformation of
HAp crystals from a highly anisotropic state to an equi-dimensional state was
highlighted. Investigation of the lattice parameters revealed changes to the HAp
structure of bone cannot solely be due to the loss of carbonate, but must also be
attributed to the loss and gain of other extraneous ions. Crucially, the ‘a’ axis lattice
parameter data for human was statistically different to the other bone types.
Dynamically heating bone has also revealed calcium oxide; a thermal decomposition
product of HAp, is not thermally stable during cooling.
In general, data collected from statically and dynamically heated bone is not
comparable. As the heating rate is much slower, dynamically heating bone essentially
produces an anorganic specimen prior to the crystallisation temperature. Unlike
statically heated bone where the combustion of the organic matrix provides an
additional intrinsic source of energy, the only contributing factor to the crystallisation
process in dynamically heated bone is lattice energy. Due to thermal expansion, the
lattice parameters did not behave in the same manner for dynamically and statically
heated bone, with the exception at the temperature at which the onset of crystallisation
was observed. Dynamically heating bone has revealed calcium phosphate thermal
decomposition products of HAp are not thermally stable. Once cooled, the presence and
quantities of additional mineral phases differ to those observed at temperature. Once
formed magnesium oxide was found to be thermally stable during cooling.
Further analysis revealed that for statically heated bone, the presence and quantities of
the thermal decomposition products were also dependent on the cooling regimen
employed (‘slow’ cooled or quenched). Due to the low thermal stability of the calcium
phosphate thermal decomposition products, reconstitution to HAp occurs during
cooling. Conversely, quenched specimens essentially offer a ‘snapshot’ of thermal
decomposition of HAp at temperature. Potentially, quenched specimens may offer a
dynamic view of the physicochemical changes. Dependence on cooling regimen was not
limited to thermal decomposition processes; the cooling regimen also had an effect on
the crystallisation process. A slower cooling rate provides more energy allowing
continued HAp crystal growth. This was also the case for a slower heating rate,
although not as pronounced.
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Finally the work presented in this thesis has challenged the use of current X-ray
diffraction refinement techniques for nanocrystalline materials such as bone. Rietveld
refinement, Williamson Hall and single line analysis were considered. This research has
highlighted the fundamental flaws associated with these techniques when used to refine
data obtained from nanocrystalline HAp specimens. Due to fixed profile functions
employed during implantation of Rietveld refinement, direction dependence broadening
is not accounted for, whist phenomenological Rietveld refinements (which account for
direction dependence broadening) cannot provide direct quantification of crystallite size
and strain. Williamson Hall plot analysis is common within bone research, however the
work presented here suggests calculation of lattice strain using this technique may not
be reliable. This is due to fitting errors associated the broad, overlapped 004 peak.
Single line analysis, which is arguably advantageous over Williamson Hall analysis as
only one peak is required, provided crystallite size and strain values. However, due to
the errors associated with crystallite size values the sole use of this technique was
deemed inadequate for analysis of nanocrystalline materials. Due to the fundamental
flaws associated with current refinement techniques, it is proposed that crystallite size
and strain should be calculated from two different refinement techniques. This provides
independent values of crystallite size and strain. Direction dependence broadening due
to compositional variations in the material was for the first time considered for HAp.
This novel approach highlighted crystallite size and strain direction dependence
broadening in HAp. Although, many studies have highlighted the compositional
dependence of HAp lattice parameters during the incorporation of increasing amounts
of carbonate, this research has shown compositional peak broadening cannot solely be
attributed to B-type carbonate. Further extension of this work would be required in
order to investigate other possible sources of compositional variations caused by other
ions or even A-type carbonate substitutions.
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10.2 Contribution to knowledge
By adopting several novel methods, the work presented in this thesis provides a new
insight into the chemical processes and mechanisms associated with unheated and
heated bone. The results provide a significant contribution to knowledge across a wide
range of disciplines.
Within biomedical research, a range of synthetic HAp specimens which differ according
to crystallinity, are often required for various medical applications. For this reason
several studies have investigated the primary control mechanism for in vivo HAp
crystallite size. Whilst many of these studies report an extrinsic source, the results
presented in this thesis suggest an intrinsic source in the form of lattice strain. This new
school of thought may potentially be considered in future studies, where the primary
aim is to synthesise HAp with differing crystallinity.
High temperature processing of bone is often used for medical, biomaterial and
orthopaedic applications. The crystallisation kinetics investigation presented in this
thesis allows a greater understanding of mineral microstructural changes at certain
temperatures and heating periods. In particular, the crystallisation activation energy
value will allow a more informed decision regarding the temperature applied and the
effect on bone mineral. This study is the first to demonstrate in situ changes to mineral
microstructure during heat treatment. This has highlighted the confounding effects of
cooling on bone mineral, which provides a complete model of the physicochemical
changes. This fundamental research will no doubt be beneficial to future heated bone
studies.
Within the field of forensic science and archaeology, the potential to determine the
temperature and period of time a piece of bone has been heated would be of great value
(section 1.2). This research has highlighted the potential to use a predictive model to
achieve this. Although limited, with further work, this model could potentially be used
to contextualise burning events which could potentially provide a vast amount of
information within the field of forensic science and archaeology.
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Within all these disciplines, this research has demonstrated results from different
research groups may not be comparable due to differences in heating and cooling
regimens employed. This may be crucial with regards to collaborations and
comparisons of work.
Overall, the research has challenged some of the current views within bone mineral
research including in vivo HAp crystallite size control mechanisms and the mineral/
organic relationship during heat treatment. The research has also validated work which
is currently disputed, including whether the physicochemical modifications to bone
during heat treatment can be differentiated according to species and whether heated
bone results from different research groups can be compared. This provides a platform
for future research and debate.
10.3 Future Recommendations
Bone has been studied within a wide range of disciplines for several decades. Along
with the work presented in this thesis, further work within this area is a necessity if this
complex composite material is to be fully understood in terms of formation, mineral
chemistry and variations in the characteristics of bone mineral during heat treatment.
To provide a fundamental understanding of the physicochemical processes associated
with heat treatment, fresh, defleshed bone specimens were utilised for this research.
Such ‘ideal’ specimens are not necessarily comparable to ‘real life’ specimens as many
external factors may influence bone mineral chemistry. For example, in a forensics case,
if an individual has burnt a body to conceal evidence, bone chemistry may be influenced
by the surrounding soft body tissue, as discussed previously in section 7.1.4. Further,
archaeological bone specimens may be influenced by the process of diagenesis, where
ionic exchange from the burial environment may cause changes to bone mineral
chemistry. As only a few studies have taken these factors into consideration, this area of
research requires further work. A greater understanding of bone chemistry in relation to
bone diseases such as osteoporosis and osteoarthritis will also be beneficial within
biomedical research. Currently these diseases are characterised according to bone mass
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density and architecture, rather than the fundamental chemical quality of bone mineral.
Further research within this area may provide better solutions for the prevention,
detection and treatment of these diseases. Further, a fundamental understanding of bone
chemistry with regards to paleopathology and archaeological specimens could aid in
identifying diseases in archaeological skeletons. This could potentially lead to a better
understanding of health and disease in past populations.
Within this thesis, the potential to construct a time/ temperature predictive model from
chemical characteristics of bone heated to different times and temperatures was
considered. Although the model worked in some instances, it proved difficult to
differentiate bone which had been heated at high temperatures (> 700 oC) and for longer
time periods (section 9.8.2). Further work could include looking at other characteristics
of heated bone using techniques such as mechanical testing or the model could be
applied to lower temperatures (< 500 oC). Predicting time and temperature of bone
specimens heated to lower temperatures may prove beneficial within archaeological
science and may for example provide further information on the cooking practices of
ancient populations.
The potential to differentiate human bone from non – human specimens using dynamic
heat treatment and X-ray diffraction was highlighted in this thesis. However, only a
small sample set was employed and further work should be considered to investigate
whether dynamically heating bone can be used to differentiate bone from a variety of
species. This could potentially offer an answer as to whether species differentiation is
possible using X-ray diffraction, an area of research which is currently conflicting in
static heating studies. Furthermore, investigating the chemical processes of bone
dynamically heated to higher temperatures than reported in this thesis could potentially
validate whether quenched specimens are comparable, as proposed in section 9.7. This
may also offer a new insight into the thermal stability of biological calcium phosphate
mineral phases, a study which has not previously been fully investigated.
Further research into thermal decomposition of HAp is required. FTIR analysis should
be considered for bone heated up to 1400 oC. This could potentially provide a greater
understanding of the thermal decomposition pathway of HAp. In particular, this may
provide more information on the OAP phase. Elemental analysis of bone should be
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considered using thermogravimetric and mass spectrometry techniques, which could
potentially provide a more in depth understanding of the role of certain elements during
thermal decomposition of HAp. Thermogravimetric analysis for instance would allow
investigation into the loss of surface bound and lattice incorporated water during heat
treatment. Although this research has shown no significant changes to the mineral
microstructure of anorganic material using XRD and FTIR, the loss of water was not
considered. As with producing anorganic bone material, chemical and radiation methods
are also often used to preserve and/ or sterilise bone material. For example, storage of
bone in ethanol and formaldehyde and sterilisation using cobalt radiation and boiling
has been reported in the literature. In most instances, the studies fail to consider the
potential effects on the mineral microstructure. Thus, further work into this area of
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Appendix A: Wt. % of carbonate and lattice parameter values











Table A.1 Weight percentage (wt. %) of A-type carbonate incorporated into synthetic HAp and
corresponding lattice parameter values. Taken from LeGeros et al. (1969).
Table A.2 Weight percentage (wt. %) of B-type carbonate incorporated into synthetic HAp and
corresponding lattice parameter values. Taken from LeGeros et al. (1969).
B- type
Wt. %









Appendix B: Mass loss values for heated bone types
: Porcine Mass Loss (wt. %)
600 oC 650 oC 700 oC 750 oC 800 oC
Dwell Period
1m 29 ± 4 31 ± 3
5m 35 ± 2 37 ± 2 39 ± 2
10m 37 ± 1 40 ± 1 41 ± 1
20m 38 ± 2 40 ± 2 38 ± 2
30m 34 ± 1 36 ± 1 40 ± 1 38 ± 1
1hr 35 ± 2 38 ± 2 39 ± 1 37 ± 2 37 ± 1
2hr 38 ± 3 39 ± 2 37 ± 2 38 ± 1 41 ± 1
4hr 34 ± 1 39 ± 2 37 ± 1 40 ± 1 41 ± 2
6hr 40 ± 2 39 ± 1
24hr 36 ± 2 36 ± 3
48hr 41 ± 1 40 ± 1
72hr 41 ± 1
Table B.1 Mass loss (weight percentage, wt. %) for porcine bone heated at 600, 650, 700, 750
and 800 oC for different periods of time (dwell period). Errors calculated from the standard
deviation of three repeats.
Bovine Mass Loss (wt. %)
600 oC 650 oC 700 oC 750 oC 800 oC
Dwell Period
1m 20 ± 5 21 ± 2
5m 29 ± 2 30 ± 3 33 ± 1
10m 35 ± 1 32 ± 1 35 ± 1
20m 33 ± 1 36 ± 2 35 ± 1
30m 32 ± 2 33 ± 1 35 ± 2 35 ± 1
1hr 33 ± 2 33± 2 34 ± 2 34 ± 1 34 ± 1
2hr 33 ± 1 34 ± 1 35 ± 1 34 ± 2 34 ± 1
4hr 34 ± 1 33 ± 1 34 ± 1 36 ± 1 34 ± 1
6hr 32 ± 1 36 ± 3
24hr 35 ± 2 34 ± 2
48hr 35 ± 2 35 ± 1
72hr 34 ± 1
Table B.2 Mass loss (weight percentage, wt. %) for bovine bone heated at 600, 650, 700, 750
and 800 oC for different periods of time (dwell period). Errors calculated from the standard
deviation of three repeats.
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Anorganic Bovine Mass Loss (wt. %)
Initial Heat Treatment (400 oC for 2 hrs)
600 oC 650 oC 700 oC 750 oC 800 oC
Dwell Period
1m 30 ± 3 31 ± 4
5m 32 ± 3 28 ± 3 32 ± 2
10m 30 ± 2 29 ± 2 28± 1
20m 30 ± 1 29 ± 1 31 ± 2
30m 29 ± 1 30 ± 1 28 ± 2 28 ± 1
1hr 30 ± 1 30 ± 2 31 ± 1 32 ± 3 29 ± 1
2hr 30 ± 2 30 ± 1 30 ± 2 28 ± 1 28 ± 2
4hr 31± 2 27 ± 2 29 ± 2 28 ± 1 28 ± 1
6hr 33 ± 3 32 ± 1
24hr 30 ± 1 31 ± 2
48hr 30 ± 1 29 ± 1
72hr 30 ± 2
Table B.3 Mass loss (weight percentage, wt. %) for bovine bone heated at 400 oC for 2 hrs to
produce an ‘anorganic’ bone specimen. The mass losses are correlated with the second heat
treatment (temperature and dwell period) each anorganic specimen was subsequently subjected
to.
Anorganic Bovine Mass Loss (wt. %)
Second Heat Treatment
600 oC 650 oC 700 oC 750 oC 800 oC
Dwell Period
1m 1 ± 0.3 2 ± 0.5
5m 2 ± 0.3 1 ± 0.2 2 ± 0.3
10m 1 ± 0.2 2 ± 0.1 1 ± 0.2
20m 1 ± 0.2 1 ± 0.1 2 ± 0.1
30m 1 ± 0.2 1 ± 0.1 2 ± 0.1 1 ± 0.2
1hr 1 ± 0.2 1 ± 0.1 1 ± 0.1 2 ± 0.1 1 ± 0.1
2hr 1 ± 0.1 1 ± 0.1 2 ± 0.1 2 ± 0.1 1 ± 0.2
4hr 1± 0.2 1 ± 0.2 1 ± 0.1 1 ± 0.1 1 ± 0.1
6hr 1 ± 0.2 1 ± 0.1
24hr 2± 0.1 2 ± 0.1
48hr 1 ± 0.2 1 ± 0.1
72hr 1 ± 0.1
Table B.4 Mass loss (weight percentage, wt. %) for anorganic bovine bone heated at 600, 650,
700, 750 and 800 oC (after the initial heat treatment at 400 oC for 2 hrs) for different periods of
time (dwell period). Errors calculated from the standard deviation of three repeats.
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Table B.5 Mass loss (weight percentage, wt. %) for porcine bone heated at 400 oC for 2 hrs to
produce an ‘anorganic’ bone specimen. The mass losses are correlated with the second heat
treatment (temperature and dwell period) each anorganic specimen was subsequently subjected
to.
Anorganic Porcine Mass Loss (wt. %)
Second Heat Treatment
600 oC 650 oC 700 oC 750 oC 800 oC
Dwell Period
1m 1 ± 0.2 2 ± 0.4
5m 1 ± 0.1 3 ± 0.2 2 ± 0.2
10m 3 ± 0.3 2 ± 0.2 3 ± 0.1
20m 2 ± 0.6 3 ± 0.4 2 ± 0.2
30m 1 ± 0.2 3 ± 0.1 3 ± 0.1 3 ± 0.2
1hr 2 ± 0.2 1 ± 0.1 3 ± 0.6 2 ± 0.2 2 ± 0.3
2hr 2 ± 0.1 2 ± 0.2 4 ± 0.1 2 ± 0.3 3 ± 0.2
4hr 3 ± 0.3 3 ± 0.2 2 ± 0.3 4 ± 0.3 3 ± 0.1
6hr 4 ± 1 3 ± 0.1
24hr 2 ± 0.2 2 ± 0.1
48hr 3 ± 0.4 2 ± 0.1
72hr 2 ± 0.2
Table B.6 Mass loss (weight percentage, wt. %) for anorganic porcine bone heated at 600, 650,
700, 750 and 800 oC (after the initial heat treatment at 400 oC for 2 hrs) for different periods of
time (dwell period). Errors calculated from the standard deviation of three repeats.
Anorganic Porcine Mass Loss (wt. %)
Initial Heat Treatment (400 oC for 2 hrs)
600 oC 650 oC 700 oC 750 oC 800 oC
Dwell Period
1m 35 ± 2 36 ± 4
5m 36 ± 1 37 ± 3 35± 2
10m 36± 3 34 ± 2 36± 1
20m 36 ± 1 35 ± 1 36± 1
30m 35 ± 1 36± 2 36 ± 2 37 ± 2
1hr 33 ± 1 35 ± 1 37 ± 2 36 ±1 35± 1
2hr 28 ± 3 33 ± 2 35 ± 2 34 ± 2 36 ± 2
4hr 33± 1 32 ± 2 36± 2 37 ± 2 35 ± 1
6hr 33 ± 1 34 ± 2
24hr 33 ± 2 35 ± 1
48hr 32 ± 1 35 ± 2
72hr 34 ± 1
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Mass Loss (wt. %), Heated at 700 oC
Rostrum Red Deer Antler
Dwell Period
5m 10 ± 1 51 ± 4
10m 10 ± 1 51 ± 3
20m 10 ± 1 55 ± 2
30m 10 ± 1 55 ± 1
1hr 11 ± 2 52 ± 1
2hr 10 ± 1 54 ± 2
3hr 11 ± 2 -
4hr 12 ± 1 54 ± 1
12hr 13 ± 2 -
24hr 14 ± 1 52 ± 2
72hr 14 ± 1 56 ± 2
Table B.7 Mass loss (weight percentage, wt. %) for red deer antler and rostrum specimens
heated at 700 oC for different periods of time (dwell period). Errors calculated from the standard
deviation of three repeats.
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30m 58 ± 1 0.6 ± 0.08 2.0 ± 0.3
1hr 80 ± 3 0.4 ± 0.04 2.2 ± 0.1
2hr 93 ± 1 -0.1 ± 0.3 0.9 ± 0.3
4hr 92 ± 2 -0.1 ± 0.2 0.7 ± 0.1
6hr 92 ± 3 -0.1 ± 0.1 0.6 ± 0.1
24hr 93 ± 4 -0.2 ± 0.2 0.7 ± 0.2
48hr 94 ± 1 -0.2 ± 0.1 0.5 ± 0.1
Table C.1 L*a*b colour scale values for bovine bone heated at 650 oC for different periods of
time (dwell period). Errors calculated from the standard deviation of three repeats.
Table C.2 L*a*b colour scale values for bovine bone heated at 650 oC for different periods of





5m 40 ± 1 0.5 ± 0.02 2 ± 0.1
10m 49 ± 2 -0.2 ± 0.03 1 ± 0.5
20m 78 ± 4 -0.2 ± 0.09 0.5 ± 0.4
30m 91 ± 2 - 0.1± 0.06 0.9 ± 0.3
1hr 95 ± 3 -0.2 ± 0.04 0.7 ± 0.1
2hr 93 ± 2 -0.3 ± 0.02 0.6 ± 0.3






1m 50 ± 5 3 ± 0.50 6 ± 3
5m 49± 1 0.1 ± 0.06 0.5 ± 0.1
10m 53 ± 2 -0.6 ± 0.08 2.0± 0.1
20m 90 ± 1 -0.1 ± 0.04 1.0 ± 0.3
30m 91 ± 1 -0.1 ± 0.03 0.8 ± 0.1
1hr 90 ± 4 -0.2 ± 0.04 1.0 ±0.2
2hr 96 ± 2 -0.3 ± 0.01 1.0 ± 0.3
4hr 91 ± 3 -0.2 ± 0.3 0.6 ± 0.2
Table C.3 L*a*b colour scale values for bovine bone heated at 750oC for different periods of
time (dwell period). Errors calculated from the standard deviation of three repeats.
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Appendix D: Reference diffractograms of mineral phases
Figure D.1 Stick representations of typical diffractograms observed for the mineral phases
discussed in this thesis. Up to five of the highest intensity peaks are included for each phase.
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Appendix E: Static Heating-Sigmoidal Curves
Figure E.1 Sigmoidal curves representing the crystallisation process in three crystallographic
directions, <00ℓ>, <hk0> and <0k0> for anorganic bovine bone heated at 600, 650, 700, 750 





































□  650 oC
▲ 700 oC




Figure E.2 Sigmoidal curves representing the crystallisation process in three crystallographic
directions, <00ℓ>, <hk0> and <0k0> for porcine bone heated at 600, 650, 700, 750 and 800 oC
for various time periods. Errors are not shown for clarity.
● 600 oC
□  650 oC
▲ 700 oC









































Figure E.3 Sigmoidal curves representing the crystallisation process in three crystallographic
directions, <00ℓ>, <hk0> and <0k0> for anorganic porcine bone heated at 600, 650, 700, 750 
and 800 oC for various time periods. Errors are not shown for clarity.
● 600 oC
□  650 oC
▲ 700 oC







































Appendix F: ‘n’ and ‘k’ values calculated from the Avrami model for
bovine and porcine bone and their anorganic analogues
Table F.1 Calculated values of ‘n’ and ‘k’ obtained by fitting coherence length data
(corresponding to the <00ℓ> reflection) to the Avrami equation, for bone specimens heated at 
600, 700 and 750 oC.
Table F.2 Calculated values of ‘n’ and ‘k’ obtained by fitting coherence length data
(corresponding to the <0k0> reflection) to the Avrami equation, for bone specimens heated at
600, 700 and 750 oC.
<00ℓ>
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Table F.3 Calculated values of ‘n’ and ‘k’ obtained by fitting coherence length data
(corresponding to the <hk0> reflection) to the Avrami equation, for bone specimens heated at
600, 650, 700, 750 and 800 oC.
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Appendix G: Lattice parameters of dynamically heated bone
Figure G.1 Lattice parameter data (‘a’ and ‘c’ axis) plotted against temperature for dynamically
heated bovine bone.





Figure G.3 Lattice parameter data (‘a’ and ‘c’ axis) plotted against temperature for dynamically
heated red deer antler bone mineral.
Figure G.4 Lattice parameter data (‘a’ and ‘c’ axis) plotted against temperature for dynamically
heated red deer antler bone mineral.
Antler
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Appendix H: Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test
As aforementioned (section 8.8.3) the Wilcoxon signed rank test is a non-parametric
analogue to the paired two-sample t-test (Mendenhall et al., 2012). Wilcoxon analysis
does not assume normal Gaussian distribution. This statistical analysis compares two
paired groups of data where there are two nominal variables and one measurement
variable (Goh et al., 2004). In this study, the two nominal variables are bone type and
temperature whilst the measurement variable relates to ‘a’ axis lattice parameter data
obtained from dynamically heated bone specimens. The null hypothesis for the
Wilcoxon signed rank test is that if the distribution of difference scores between paired
datasets are symmetric about zero, they are not statistically different (Sheskin, 2003). In
Wilcoxon analysis, the difference in scores is based on the median of the differences.
To calculate the test statistic using Wilcoxon signed rank test, the difference between
each of the n pairs is calculated (x1 – x2). In this case the difference between the lattice
parameter values for each bone type is calculated at each temperature The absolute
difference values (positive and negative assignments are negated at this point) are then
assigned ranks, with the smallest value assigned 1 , 2 to the second smallest , and so on.
Absolute difference values of 0 are eliminated from the analysis. The rank value is
averaged for absolute difference values which are the same. The rank sum of the
negative absolute differences (T-) and the positive differences (T+) are then individually
calculated. The smaller of these values is the test statistic, T for a two tailed test. This
value is then compared to a Tcritical value obtained from Wilcoxon signed rank test
critical value tables. Tcritical is dependent on the number of pairs used in the analysis (n),
whether a two tailed test or a one tailed test is employed and the significance level
chosen. If T  Tcritical, the null hypothesis is rejected and the paired datasets are
statistically different. An example of this process is provided in Table E.1, with Tcritical
obtained from Mendenhall et al. (2012), assuming a two tailed test and a significance
confidence of 0.05.
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Rostrum Human Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test Analysis
Temperature







800 9.52071 9.52518 -0.0045 0.0045 1
810 9.521192 9.5268 -0.0056 0.0056 7
820 9.523059 9.5284 -0.0053 0.0053 3
830 9.523797 9.52868 -0.0049 0.0049 2
840 9.525321 9.5306 -0.0053 0.0053 3
850 9.526289 9.53213 -0.0058 0.0058 8
860 9.527712 9.53364 -0.0059 0.0059 9
870 9.529104 9.53534 -0.0062 0.0062 11
880 9.530459 9.53634 -0.0059 0.0059 9
890 9.531883 9.53718 -0.0053 0.0053 3








Table H.1 Wilcoxon signed rank test analysis used to determine whether ‘a’ axis lattice
parameter values obtained from rostrum and human bone (dynamically heated between 800 –
900 oC) are statically different. Tcritical obtained from Mendenhall et al (2012) assuming a two
tailed test and a significance confidence of 0.05.
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